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Our office will close at Noon Today and We will be closed
all day Thurs., Nov. 22for the Thanksgiving Holiday.
We with everyone a very happy er safe Thanksgiving/
We will re-open Fn.. Nov. 23rd ac 730 1101

MURRAY

DGER&TIMES
Wednesday, November 21, 2007

By HOLLY WISE

Staff Writer
With 33 shopping days left before
Christmas and the notorious Fridayafter-Thanksgiving impending, it is
important for local consumers to shop
safely — both online and while throwing elbows at local venues.
According to a press release from
the Associated Content, there are seven
tips to follow to ensure safe holiday
shopping:

NI Guard your money. When shopping, keep your wallet as close to your
person as possible to eliminate pick
pocketing.
II Guard your PIN number. Stand
between the next person in line and the
debit card machine when entering your
PIN number.
II Guard your purchases. Be aware
of people switching worthless bags for
your purchases when you aren't looking. Keep an eye or hand on your bags

Clendenen's
service is
recognized
Times
Was
lack

at all times.
•Keep it light. To protect your purchases and make shopping easier, only
collect two or three bags and then take
them to your car.
II Be aware of your surroundings.
▪ Monitor your children. If you are
not able to watch your children while
shopping, leave them at home or bring
another child with you to keep them
company.
MI Have fun. Once you are aware of

your surroundings, your money, your
safety and your children, you are fret to
have fun.
Experts are predicting that online
holiday shopping will increase significandy during 2007's holiday season. In
2006, shoppers spent $27 billion
online; this year, they are projected to
spend $33 billion, according to a recent
Forrester study.
The Federal Trade Commission
(Fro, the nation's consumer protec-

tion agency and the National Cyber
Security Alliance (NCSA), a non-profit
organization devoted to cyber security
education and awareness, have published key components to online shopping safety.
•Check out the seller. If you're
unfamiliar with the website, call the
seller's phone number. If you can't

•See Page 3A

A HALLMARK MOMENT

Property
ordinance
clears 1st
reading

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing recognized Thomas Clendenen during Tuesday night's city council meeting for his 27 years of service
to the city of Murray as superintendent of the street department.
Clendenen is retiring due to health reasons.
"I don't know of a person that I think more of and think more of
what a good job he's done for this city over the past 27 years," said
Rushing. "Tom has done so well for this city."
Rushing presented Clendenen with a plaque reading: "Thank
you, Tom, for your dedication to the city of Murray since 1981," '
Clendenen thanked Rushing for his acknowledgment. "One of
the greatest joys of my life over the last 27 years has been working
for the city of Murray," he said. "It's been a pleasure. I have thoroughly, thoroughly enjoyed it.
"I assure you there's not very many people that can say, for 27
years, there's not been a day that I got up and regretted coming to
work," Clendenen added."I looked forward to it and I want to thank
you for the privilege and the opportunity."
Clendenen assured the council and audience that after his recovery, he would seek opportunities to aid the city in any way possible.
"I would love to do some type of community work or serve on
some type of committee. I want to give back to the city of Murray
that has given so much to me for 27 years," he said.

II See Page 3A

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & limes
Carolyn Ward, a kindergarten student in Kathy Nelson's class at Southwest Elementary
School, colors the parts of a turkey. The students were creating handmade Thanksgiving
cards that would feature the colored turkeys on the covers of the cards. Also participating were
students in Becky Robertson's kindergarten class.

Fletcher administration inquiry closed

HOU_Y W1SEA_edger and limes
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing presented Thomas Clendenen,
superintendent of the Murray street department, with a
plague during Tuesday night's city council meeting, honoring
his 27 years of service to the city. The plague read: "Thank
you, Tom, for your dedication to the city of Murray since
1981. Clendenen is retiring due to health reasons.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky State Police and the
attorney general's office have
ended their investigation into
allegations of political corruption in the state Transportation
Cabinet.
Former
state
Highway
Engineer Sans Beverage, who
had been indicted on perjury
charges, told prosecutors that
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's administration had used the agency for
political gain. Beverage told
prosecutors in June that Fletcher
hand-picked certain road projects that received funding based
on political motivations.
Beverage also claimed the
state transportation secretary
wielded a $42 million discretionary fund as a "large campaign chest" used to hand out
favors to supporters and lawmakers who voted in line with
the administration.
Beverage's perjury charge
was dropped in exchange after
his testimony, and he instead

pleaded guilty to official misconduct.
The perjury charge arose
from a probe into the hiring
practices of Fletcher's administration. The state attorney general's office investigated allegations that protected state jobs
were improperly given to the
governor's political supporters.
Fletcher pardoned his entire
administration, and misdemeanor charges against the governor were dropped in a deal
with prosecutors.
The charge against Beverage
stood because his alleged crime
occurred after the date of the
governor's blanket amnesty.
State Police Maj. Mike Sapp
said in a letter to the attorney
general's office that the joint
investigation "has not uncovered evidence supporting any
felony charges." Any possible
misdemeanors could not be
prosecuted because the statute
of limitations had expired, Sapp
said in the letter.

The attorney general's
office told the
Franklin
Circuit Court
last month the
probe was finished.
"We took
this
referral
very seriously
Fletcher
and composed a
task force of fine investigators
of KSP and the attorney general's office and looked thoroughly into the allegations," Deputy
Attorney General Pierce Whites
said. 'The final analysis was, if
there were any violations, they
were
time-barred
misdemeanors."
Transportation
Cabinet
Secretary Bill Nighbert said in
June that Beverage's statement
to prosecutors were "delusional
ramblings." Doug
Hogan,
Nighbert's spokesman, said the
cabinet stood by Nighbert's
comment.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Fiscal
Court has given initial approval
to a county property maintenance ordinance designed to
eliminate threatening conditions
created by abandoned or dilapidated homes, trailers and other
structures.
Magistrates Eddie Clyde;
Hale, Connie Morgan, Bobby
Stubblefield and Johnny GingleX
unanimously approved a firs(
reading of the new regulationx
during a meeting Tuesday night:
In explaining the intent and,
scope of the proposal, County
Attomey David Harrington said
it should go a long way toward
insuring the safety of county
residents. "I think this will turn
out to benefit everybody concerned," he said.
Modifications to the document, made since a fiscal court
meeting in October, expand the
powers of a proposed Calloway
County Property Protection
Board to be appointed by Judge;
Executive Larry Elkins. They
also
include
establishing
enforcement procedures by the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department and Environmental
Planner Alicia Tabers.
The
regulations
cover
"...abandoned and/or dilapidating structures that present an
immediate danger to the public
or are in a condition threatening
partial or complete collapse."
The ordinance does not cover
tnunowed grass, accumulation
of trash or unsightly debris, rusting and abandoned motor-vehicles and other property conditions; some of which are covered by state statutes or are not
regulated by the county or the
state.
The proposal will cover all
homes, trailers and buildings
located in unincorporated areas
of the county while making
allowances for farmers by
excluding agricultural structures
such as barns, corn cribs and
even abandoned houses used for
farmers for storage. It will
include open cisterns and/or
construction sites that are not
secured and present a threat to
children or others.
Under the proposal, the fivemember Calloway County
Property Protection Board will
meet quarterly to hear complaints or appeals from property
owners and make a decision
whether or not a situation is
actionable. 'That will give the
board a chance to hear complaints on a regular basis and
allow the board to review complaints," Harrington said. "It
will give people a chance to
come to the board and talk about
it.
Members of the board will

11 See Page 3A
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'ye thanks
Thanksgiving Blessings To All
As we count our blessings this Thanksgiving,
we count your friendship among them. May
you and your family enjoy
4r
a happy and healthy
season.
•ir

ipt
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Mon - Fri: 8am - 8pm
Sat: 8am - 6pm
Sun: 1 - 6pm
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Beshear: New
hires will be
non-political
. FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Gov.-elect Steve Beshear won't
tic asking applicants for salaried
ppsitions in his administration
to disclose their political affiliations.
• Beshear,
speaking
to
reporters in Frankfort on
Thesday, said he is interested in
hiring the most qualified people
to serve in appointed positions,
wjlether they're Democrat,
Itepublican or independent.
That's a reversal from his
predecessor,
Gov.
Ernie
Fletcher, who asked applicants
to reveal their political affil)
tion on job applications afte,
took office in 2003.
Fletcher's hiring activities
resulted in his indictment on
charges that he illegally rewarded political supporters with protected state jobs. The charges
were dismissed in a negotiated
agreement with prosecutors last
year.
Beshear said the scandal has
increased public scrutiny on
state hiring practices.
"The spotlight will be on us,
and should be on us," he said.
The new hires don't fall
under the state merit system,
which provides job protections
similar to those of federal civil
service employees. The hiring
process for merit jobs is separate, and state law requires that
it be free of political influence.
Personnel Secretary Brian
Crall said about 4,200 of the
state's nearly 40,000 employees
are in non-merit positions.
With his inauguration set for
Dec. 11, Beshear said Tuesday
that he has set up a Web site,
www.besheartransition.com., to
accept job applications. The
incoming governor said he
doesn't expect to have all the
jobs filled by Inauguration Day.

Mass
likorrey Polio* Depolinent
—A case of identity theft wee reported Friday at 6:52 p.m.
—A gas drive-off was reported at Murphy USA Saturday at 1:02
p.m.
—A theft was reported at F-3 Coach Estates all:02 p.m.
—A gas drive-off was reported at Speedway at 5:28 p.m.
—A theft of a gas can was reported at 1700 Audubon at 7:10
p.m.
—Criminal mischief was reported at Bailey/Wilshire Sunday at
9:21 a.m.
—A theft of a purse was reported at 10:52 p.m.
—A traffic accident with injuries was reported at 12th and Arcadia
Streets Monday at 12:06 p.m.
—A traffic accident with injunes was reported on 641 North in
front of J. Edwards at 2:06 p.m.
—An attempted break-in was reported on Main Street at 4:58
p.m.
—Marguerite Beasley, 30, of Mayfield was wed for theft by
unlawful taking under $300 at 8:21 p.m.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

•Buyer beware ...
From Front

Photo provided
LOCKDOWN: School Resource Officer Kenny Collins is shown with Mayfield Police Officer
Shannon Keller and his K-9 dog "Patton" duhng a lockdown/search drill at Calloway County
High School on Tuesday morning. Kentucky requires all schools to conduct a lockdown drill
at least one time during each school year. Six dogs and their handlers from cooperating area
law enforcement agencies participated in the exercise which included a lockdown/search drill
at Calloway County Middle School and a search of the CCHS parking lot. No contraband was
found in any area searched.

•Property ordinance ...
paperwork and then bring their
complaint in person to the protection board during scheduled
meetings.
The owner of the property
will bear the primary cost of rectifying any safety situation or
possibly face a fine of up to $100
per day until the situation is corrected to the county's satisfaction; however there may be circumstances where renters will
bear all or part of the cost. The
county is also guaranteed first
claim to financial reimbursement shouterlhe Te
;
r be
forced to tise tazpaye
for
demolition and rernaal: The
ordinance, which is based on
existing state statutes, must be
approved by the court during a
second reading in December and
members of the property protection board must convene before
enforcement begins.
In other business, magistrates:
•passed a resolution honoring the Murray-based Kentucky
National Guard 438th Military
Police Co. The resolution honors
the men and women of the unit
for their willingness to "protect
and serve the Commonwealth of
Kentucky and the United States
of America." The unit is now in
training at Fort Dix, Ni., but
will deploy to Iraq early next
year.
•approved a memorandum

From Front

agreement to allow the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department to
obtain new weapons and body
armor through a state grant from
the Governor's Office for Local
Development(GOLD).
•approved a bid from Total
Patcher Inc. for the purchase of
an injection patching machine
used to repair cracks in county
roadways.
•approved a resolution supporting an effort by the U.S. 641
Water District in Hazel to apply
for a $240,600 grant through the
Kentucky Division of Water for
upgrades on the citfts wastewater system.
IN approved a resolution conveying all property once belonging to the Calloway County
Board of Education from current
county ownership back to the
board because all bonds on the
specified parcels of land have
been paid off. The property was
deed by the board to the county
in the 1970s and 1980s under
existing state law for the issuing
of bonds for construction financing. However with the advent of
the Kentucky Education Reform
Act in the 1990s, school district
finance corporations now have
authority to issue bonds and
deeding land to government
entities for disposition is no
longer required.

include the judge-executive or
his designee and one representative from each of the four magisterial districts who must live in
an unincorporated area. At least
From Front
one of those must be a farmer.
Each will be appointed to a fourThe mayor invited the public year term.
to attend a retirement reception
The board will hear comfor Clendenen, Nov. 30, from plaints presented to them and
then
decide whether conditions
9:30-11;30 a.m, in the council
pose a threat to public safety. If
chambers at City Hall.
the
matter will bummed over
so,
In ,other business, the comi-i
to the -sheriff's department or
cil: .
frn
enforcement.
•heard a presentation from Tabers
Murray State's Amelia Dodd Hovkver the sheriff's department will be extended emerfrom
the
Wellness
and gency powers to act should a
sitTherapeutic
Sciences uation, such as a house fire, creDepartment,
and
Corky ate an immediate threat to the
Broughton, interim dean for the public that must be dealt with
Health Sciences and Human quickly.
Services department, regarding
Sheriff Bill Marcum, who
the Get Healthy Kentucky ini- proposed the ordinance earlier
tiative. They presented obesity this year based on complaints
and overweight statistics for the from county residents, will be
state of Kentucky and encour- allowed to hire a contractor to
aged the council to support destroy a structure and remove
threat following proper notithem in their efforts to engage the
fication of the landowner.
Murray in the Get Healthy
In non-emergency situations,
Initiative.
a complaint form will be made
IN moved to accept a bid available in the environmental
from Rogers Group for crushed planner's office at the Calloway
limestone needed in the city's County Courthouse. Those
public
works department. reporting threatening conditions
Rogers was lowest bidder com- will be asked to complete the
pared to Vulcan, though the
price is higher from previous
prices due to the increase in fuel
costs.
• moved to accept a bid
from Brenntag for the chemicals needed in the city's public
Works department. Brenntag
Was the only bidder. Prices for
the chemicals are higher from
previous prices due to the
increase in fuel costs.
Re-opening-Friday, Nov. 23rd
• heard from Robert
Billington, Jr., chair of the
The Day after Thanksgiving
Public Works Committee, who
council
assured the mayor, the
and the public that they are
moving forward on the southwest annexation sewer project.
He said bids are underway and
that engineers are looking at the
fear
project.
on
unanimously
II moved
second reading to amend the fiscal 2007-08 budget to increase
the Public Works Capital
Expenditure to include a security fence on Andrus Drive.
Ill moved unanimously to
appoint Doris Sarr and Whitney
1?eake to serve four-year terms
Murray-Calloway
the
cin
Authority
Transit
County
Board.

•Service ...
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INSURANCE

PUBLISHED WEEKLY
1505 STADIUM VIEW DR
MURRAY, KY 42071

I. Thou shalt be happy.
2. Thou shalt use thy talents to make others glad.
3. Thou shalt rise above defeat and trouble.
4. Thou shalt look upon each day as a new day.
5. Thou shalt always do thy best and leave the rest to
God.
6. Thou shalt not waste thy time and energy in useless
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8. Thou shalt not be afraid of tomorrow.
9. Thou shalt have a kind word and a kind deed for
everyone.
10. Thou shalt say each morning — I am a child of
God and nothing can hurt me.

LOOK FOR US Al OUR NEVI LOCATION:
91S Arcadia Circle • Murray, KY *Next to the 8if Apple Csfe
753-6189
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worry.
7. Thou shalt look only on the bright side of life.
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reach anyone, take your business elsewhere. Type the business name into a search engine
and read reviews about the company.
II Read return policies.
Despite your best intentions,
some gifts may need to be
returned or exchanged. Before
you buy, read the return policy.
Some retailers give customers
extra time to retum products;
others give as little as a week, if
any time at all. Find out who
covers the shipping cost for a
returned item and if your online
purchase can be returned to a
brick-and-mortar store.
•Know what you're getting.
Name-brand items at greatly
reduced prices could be counterfeit. Read the seller's product
description carefully.
•Don't fall for a false e-mail
or pop-up. Legitimate companies don't send unsolicited email messages asking for your
password or login name or
financial institution. But scammers do. Delete all such emails.
• Look for signs a site is
safe. When you're ready to buy
something from a seller you
trust, look for signs that the site
is secure, such as a closed padlock on the browser's status bar.
When you're asked to provide
payment information, the beginning of the Web site's URL
address should change from hap
to shttp or https, indicating that
the purchase is encrypted or
secured.
II Secure your computer.

Security software must be
updated regularly to help protect
against the latest threats. To
sign up for free cyber alerts and
tips from the Department of
Homeland Security, visit: USCERT.gov.
•Consider how you'll pay.
Credit cards are generally a safe
option because they allow buyers to seek a credit from the
issuer if the product isn't delivered or isn't what was ordered.
Don't send cash or a moneywriting service because you'll
have no recourse if something
goes wrong.
MI Know the full price and
check out incentives. Compare
total costs, including shipping
and handling, to ensure the best
deal. Many retailers are offering incentives like free shipping
but be careful because some
"free shipping" deals come with
strings attached.
•Keep a paper trail. Print
and save records of your online
transactions, including the product description and price, the
online receipt, and copies of any
e-mails you exchange with the
seller. Read your credit card
statements as soon as you get
them to make sure there aren't
any unauthorized charges.
• Turn your computer off
when you're finished shopping.
To be safe, switch your computer off when you're not using it.
The dream scenario for scammers are computers left on 24/7;
this gives them the ability to
install malicious software on
your machine and then control it
remotely to commit cyber
crime.
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Before the
Pilgrims
Our thoughts turn this week. as our thoughts should turn
every week, to thanksgiving. In Amenca, we always &SSOC I
ale the first Thanksgiving with the Plymouth Pilgrims, those
separatist Puntans who in October 1621 celebrated the harvest with Massasoit and some 90 Wampanoags with feasting
and games and prayers (according to thc website of the Pilgrim Hail Museum at www.pilgnmhall.org).
We continue to have cause for Thanksgiving celebrations in 2(107, in America of
all places where we are blessed beyond
measure. And certainly, the Pilgrims had
cause for a Thanksgiving celebration in
1621. But in 1607, fourteen years before
that first Thanksgiving, to the south in Virginia, C'aptain John Smith and his
Jamestown settlers found reason to celebrate as they were carving out a European
presence in the New World.
Home and
This year marks the 400th anniversary
Away
of the founding of the Jamestown settleBy James
merit, and many of us are again remember Duane Bolin
ing that significant event in American HisLedger & Times tory from the European perspective, forgetColumnist
ting that Amenca had already been "founded" by the first Amencans hundreds of
years before the Europeans arrived on the scene.
In his "General History of Virginia." Smith, that Elizabethan soldier-adventurer. documents the Jamestown founding
with due emphasis on his own heroics, his own vital role
in
subduing the wilderness and the people that he referred to
as "savages" in the malarial swamps on the coast of Virginia. At one point in the narrative. writing in the third
person. Smith relates how "he was beset with 2(X) savages.
two of them he slew, defending himself with the aid of
a
savage his guide, whom he hound to his arm with his
garters and used him as a buckler, yet he was shot in his
thigh a little, and had many arrows that stuck in his clothes _
but no great hurt, till at last they took him prisoner." Oh
my!
Before he was taken prisoner, however, the very first
encounter between the Europeans and the Native Americans
did not follow the usual scnpi. Smith said that upon first
arriving in the New World. "our drink was water, our lodgings castles in the air.- But instead of building dwellings,
the settlers believed it was necessary to build something
else. As Smith described it. "with this lodging and diet, our
extreme toil in hearing and planting palisades so strained and
bruised us and our continual labor in the extremity of the
heat had so weakened us, as were cause sufficient to have
made us as miserable las in( any othei place in the world."
The Europeans found it necessary to build "palisades.- a
tort, to protect them from the savages. As they were sweating to erect the palisades youcan see a re-creation of the
palisades at the restored Jamestown village today—as they
struggled to build a fort to withstand the inevitable onslaught
of the savages, something very interesting happened. Let's
let Smith tell the tale • "But now was all our provision
spent, tbe sturgeon gone, all helps abandoned. each hour
expecting the fury 01 the savages. when God, the patron Of
all good endeavors, in that desperate extremity so changed
the hearts of the sas ages that they brought such plenty of
their fruits and provision as no man wanted."
Imagliw that scene! Here the settlers were constructing a
fort to protect them from the savages, when, in the nudst of
their efforts, those very savages Came, advancing out 01 the
woods, not with weapons. hut with their arms laden with
food. Time for a coffee break! Here, let's rest for awhile
and get to know each other. over these refreshments!
This is not the way we usually think of the first
encountet between European settlers and Native American
Indians. the first Americans. but even the arrogant John
Smith must have been thankful for that bnef respite.
We too are thankful for this brief respite from our busy
hedules, this Thanksgiving holiday, when we gather with
family and friends to enjoy and remember and to count our
blessings
Duane Bolin teaches in the Department of History at
Murray State University. He 'nal he reached at
Juane holingrmurraystate.edu
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THE RRSTSCALP1NG

A Thanksgiving Message
We have become a nation of whiners,
complainers and crybabies. We complain
about taxes, politicians and the weather.
We complain about lawyers and doctors.
We rush to join our own narrow interest
groups, from where we can vilify the rest
of the world and lament how badly our
members are being treated. We've created heat indexes and wind chill factors so
that when the meteorologist gives us the
weather, we can talk about how much
worse it really is.
Surely the good Lord must grow weary
of it. For it seems the ones who complain the most have the least reason to
complain.
People not only complain incessantly,
they look askance at those who don't. If
you're not making a fuss or criticizing,
they say, you really don't understand the
situation.
Amid all this. I retreat to my closet
and confess:
I'm thankful.
I'm thankful we live in a country where
complaining people do not get strung up
by the neck for complaining.
I'm thankful for my doctor, who cares;
medical science, which continues to
advance; and that I can go to the dentist without pain.
I'm thankful for my good neighbors,
who benignly tolerate my dog and my
kids and don't take me to court for the
bother.
I'm thankful for the health and safety
of my family. that I live in a community where people don't have to lock their
doors and strangers wave at you on the
road.

I'm very grateful for my mechanic,
who is honest, skillful, and who patiently puts up with the nickel and dime
repairs of my teenage drivers.
I'm thankful for political candidates
who subject themselves to the slings and
arrows of a fickle public and hypocritical media to give back to the community their time and service. They help maintain our roads and streets, educate our
young, care for our elderly and preserve
the democratic process.
I'm thankful I am able to see the beauty of the morning sun, my son's line
drive, the gathering storm on a summer
day.
I'm thankful for my minister, who offers
hope, my friends who offer smiles and
enemies who make me feel worthy.
Thanks to the millions who show up
for work each day in spite of sick kids,
alcoholic spouses, heartaches and broken
dreams.
I'm thankful for those who do volunteer work — old ladies in hospital lobbies, small town firemen, Sunday School
teachers, soccer coaches, blood bank workers — and on and on.
I'm thankful for the teachers of this
country who — at far less pay than they
deserve — labor at molding young minds
and developing the leaders of tomorrow.
Thanks to the nice people who stop
on the frantic and fast-moving interstates
to offer aid to stranded drivers.
I'm grateful for salesclerks who smile
and people who say thank you when you
hold open the door.
I'm thankful for summer nights when
the wonderful chorus of nature serenades

us and the homeless
do not freeze to death.
I'm thankful for my
mother and father, who
in their humble way
taught me many things,
to include reaching for
a rung above them for
something better.
I'm thankful to be
alive today — not yesterday, not tomorrow,
Guest Voice
but today — the most
By Judge Bill
exciting time in the
Cunningham
history of the world,
Kentucky
So, I am thankful
— deeply and pro- Supreme Court
foundly grateful.
It won't get me on the morning news,
nor invited to the mayor's tea. It won't
get me on a call in show.
What will it get me anyway? The Beatitudes assure us that the kingdom of Heaven will belong to the poor in spirit. The
meek shall inherit the earth. Peacemakers
shall be called the children of God. But
no mention is made of the grateful.
Surely it is worth something. Like
keeping you out of last place, maybe?
So, on Judgment Day, I will be confronted with an indictment of many sins,
to which I will humbly plead guilty and
ask for mercy.
The Lord will search the long list of
wrongs, looking for something good.
"Remember me, Lord?" I will anxiously and plaintively implore.
"I was thankful."

WASHING ION TODAY
By ANNE GEARAN
the Bush administration. Rice
is gambling that she can succeed where past diplomats have
failed as she works to restart
Mideast peace talks after a
nearly seven-year lull.
Rice is playing host next
week to a conference meant
to commit Israel and the Palestinians to intensive negotiation!.
toward establishing an independent Palestinian state alongside Israel.
It's the administration's most
visible intercession in a conflict that Rice and other advisers had given little energy and
attention for most of Bush's
nearly seven years in office.
It's also an effort that invites
comparisons of Rice's diplomatic skills with those of past statesmen who, late in their terms,
sought a solution to the decadeslong problem as a potential
crowning achievement.
Mideast peace is a sort of
foreign policy Holy Grail, a
seemingly soluble problem with
enormous practical and symbolic ramifications, yet one that
has eluded two generations of
talented diplomats.
If she succeeds, Rice could
easily claim a place alongside
Henry Kissinger as a peacemaker or George Shultz as a
shrewd negotiator. If she fails,
it would set back the prospects
for whichever U.S. diplomat
tries next.
Rice scoffed last month at
the notion that she is seeking
to burnish her own reputation
or legacy in Washington.
"There are probably easier
foreign policy tasks to take on
than the Israeli-Palestinian conflict," she told a House hearing that had begun with an
Iraq war protester rushing Rice
and shouting "war criminal."

Rice has ruled out a run
for president. as her most ardent
fans had hoped, and says she
will return to teaching when
she leaves office. She claims
little interest in how history
will appraise her tenure, but
apparently does have one eye
on her legacy: She's hired a
personal photographer who
accompanied her on her last
two trips to Jerusalem and the
West Bank.
The pictures will become part
of Rice's archive at the State
Department. and some will
appear on an expanded bellsand-whistles department Web
site that Rice considers an
accomplishment.
Trump has told interviewers this year that while Rice
is, as he puts it, a nice lady,
her handshake tours of foreign
capitals never result in a deal.
The implicit comparison with
Trump's own negotiating skills
isn't entirely fair — diplomacy is not a real estate transaction — but Rice's associates
feel the sting of such critiques.
They note that deals may be
traditional measures of a diplomat but the focus on formal
compacts can overlook less tangible accomplishments.
Lingering bad feelings over
the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq
in 2003 may have been part
of the reason that Pope Benedict XVI refused Rice s request
for a meeting last summer. The
pope was reportedly also making a point about papal opposition to U.S. policies on the
treatment of prisoners abroad
when he declined the offer.
The move was widely viewed
as a snub, but Rice's spokesman
said she did not see it that
way.
Rice gets credit abroad for
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Rice gambling on Mideast peace

WASHINGTON (AP) --Donald Trump says she can't
close a deal. The pope politely declined to meet with her,
saying he was on vacation.
When Condoleezza Rice
travels overseas, the local papers
don't do big photo spreads any.
more. At home, Rice is feuding with congressional Democrats and scrambling to counter
recent
embarrassments
including the killing of 17 Iraqi
civilian% by the State Department's hired bodyguards.
The rock star diplomat has
become the workaday Amencan secretary of state, with all
the advantages and all the baggage that the title and Rice s
long association with President
Bush and the Iraq war entail.
Well-traveled, energetic and
%onsistently more popular than
her boss. Rice nonetheless has
a mixed record as the nation's
top diplomat. If ('abinet secretanes got report cards. most
major categories for Rice would
he marked "incomplete."
Rice has completed no peace
treaties or other major foreign
policy pacts in her nearly three
years on the job, although some
deals are in the works.
Her effort to place more
U.S. diplomats in strategic
hotspots like the Middle East
stumbled this fall when too
few diplomats volunteered for
hardship duty in Iraq. After a
row over the prospect of forced
service in a war zone, enough
people stepped forward.
"How's she doing? Well, we
haven't got peace between Israel
and the Palestinians yet, and
we're still in Iraq and we're
still in Afghanistan and the
Pakistan government is still
teetering on the edge," said
Gordon Adams, a professor of
international relations at American University. -The one single point of progress — and
it not a Success yet — IS
North Korea."
Now on the downslope of
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improving U.S. relations with
European allies — a historical
tie worn thin by disagreements
over the Iraq war and U.S.
policies in the global hunt for
terrorists — and to a lesser
extent for offering potentially
breakthrough talks with Iran.
Tehran has refused U.S. terms
for such negotiations, and
attempts to force Iran to give
up disputed nuclear activities
have gone nowhere.
Rice also has tried to strike
major nuclear bargains with
North Korea and India, but
neither has come to fruition.
There has been progress on
North Korea, however.
The pact to trade economic and other incentives for
North Korea's renunciation of
nuclear weapons appears on
track, although Rice's critics say
her earlier inattention to North
Korea helped give the secretive nation elbow room to build
and test a nuclear bomb last
year.
The India deal, which would
not require India to give up
its nuclear weapons but would
allow greater international oversight, is in danger of collapsing.
The push for Middle East
progress, however, may define
Rice's job performance. Usually composed and cool in public. Rice gave a glimpse of
the stakes she faces during a
news conference this month
with Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas.
"What is ahead of us is
indeed very difficult work."
Rice said. "If this had been
an easy conflict to resolve and
to end, it would have been
done years ago "
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Families touched by tragedy celebrate Thanksgiving
Mrs. Lenora Loris Ulmer
The funeral for Mrs. Lenora Lovie Skinner will be Saturday at I
p.m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church. Rev. Timothy Green
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the church after II a.m. Saturday. BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhorne.com
Mrs. Skinner, 89, Mulberry Street, Murray, died Monday, Nov.
19. 2007, at 7:35 a.m. at her home.
She attended Douglass High School and became a member of
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist Church at an early age.
Preceding her in death were her husband, John William Skinner.
to whom she was married for 62 years; one daughter, Bettye Lou
Skinner McCreary; two sons. Henry and Huddie Skinner; three sisters, Martha Thomason, Sarah Greer and Elizabeth Jones; and two
brothers, Thomas Ross and Gilbert Ross. Born June 12, 1918, in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Jim Pearson and
Louise Grier Ross.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Susie Palmer and husband, Richard, Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. Brenda Alli and husband,
ICaytoa, Sacramento, Calif.; three sons, William Skinner and wife,
Sue, Morganfield, and Carl Skinner and Michael Skinner and wile.
Debbie, and one brother, Dave Ross, all of Murray; 23 grandchildren; 34 great-grandchildren; II great-great-grandchildren; several
nieces, nephews, cousins and friends.

Paid Obituary
Ms. Carlene Lamb
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The funeral for Ms. Carlene Lamb will be today (Wednesday) at
2 p.m. at Coldwater Church of Christ. Hayes Grady, Richard Guilt
and Brad McNutt will officiate. Burial will follow in the church
cemetery.
Visitation will be after noon today at the
church. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements. Online condolences may be made
,
at www.imesmillercom
Ms. Lamb, 94, Coldwater, died Sunday, Nov.
18, 2007, at 4:40 p.m. at Spring Creek Health
Care.
A retired seamstress at Merit Clothing,
Mayfield, she was a member of Coldwater Church
of Christ.
Lamb
Born May 18, 1913, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late William G. and Judy Pea Lamb. Also
preceding her in death were three sisters. Attie Lamb, Algie Tabers
and Hattie Watson, and one brother, Earl Lamb. Survivors include
several nieces and nephews.

Bush, Cheney accused of
deceit in CIA leak scandal
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Former White House press secretary Scott McClellan blames
— President Bush and Vice
President Dick Cheney for
efforts to mislead the public
about the role of White House
aides in leaking the identity of a
• CIA operative.
In an excerpt from his forthcoming
book.
McClellan
recounts the 2003 news conference in which he told reporters
that aides Karl Rove and I.
Lewis "Scooter" Libby were
"not involved" in the leak
involving operative Valerie
Plame.
"There was one problem. It
was not true," McClellan writes,
according to a brief excerpt
released Tuesday. "I had
unknowingly passed along false
information. And five of the
highest-ranking officials in the
administration were involved in
my doing so: Rove, Libby, the
vice president, the president's
chief of staff and the president
, himself."
Bush's chief of staff at the
- time was Andrew Card.
The excerpt, posted on the
publisher
site
of
Web
PublicAffairs. renews questions
about what went on in the West
Wing and how much Bush and
Cheney knew about the leak.
For years, it was McClellan's
job to field — and often duck —
those types of questions.
Now that he's spurring them,
answers are equally hard to
come by. White House press
secretary Dana Perino said it
wasn't clear what McClellan
meant in the excerpt. "The president has not and would not ask
his spokespeople to pass on

false information," she said.
Plame issued a statement saying
the opposite.
"I am outraged to learn that
former White House Press
Secretary Scott McClellan confirms that he was sent out to lie
to the press corps," Plame said.
"Even
more
shocking,
McClellan confirms that not
only Karl Rove and Scooter
Libby told him to lie but Vice
President Cheney, presidential
Chief of Staff Andrew Card and
President Bush also ordered
McClellan to issue his misleading statement."
McClellan turned down
interview requests Tuesday.
Plame maintains the White
House quietly outed her to
reporters. Plame and her husband, former Ambassador
Joseph Wilson, said the leak was
retribution for his public criticism of the Iraq war. The accusation dogged the administration and made Plame a cause
celebre
among
many
Democrats. McClellan's book,
"What Happened," isn't due out
until April, and the excerpt
released Monday was merely a
teaser. It doesn't get into detail
about how Bush and Cheney
were involved or reveal what
happened behind the scenes. Yet
the teaser provided enough fodder for administration critics.
"Just when you think the
credibility of this White House
can't get any lower, another
shoe drops," said Sen. Charles
Schumer, D-N.Y. "If the Bush
administration won't even tell
the truth to its official
spokesman, how can the
American people expect to be
told the truth either?"

When American families
gather together this week to give
thsinks for what they have, many
also will reflect on what they
have lost this year. Some of
those tragedies have an added
dimension, because they took
place with the nation watching.
The dramas played out in
places large and small: Southern
California and Minneapolis,
Blacksburg,
Va.,
and
Huntington, Utah. They were
caused by nature or by man or
by madness. One family was
thrust into the limelight because
of recognition for their son, a
hero killed in the war in
Afghanistan in 2005.
Those left to press on have
found strength in friends and
family, and have discovered
strength of their own to share
with others. They're thankful for
something else, too: loving
memories of the people they
mourn.
MOUNDS VIEW, Minn. —
When Jennifer Holmes' father
died a few weeks before
Thanksgiving last year, it was
her husband. Patrick, who gave
Holmes the strength she needed
to get through the holiday.
This year, it's Patrick who is
gone — killed in the collapse of
a Minneapolis bridge he had
crossed countless times on his
daily commute.
"It's not just that he was my
husband," Jennifer Holmes said.
"He's been my best friend forever, who I talk to about everything. So it's hard to not have
that person to talk to."
Jennifer, 35, met Patrick two
months shy of her 15th birthday
and married him about eight
years later. "I don't really
remember a time before we were
best friends," Holmes said.
Short and athletic, Holmes
was quick to laugh when
recounting a happy memory.
though her voice caught in her
throat at times. Her kids,6-yearold Gavin and 5-year-old Rena,
played downstairs in the family's neatly kept suburban splitlevel, where pictures of their
father are spread throughout the
house.
Thanksgiving week looks to
be particularly tough, bringing
not just a family holiday but
what would have been Patrick's
37th birthday. Thanksgiving will
be celebrated, as usual, at the
home of Jennifer's sister.
"I can already tell you what
I'm thankful for," Holmes said.
"I'm thankful for the kids. I'm
thankful for the people around
me who have supported me. And
even though I think my time
with him wds cut way too short,
I'm thankful I had the time I did
have with him."

AP
Hilary Gordon, Mayor of Huntington, Utah, stands near the entrance to Crandall Canyon Mine,
northwest of Huntington, Utah
RICHMOND, Va. — It was
the Thanksgiving traditions
more than the feast that Leslie
Sherman treasured.
Her family always went to
the movies while the turkey
cooked; they loved the smell
that greeted them when they
returned home. The meal was
always wolfed down in 10 minutes or less, so Leslie and her
dad could rush to the living
room to catch the game on TV.
Her mother once suggested they
simply go to a restaurant, but
Leslie
was
adamant:
Thanksgiving had to be a homecooked meal, eaten together at
home.
This year, however, the
Springfield, Va., family's traditions will be quietly set aside on
their first Thanksgiving since
Leslie, 20, was killed in the
April 16 Virginia Tech shootings
that left 33 dead.
Leslie's parents and sister
will go to a relative's house for
dinner. Her mother, Holly
Sherman, will be polite and eat
her meal. She will spend a little
time with her family. After that,
she may go visit Leslie's grave.
Holly thinks of this and
weeps.
She worries about balancing
her grief with the celebratory
nature of the holiday.
"We don't want to be the
symbol of sadness and bring
sadness into somebody else's
home on an otherwise joyous
occasion," she says.
"We'll be forging new territory." Last week, a co-worker
handed her a card. Inside was a
quote: "Be courageous. It's one
of the only places left uncrowded."
FALLBROOK, Calif. —
Lisa Homer lost almost every-

thing when a wildfire torched
her mobile home last month —
antique tables and chests, clothing, sewing machines, old
recipes. She had no homeowner's insurance. "I'm thankful to
be alive," Homer said one recent
afternoon as she literally picked
up the pieces, searching the
ashes for her grandmother's broken china. She plans to turn the
four boxes of shards she collected into a tabletop and wind
chimes. She will make decorations out of knives and forks
twisted in the conflagration by
dipping them in silver.
Homer's home was among
more than 2,000 destroyed by
the wildfires that hit Southern
California last month, killing 10
people. No one was killed or
injured in Valley Oaks Mobile
Home Park, where Homer paid
$650 a month to park her trailer,
but half its 212 homes were
wrecked. Homer, 45, vows to
return. She still treasures the
towering oaks and redwoods
that surround the park's small,
tightly packed lots.
She cherishes the mountain
views and quiet lifestyle in the
heart of the nation's avocadogrowing country. Many of those
trees survived, as did the recreation center and swimming pool,
a place where people gather
daily to swap tales of their
recovery. For the fifth straight
year,
she'll
celebrate
Thanksgiving dinner at the
home of a friend, a woman she
met 17 years ago at a bar. It's a
four-bedroom suburban house in
Sun City, about 80 miles southeast of Los Angeles. The only
difference now is that she's living there. "Everybody's safe,
that's something to be thankful
for," she said.

Isn't it time you had a
TAILORED home policy?

HUNTINGTON, Utah-- For
widows of Utah's trapped miners, the pain is still raw.
"Nobody knows what's deep
in my heart," said Bessie Allred,
who can only gaze at the mountains that hold the body of her
58-year-old husband, Kerry
Allred, a miner for nearly half
his life. It's been more than three
months since a thunderous collapse left the six coal miners
entombed, possibly forever,
1,500 feet deep inside the
Crandall Canyon mine. In a furious rescue effort, crews dug into
a half-mile of rubble before
three of the rescuers died in
another collapse, 10 days after
the first.
Federal regulators and mine
executives say it's too dangerous
to start tunneling anew inside a
mine where seismic activity
remains active. They don't know
when or how they'll be able to
safely do it.
The pain remains especially
sharp because the bodies may
never be recovered, Huntington
Mayor Hilary Gordon said.
"I have to believe that given
the enormity of the cave-in, they
had to have died instantly," she
said. "1 'don't think they suffered, but the families were a
long time realizing that."
Gordon, a British transplant
whose husband is a former
miner, said the town's 2,000 residents, living where the high
desert meets the mountains,
have pulled together.
"Everyone's spirit came forward, and it was absolutely
lovely," Gordon said of the
town's support for the victims'
families. "If I had a wish for
Thanksgiving, I'd wish that light
could shine every day
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Former MSU professor
receives recognition
The book, "Pshrot. les Mr
Grandson": Tales of a Young
Actor, by Debra kw, has been
selected as an award-winning
finalist in the category "History —Media and Entertainment" of the National Best
Books 2(X)7 Awards.
A former resident and prolessor at Murray State University, Jeter has wntten a book
about her son, child actor Clay
icier, and about her father's
family, whose roots lie deep
in the soil of Calloway County. Her father Clifton Coleman
of Murray, his brother Bill Coleman of Lynn Grove. and their
sister, Lou Ann Coleman Darnell(now deceased)frolic, play.
and fight in the pages of
"P.shaw. !Vs Mr Grandson":
Tales of a Young Actor.
Book signings are scheduled for Saturday from 10:45
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at New Life
Christian Bookstore. 100 South
Fifth St.. Murray. (located at
the corner of 5th & Main
Streets); and next Wednesday
from noon to 2 p.m. at Murray State University in the Curtis Center, second floor in the
lobby in front of the University Bookstore. Books will be
available for purchase at both
hook signings. Appearances are
expected by either or both of
the book's protagonists. Clay
/eta and Clifton Coleman.
The book will appeal both
to individuals interested in the
history of Kentucky and Tennessee. or Calloway County in

Debra Jeter
particular, as well as those who
are fans of the Catherine Marshall novel Christy or the television series based on • that
novel.
Both Debra and her husband Norman deter were working full-time when their son
Clay was cast in the CBS television series Christy. which
was filmed in eastern Tennessee. All episodes of the
series, which starred Kate
Martin and Tyne Daly. were
released earlier this year on
DV D.
Debra's parents. Clifton and
Marie Coleman of Murray.
served often as the child's onset guardian. The series brought
a flood of memories of his
1930's childhixid in Calloway
County, Kentucky, to Clifton
Coleman as he watched his
grandson at work. He began
tape recording these memories,
and the tapes Lompelled deter
Ti) write the story of her father
and her son. Other family members of the Coleman and Byer.
ly clans appear in the book,
S well as a number of their
neighbors from New Concord
and Lynn Grove areas.
leter received a bachelot of
science degree in 1975 and an
M.B.A. in 1980. both from Murray State University. and a Ph.D.
from Vanderbilt University in

Happy Thanksgising lAc hops all
of your families Lan he together and
have a great day
In America we have so much to ht.
thankful tor If we *Jae a moment aid
really he grateful for what we have.
our holiday will he so mush better
Ohen we let the stress ot preparing
hug meal or getting ready tot signparty overwhelm us so that we forget
the true meaning oot the thanksgiving
holiday
this sear lets he sure to stop and
think oot all the wonderful people and
things in out lises
let's pray tot out troops and their
families We hope they stay sale and
the men and women in the service
will he home with their ranuttes sisal
What is your favorite Thanksgiving
dish' Most of us will he having
turkey and dressing There are SO
mans variations 01 dressing is real'
anuting My !astirtc is tomIread
dressing and I have the honor to make
it this year sitI'll he making tot§ of
sornhread
My mother makes a great cranherry
relish salad
it is in my cookbook.
sit I will share it with you
I/4 cup orange Juice
I Ig pkg strawherry faro
I Ig o I 2 sot I Lan s rushed pineapple •
I Is I (2',r is an mandarin oranges
I van sranherry sause with whole
anhertie.
Mix Kilo with 111 sups o4 boiling
water Add orange 'Like and the rest
,o1 the ingredients Put in a glass howl
and hill tot hours If s really good
and ea,"
This weekend shuts all of the hohi.
day shopping and well he haying
spesials throughout the store Friday
Saturday 211•Stri *I on selected
items Ihesses and suits will he :!‘‘r;
if shoes 211"4 oft. %clotted Frew!
Dressing 211W oft. KW large rash
tall mershandise will he 112 gine
Were looking forward too seeing you'
Congratulations to, Janet Henley
who won the Brighton' sarklkholder
last Friday
Quote or the Week -Don t lust
own stow Messing,
share cheat
I rue
it doubled when shared with
th.me we lose I selsn I oet,
lop or the Neck "Feast
turkey.
c ming stroronin fish foods. like
turtles sin ward off the blues' So
ennos an tura helping this
thanksgiving
SW, tune,)
qtIt reel
,4
fr ailuon
ei

MI See Page 7A
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Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU NOV. 29
moviesinMurray.com
Enchanted
.25 • 3:45 • 7:00 • 9:15

Beowulf
P613- 1:05 - 3:30 • 7:30• 945

Fred Claus
P6- 1:30 - 3:55 - 7:05 • 9:25

August Rush
PG -1255 ..i 2 , :15 • 9:35
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON WED. 11/21 • SUN. 11125

Phillip Lynn Rogers, founder/president
of Share The Hope, Is collecting relief items
to take to Wolfe County in Eastern Kentucky for the people there.
Needed are non perishable food, new
toys for children of all ages, personal,
hygiene items, cleaning supplies, Wks,underwear and school supplies. Now in the
20th year for this service by Share The
Hope, cash donations are always needed
to be used to buy things that are not
Ws
donated. Cheeks written to Share The Hope
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen may be mailed to Share The Hope, 481
VanCleave Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
Community
The collection will end Dec. 4 at 7 p.m..
Editor
On Dec. 7, a semi-traller will be loaded
by volunteers in Murray and depart for Eastern Kentucky,
driven by Greg Adams from Salem, sixth year voluntee
r
truck driver. Distribution will be Saturday, Dec. 8, at
8
a.m. at the Wolfe County High School.
For more information call Rogers at 753-1001 or C'harlene Chandler at 1-731-247-5187.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program
,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Wyatt and Musser

Mr. and Mrs. David Wyatt announce the engagement
and Shriners sponsor Bingo
upcoming marriage of their daughter, Hake Taylor Wyatt,
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
to
Nathan Allen Musser, son of Raymond Musser of Hazel
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proand
Glenda Musser of Farmington.
ceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities
.
Miss Wyatt is the granddaughter of Sarah Wyatt and Mildred Crouse, all of Murray.
Angel Alert issued
Mr. Musser is the grandson of William Ray Musser of New
An angel alert has been issued for a standard size electric
Concord and the late Dayton and Moedell Thweatt.
refrigerator for a single mother of one. Anyone having one
to
A 2005 graduate of Calloway County High School.
the donate, call the Calloway County Family Resource Center
at
bride-elect has a degree in dental assisting from West
Ken- 762-7333.
tucky Community and Technical College. She is currently employe
d
as a dental assistant at Taylor Family Dental in Murray
and
Blood Drive will be Friday
is pursuing a degree in dental hygiene at WKCTC.
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have
The groom-elect is a 2003 graduate of Graves County High
a blood drive on Friday from 9 a.m. to noon in the parking
School. He is currently employed at Murdock Farms in
Lynn
area of Office Depot, 662 North 12th St., Murray.
Grove.
The wedding will be Saturday, Dec. IS. 2007 at 2 p.m.
at Thanksgiving
dinner planned
University Church of Christ. 801 North 12th Street. Murray.
The third annual Thanksgiving dinner will be held on ThanksA reception will immediately follow the ceremony at
the giving Day at the
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Murray Woman's Club house. 704 Vine St.. Murray.
Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. The dinner, sponsored
All relatives and friends are invited. Invitations are being
by the
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association, will
sent to out-of-town guests.
begin
with a short worship service at 11 a.m. and dinner will
be
served from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome and
there is no charge for the dinner. For transportation to the dinner call the Center at 753-0929. To volunteer or make a donaNeed Line has issued a new er; dish liquid, men and women tion, call Rev. Rose Bogal-Allbritten at 293-9490.
list oh items needed to replen- deodorant and toilet paper for
ish the pantry for the clients. personal hygiene and cleaning CCHS Project Gradu
ation plans event
• They arc salmon, tuna, beef supplies; and large brown paper
Calloway County High School Project Graduation will have
stew. soup, dry beans, peanut bags. These items may be taken rebate day on Wednesday from
1 p.m. to closing a Domino's
butter, spinach, chili, instant to the Need Line building
at Pizza. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there
potatoes, oatmeal, corn meal, 638 South Fourth St., Murray, for Project Graduation at CCHS.
flour, tomatoes, spaghetti sauce, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
fruit and cereal for the pantry; Monday through Friday.
For Volunteer bell ringers needed
eggs and bread for freezer/cool- information call 753-6333
The Calloway County Salvation Army Service Unit is look.
ing for volunteer bell ringers for its annual Christmas appeal.
Kerry Lambert, head of the local unit, said "We will be startStudies show that reading
ing on Friday and Saturday, Nov. 23 and 24, from 9 a.m.
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
to
9 p.m. each day at Wal-Mart." Volunteers may call Lambert
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
at 762-1274 or at 753-7265 after 5 p.m. for scheduling a time
newspaper and expand your mind
slot to volunteer.
with a world of information.
Seniors plan bowling
Seniors bowl at Corvette Lanes on Wednesday and Friday.
LEDGER Si TIMES
This is not a league, but bowlers will get a discount price.
Persons may sign up at 1:30 p.m.. bowl at 1 p.m. and be
home by 4 p.m. For more information call Nancy Rubin
at
474-8366.

Need Line lists items needed
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'Live Nativity Scenes' at center
"Live Nativity Scenes" will be shown inside of the Murray State University Exposition Center on College Farm Road
on Friday. Nov. 30. and Saturday, Dec. 1, from 6 to 9 p.m.
each night. This will include live camels and refreshm
ents.
Sponsoring the event are United Methodist Churches of Calloway County.
Two local groups now working
The Calloway County Senior Citizens Center and Murray
State University American Humanics students are joining forces
to create shoebox gifts for children in third-world countrie
s
through Operation Christmas Child. Help is needed. Donation
s
of small toys, hygiene products, hard candy, educational supplies, etc., are now being accepted along with monetary
donations. Donations may be dropped off at the Senior Citzens
Center at 607 Poplar St., Murray. For more information
contact Elena Faraone or Christopher White via e-mail
at
Elena.faraone@murraystate.edu or Christopher.white@mur
raystate.edu or telephone Christopher at 205-5272.
Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert has been issued for a twin size bed with
mattress and box springs for a single mother with two
children. Anyone having items to donate call the Calloway
County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.
CCHS Alumni has fundraiser
The Alumni & Associates of Calloway County Schools
is
selling Amish baked goods for the holiday season. Orders
are
now being taken for cakes, pies, rolls, and jars of
homemade
jams and butters will be delivered freshly baked to
customers
on Dec. 18 and 19. All proceeds will go toward
classroom
donations and the annual scholarship fund. To place
an order
contact any Alumni & Associates member or call
Laura Lee
Winchester at 227-3441.
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Murray. Kentucky
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Library will be closed four days
Calloway County Public Library will be closed Thursday,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday for Thanksgiving and for the carpets to be cleaned. The library will open again at 8 a.m.
on
Monday.
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Mr. Magorium's
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Share the Hope group collecting
relief items to take to Wolfe County
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Rodent control bait available
Rodent control bait will be available at the followin
g locations: Calloway County Health Center, Murray;
Crawford's at
Lynn Grove; The Country Store at Kirksey; Take
Me Back
Cafe on Ky. 94 East; BB&T Bank at Hazel; and
Hamlin One
Stop at Hamlin.
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Kayden James
Kissel
Joe and Mitzi Kissel of Highland Ranch, Colo., are the parents of a son, Kayden James
Kissel, born on Sunday, Oct.
28, 2007, at 11:21 a.m. at
Skyridge Medical Center, Lone
Tree, Colo.
The baby weighed 4 pounds
14 ounces and measured 18
inches.
Grandparents are James and
Barbara Rickman of Murray,
Ky., and Roger and Linda Kissel
of Evansville, Ind,
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Abigail Leigh Perez and Micah Bradley Morris were married Saturday, May 26, 2007, at St. Luke Catholic Church,
Belleville, Ill.
The bride is the daughter of Dave and Peggy Perez of
Swansea, Ill., and the granddaughter of the lute Adrian and
Julia Bauer and the late Cesar and Lillian Perez, all of Belleville.
The groom is the son of Brent and Jane Morris, Hazel, and
the grandson of Ervin and Anna Arant and Brent and Oneta
Morris, all of Murray.
Jennifer Perez, sister of the bride, was the maid of honor.
The bridesmaids were Beth Perez Rice, sister of the bride,
Alison Perez, sister-in-law of the bride, Courtney Wenande,
and Ashley Weber.
Brandon Morris, brother of the groom, was the best man.
Groomsmen were Justin Morris, brother of the groom, Jeremy Weber, Matthew Yezerski and Peter Hayman.
Guests were seated by Bill Perez, David Rice, Zeke Rice
and Jake Rice.
The reception was held at the City Museum in St. Louis,
Mo.
The bride is a 1999 graduate of Belleville East High School,
and a 2005 graduate of Murray State University with a master's degree. She is a teacher and girls soccer coach at Graves
County High School in Mayfield.
The groom is a 2000 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 2005 graduate of Murray State University. He is
a manager with Pella Corporation.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris are residing in Murray.

Maria Rice! Catipay Ybanez of Macapso Vallehermoso, Negros
Oriental, Philippines, and William Steffey of Murray, were married Thursday, Nov. 8, 2007, at Brainerd Hill Baptist Church,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
The bride is the daughter of Ricardo and Araceli Ybanez of
Macapso, Vallehermoso, Negros Oriental, Philippines 6224.
The groom is the son of Don and Jan Steffey of 1605 Belmont Dr., Murray.
Rev. Michael Steffey, brother of the groom, officiated at the
ceremony.
The flower girl was Abigail Steffey, niece of the groom, of
Ringgold, Ga.
The bride is a high school graduate and vocational school
graduate for Care of Children and Elderly.
The groom is a 1993 graduate of Murray High School, and
a driver for Paschall Truck Lines, Murray.

'Breakfast with Santa'
planned by department
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
host "Breakfast with Santa" on
Saturday, Dec. 8, from 9:30
to 11:30 a.m. at the Woman's

Club House. The cost is $5
per person and includes breakfast, picture with Santa, crafts
and games. For more information or to obtain tickets, call
752-7684 or any member of
the Sigma Department.

John and Lisa Murrey of
Beaver Dam are the parents
of a son, James Preston Murrey, born on Tuesday, Nov. 6,
2007, at 8:46 a.m. at Owensboro Medical Center, Owensboro.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
13 ounces and measured 19
1/2 inches. A sister is Allyson
Peyton Murrey.
Grandparents are James and
Barbara Rickman of Murray and
Preston and Montina Murrey
of Glasgow.

From Page 6A
1990. An award-winning Vanderbilt professor, Jeter has published both fiction and nonfiction in popular magazines,
including Working Woman,
New Woman, Home Life,
Savvy, Christian Woman, and
American Baby, and two textbooks. She has been quoted
in the Wall Street Journal and
interviewed on CNBC.
Pshaw, It's Me Grandson
can be purchased at the MSU
University
Bookstore,
or
through
www.amazon.com,
www.borders.com, www.walmart,com, or www.xlibris.com
by entering the online bookstore and searching by author
or title. Read more about the
author and the book by visiting her website at www.debrajeter.com.

Independent Contractors
Dependents and Students
COBRA/ Alternative
Self-Employed
Small Businesses
Solubons with choices are easy. lust call

Robert MOIngton Jr.
270-753-4751
robertr@themurrayinsuranceagency COr
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Music's in the air on
Roundabout Murray

During the week of Nov. 19-25, Roundabout
Murray will feature the director of bands, director of jazz ensembles, and professor of marketing and Telecommunication Systems Management.
Dennis Johnson. director of Murray State
University's band, will be discussing the fourth
annual A Night of Stars concert on Nov. 29.
The concert will feature world-renowned virtuoso acoustic trto the Kruger Brothers performing in conjunction with the MSU Symphonic
Wind Ensemble. A Night 01 Stars will be held
in MSU'S Lovett Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. The
proceeds of the concert will support the MSU
Symphonic Wind Ensemble's invitational appearance at the Kennedy Center in Washington.
D.C. in April 2009. The concert will also
feature the top two finalists of the MSU Idol
Contest.
Todd Hill, director of jazz ensembles, will
discuss the Jan Orchestra's upcoming performance at the Big Apple. The performance will
take place on Nov. 27 from 9 p.m. - 12 mid-

night
Liz Johnson, vocal director of The Merry
Wives of Windsor, will talk about the joint
production of the Department of Theatre and
Dance and the Department of Music. Johnson
will also talk about the upcoming Madrigal
Dinner. The dinner will be Friday. Nov. 30,
and Saturday. Dec. I, at 630 p.m. in Ordway
Hall. Guest will be able to enjoy a night of
caroling along with an appetizing meal. For
more information about the Madrigal Dinner
call the MSU Music Department at 809-4288.
Roundabout Murray airs Fridays at 6 p.m.
on MSU TV-11. Roundabout Murray also airs
on WPSD, Sunday nights at 12 midnight, Murray Electric System Wednesdays at 6 p.m., on
New Wave in Murray (Channel 19) Sunday
mornings 8 a.m., and 12 noon, in Hopkinsville
(Channel 10J Wednesday and Friday nights
at h p.m., and MediaComm serving the cities
of Murray, Mayfield, Benton and Calvert City
and the counties of Calloway. Graves and Marshall on Wednesdays at 5 p.m.

Jars of Clay singer to sign books at New Life

Dan ffaseltine, lead vocalist and primary lyricist for the
acclaimed. multi-Gammy winning hand Jars of Clay, will
hold a reading and book signing of his book, The One, The
Only, Magnificent Me on Fnday. Nov. 30, from II a.m.noon at New Life Christian
Bookstore on South Fifth Street
here. Jars of Clay will then
perform later with Third Day
for the "Christina% Offerings
Tour" at the Regional Special
Events Center at 7:30 p.m. that
day.
"I wrote Magnificent Me
because there is nothing more
rewarding than fostering the
imagination of a child," Haw'.
title said. "It is so important
in setting up a person's capac-

ity to dream bigger and live
more passionately. Ideas that
change the world come from
people who have been given
permission to think about a
world far beyond our physical
limitations. I wanted to write
a book that reminded children
that they are amazing and wonderful, and it has everything
to do with them being alive.
and having a heart and a mind
and a soul.
"All children need to know
that they are magnificent with or without leathers."
Jars of Clay and Haseltine
launched their careers with the
universal hit, "Flood," in 1945.
Since then, the hand has
amassed nearly six million in
career sales along with sever-

al RIAA certifications (5 Gold.
2 Platinum and I Double Platinum t, an American Music
Award nod, 17 No.1 radio hits,
and numerous film credits and
BM1 honors for songwriting
and performing.
While celebrated for its
music and writing, Jars of Clay
is most concerned with the
needs in Africa. Compelled to
make a difference, members
Haseltine. Stephen Mason, Matt
Odinark and Charlie Lowell
founded the Blood:Water Mission in early 2002. The first
effort of this non-profit was
the "I(K)0 Wells Project" with
a goal of raising funds to build.
rebuild, and repair 1000 wells
in urban and rural areas of
sub-Saharan Africa.

/Service After Sale
/Full Parts Dept

Photo provided
kneeling: Joseph Winchester (first chair), Victoria Verburg
(second chair), Lauren Erickson
(first chair), Gamma Jo Bolin (second chair), Hanna Miller
(first chair), Brady Powell (second
Chair), Jonny Thiede (fifth chair). Sitting: Aaron Whitney
(first chair), Joel Ferguson (third
chair), Max Crofton (seventh chair), Paige Drew (second chair),
Emmy Basiak (first alternate
timpani), Tom Campbell (third chair). Standing: Chad
Thompson (second chair), Daniel
Koehler, Brandon Story (first chair), Yoon Jae Lee (fifth
chair), Charlie Graves(second chair)
and Joey Miller (sixth chair),

Murray Middle Schoolers
audition for all-district band
At the recent KMEA First a middle school
band student
District Middle School All Dis- can receive.
trict auditions at Mayfield MidBeth Stribling, MMS band
dle School, 19 seventh and director. announc
ed 18 were
eighth grade MMS band mem- chosen for members
hip in the
bers auditioned against students All District band, with
one being
from the middle school band selected as an alternate
. In the
in the 13 county area. Selec- final composites
six members
tion for membership in this placed first in
the district for
honor band is the highest honor their respective
instrument.

Teacher brings experience to class

Dr. Debbie Owens gained a
great deal from her experience
at the "An Anatomy of a Hit"
seminar sponsored by DisneyABC and The Walt Disney Stu-
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Holiday Celebration from
the Netherlands
By Martha Finney Andrus
one; is not large enough to accorn.
'sake nukes arid visions or modate cooking a large turkey
sugar plum, ige itt esC(rorle's the price for thew turkeys
can
thoughts ay the season draws near, run into the 40 and
euro catthose croons are riot quite the egory. vu you pay dearly to
be
same in the Netherlands
able to slice and serve that turkey
lhankagra rug is. of ,OUfSe. au
It also takes a hit of searching
%tiler It an celebration on the 4th to find a hag of corn meal to
I but ado 01 Nii,Sertiher hut it seems make cornbread if you want to
lb.!, here in 11,atand. this event wore cornbread dressing
Br...
he,wrung more popular because curls arc unheard ot here. SO you
ii the 40.000 Americans who live
make your OV.11 i.1 Use regular
in this tiny country
bread The traditional pumpkin
As I arn one of those Airier- pie also likes a bite out or your
Kan, living here, I have always pocketbook as a can of pumpkin
found was ft, celebrate Thanks- pie filling cost 350 to 4 curos
gra rug I prepared a thank•giv- You cannot find froien pie sIUSIS
mg least tta our Ifutch neigh- SU you have to make that your.
Nu, %hi. had no idea what dress- 'dl Being that the flour here is
ing/stuffing was nor how to eat somewhat different. its always a
it u aft ttw giblet graay and mashed teat of your culinary skills to
pr tat.,C.%
for the past tar, years, come up with a nice stispa pie
e hoe held a large potluck crust Si, as you can tell. it takes
Ihanksgta mg dinner with 40 plus a hit of creative shopping And
expats from Portugal. Canada. Aus- baking/cooking and a dent in your
tralia and the native Dutch who pocketbook. hut he. its thanksM.O. look lig a usf to this ever) giving and well worth ii ii. an
nit SC% er.11 hotels and the [lard 01 U• Anicrkans and now other
Risk C'ide in Amsterdam sir host- nationalities who have been introing lhanksgiaing dinners and it duced to this tradition here in the
is nut lust the Americans who
Netherlands
Are enjoying thcsc feasts
the challenge 01 a large turkey
Note: I am a 4th generation
being sensed tor Thankagiaing Murray and Calloway Countian
dinner is one that requires quite who has been living in the Nethera hit of planning
being that lands rot the past lout year. This
turkey is not in big demand. in column will Appear regularly in
.rider hi he certain you will get the ttlit.nn Ledger rind Times due
.1 decent sire turkey. you order it to the sponsorship of Dan's And
trom the ['outlier tpoultry motel Loretta Job'. Century 21 Real
mans weeks before thanksgiv- Estate I hope that you will entoa
ing
Some ot these establish- the obsersations and ramblings iii
ment. will cook the turkey for a small town Ky girl who now
SOU hecause in most dutch tarmac- finds heraelt living in this ELM,
holds the ovens iii they have Ivan country of The Nether
lands
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dios, in association with Inter- tors to media leaders
and decinational Radio & Television sion makers.
Society Foundation's (IRTS),
The IRTS website characthis past August in Burbank, terized "An Anatom
y of a Hit"
Calif.
as an intensive entertai
"It was like they went business and diversity nment
through my all my syllabi for ence that focused on confereach day and said 'here are some ative process behind the creTV and
examples for this lecture. It film.
Various Walt Disney
was great." Owens said.
businesses were involved, as
For each electronic media well as executives, writers
class she is teaching this semes- producers who presente and .
d
ter. Owens was given real exam- topics through lectures key
and
ples to use in her class. For workshops about TV
and
example, Owens was given an development, production, film
maroriginal script from the hit ketin&, current and future
show Lost. "I was actually able tribution platforms, and disother
to talk to the writers them- key creative content.
selves and get firsthand advice
While there, Owens met with
to share with my students," many of today's top producOwens said. She was also given ers, writers and creators
sample budgets, and schedul- as Carlton Cuse and Damon such
ing and production sheets that delof, executive producer Lins and
can be used in many of her co-creators of Lost:
Luisa
other classes.
Leschin, co-executive produc"I will be able to bring the er of The George Lopez Show:
text to life with things that the Larry Andries, writer/producer
students are interested in and of Alias and Six Feet Under:
.
can relate to," Owens explained. and Chuck Kim, story edam':
"It makes classes a little more for Heroes.
realistic and fun than just going
"All of the 'big shots' ended
straight from the text."
up being very down to earth,"
In an effort to bridge the Owens explained. "They are,
gap that can sometimes exist successful because they
between the classroom and good at what they do." are.
today's industry. IRTS provides
Owens has been at Murray
an annual seminar opportunity State for five years. She
is an:
for university educators in the associate professor in
communications area to meet department of journalism the.
with senior media and enter- mass communications andand
is"
tainment executives, according currently is in charge of
its
to the IRTS website.
Internship/Scholarship
and
In addition, educators from Awards.
around the nation have labeled
Owens earned her bachethe Faculty/Industry Seminar lor's from the City Universi
ty
"the most sought after and vis- of New York-Brooklyn
Colible activity of the year." accord- lege, a master's from
the Uniing to the IRTS website, and versity of Illinois and
a docthe goal of the program is to torate from the
University of
teach timely and relevant mate- Florida.
rial by introducing top educa-
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These students will be participating in the All District Activities Jan. 10-12 with the culminating performance occurring Jan. 12 at 2 p.m.
"These students have worked
diligently and represented our
school with with not only outstanding performances, but
behavior as well," Stribling said.

Open Mon. - Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5
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Daviess Democrats look at Congress run
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By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Wnter
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Longtime state Sen. David
Boswell and Judge-Executive
Reid Haire have worked sideby-side at Catholic picnics and
in political campaigns. Now the
tWo Democrats from Daviess
County find themselves as
potential rivals for a chance to
take on Republican U.S. Rep.
Ron Lewis.
Both are sentmsly consideritig whether to run next year in
tlje 2nd Congressional District.
apostly rural, solidly conservatiPe region cutting a wide swath
through portions of central and
vJestern Kentucky.
"It's like trying to date the
same girl," Haire, in his third
term as judge-executive, said of
eying the same job as Boswell.
"We can be friends, but each of
wants to take her to the
ptom."
Boswell, a fixture in the state
Senate since the early 1990s, has
been thinking for some time
about challenging Lewis. He
said Haire dropped by his office
a ,few weeks ago to indicate an
interest in the race.
"I guess we didn't ask one
another's permission to do this,"
Boswell said.
Haire said this week that
Democrats should avoid a costly
and potentially divisive primary.
"The goal is to relieve the
incumbent of his seat," Haire
said."We want to keep that goal
in mind, and not do those types
of things that will detract from
that."
Boswell said he also doesn't
envision a primary showdown
between the two.
- "I hope that Mr. Haire has the
same perspective on the issue,"
Boswell said. "It takes two to
tango."
State Democratic officials
said that Boswell and Haire are
the two prominent names being
mentioned as potential candidates against Lewis, who was
first elected in 1994.
If only one of them enters the
race, who that will be remains
uncertain. Haire said he envisions that polling will play a
role, followed by discussions in
coming weeks with prominent
democrats.
Boswell said he's willing to
talk with Haire and other
Democrats. Boswell called himself "a team player" and said
"we'll just see how it plays out."
Mike Riney, a Daviess
County commissioner who is
related to Boswell and Haire,
said he thinks the chances are
"slim to none that both of them
"will end up in the primary."
Riney, a Democrat, said any

vetoed to expand a. children's
health insurance program.
Lewis opposed the bill, objecting to using a higher cigarette
tax to pay for it. Lewis has said
he supports the health insurance
program but said it should focus
on children from low-income

Reid Haire
Daviess County JudgeExecutive
signs of early friction between
them seem to be gone.
"I'm not aware of any tension between the two," he said.
Riney said Democrats need
to save their campaign funds for
the race against Lewis.
Scott Lasley, a political scientist at Western Kentucky
University, said Lewis would be
a clear favorite next year,
though his 2006 race against
Democrat Mike Weaver "probably softened some of his support." Lewis won by 10 percentage points in a tough year for
Republicans nationally.
Lewis already has filed for
re-election, and his spokesman,
Michael Dodge, said Tuesday in
an e-mail that the congressman
"will be declining comment on
specific opponents until after the
primary."
Lasley said it's unusual for
two people from the same political party and with so many personal and political connections
to openly discuss their interest
in the same job.
Moretta
Bosley,
a
Democratic national committeewoman from Owensboro, said
both Boswell and Haire have
sought her support. Bosley said
she favors Boswell because he's
a longtime friend but added that
she likes them both and thinks
both would be a good fit for the
conservative district.
Boswell, 58, and Haire. 59,
share similarities — from age to
religion to policy views. They
used to live within a couple
blocks of each other, have
attended the same Catholic
church and campaigned for each
other.
Both oppose abortion, support gun-ownership rights and
recognize marriage as being
between a man and a woman —
important stands in a district
where social issues are a priori-

Sen. David Boswell
D-Owensboro
ty.
Both characterize Lewis as a
rubber stamp for President
Bush.
The two said they would
have voted for legislation Bush

It's the difference in state
government experience that
Boswell believes would give
him the edge as the Democratic
challenger.
"That ability to hit the
ground running as an effective
member of Congress is definitely an advantage that I could
have," Boswell said.
Haire secs it differently,.saying Boswell would have to
defend his long legislative
record from possible Republican
attacks. Haire also said he would
have more time to devote to
campaigning and fundraising
early next year, when Boswell
will be focusing on the legislative session in Frankfort.

Hazel lights on
display Friday
By TOM BERRY
Stall Wnter
HAZEL, Ky. — John and Barbara Paschall's State Line Drive
home will feature 60,000 Christmas-lighted trees, polar bears, rein- .
deers and many other attractions this year along with the addition
of a popular 20th century rock star singing his greatest holiday hits.
"The Paschall's Magical Christmas — a Computerized
Celebration of Lights" will kick off Friday night featuring lights
plugged into a computer system that makes them dance to the tune
of 22 traditional and contemporary holiday songs such as "Frosty
the Snowman," "Silent Night," and "Jingle Bens."
Also new this year will be leaping arches; a series of archways
that will light up in sequence giving the appearance of running back
and forth across the front yard. One of the highlights of the display
is a 10-foot Christmas tree in the front yard that will display about
6,000 four-colored lights. Also new this year is a dedicated radio
station that will allow onlookers to hear the music from the comfort
of their car by tuning to radio station 101.5 FM.
John Paschall said he intends to use the popularity of the display
to collect donations for Need Line.
"We'll collect money, food, toiletry items, blankets... just about
anything they say they need except clothing," he said.
Those that want to see the display are invited to come by the
Paschall home at 404 State Line Road in Hazel aboyt a block west
of U.S. 641 South.. The light show will be active frail 5 p.m. and
9:30 p.m. Sundays through Thursdays and from 5 p.m. to 10:30
p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays through Dec. 30.
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Doctor accused of
illegally billing
state for abortions
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A Kentucky doctor has been
jailed on charges that he falsely
billed the state for abortions he
performed in his Lexington
office.
Dr. Hamid Hussain Sheikh
was lodged in the Franklin
County Detention Center on
Tuesday, said Corey Bellamy, a
spokesman for the state attorney
general's office. The arrest came
Is than a week after Sheikh
was named in a sealed indictntent that charged him with
Medicaid fraud.
Sheikh was being held on a
Si00,000 cash bond. Court
reFords didn't list an attorney
for him, and his office was
ciosed on Tuesday.
"Medicaid has a series of
r4gulations and protections in
place so it does not pay for any
abortion procedures except
when the mother's life is in danger or if the pregnancy is the
relsult of rape or incest," said
Cleputy Attorney General Pierce
Whites.
The four-count indictment
accuses Sheikh, 62, of billing
Medicaid for abortions that he
ffsely reported as fetal ultrastunds.
t A Franklin County grand jury
cOncluded that Sheikh had
*gaged in the scheme since
4)04.
In addition to falsely billing
Medicaid, the indictment also
charged that Sheikh double-

billed for the procedures,
accepting payments directly
from his patients as well.
Investigators from the attorney general's office became suspicious when they reviewed
computerized information from
claims forms that showed
Sheikh was prescribing drugs
typically used following abortions, Whites said.
"It's a new way to use technology to safeguard the public,"
Whites said.
If convicted, Sheikh faces up
to 20 years in prison.
Sheikh is scheduled for
arraignment in Franklin County
circuit court on Nov. 30.
Whites said investigators will
forward their findings to the
Kentucky Board of Medical
Licensure for possible action.
Investigators
described
"deplorable sanitary conditions"
in the office where Sheikh performed the abortions.
That finding also will be forwarded to the Board of Medical
Licensure, Whites said.
Beth Crace Fisher, a spokeswoman for the Kentucky
Cabinet for Health and Family
Services, said the Medicaid program pays for less than 10 abortions a year — and only under
the conditions that Whites
descnbed.
"Medicaid fraud is something the cabinet takes very seriously," Fisher said. "We're dedicated to identifying all cases of
waste, fraud and abuse."
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Holiday package shipping deadlines approach
WASHINGTON (AP)— It's time to stall
that "to do" list for holiday cards and packages. The Postal Service is reminding customers that deadlines for sending holiday
packages are approaching, particularly for
those going to U.S. troops in Iraq and
Afghanistan
To arrive before Christmas, mail going to
members of the military in Iraq and
Afghanistan should be sent by December 4.
Military tnitil headed to other overseas destinations should be sent by Dec. II. the
Postal Service said Tuesday.
"We have so much mail for the troops
over the Christmas holidays," said Pat
13onahoe, deputy postmaster general and
chief operating officer. "We ate very, very
cognizant of the importance that the mail
has to the military."
Those sending cards and packages within the United States have a little more leeway.

'The Postal Service's suggested deadline
for sending domestic packages using the
least expensive option, parcel post, is Dec.
15. For parcels sent first class or priority
mail, the derid.line is Dec. 20. Customers
have until Dec. 22 to send Christmas packages by express mail.
The Postal Service expects to deliver
about 20 billion cards, packages and letters
between Thanksgiving and Christmas. It
predicts that the volume processed each day
will reach a peak of about I billion on the
busiest day, Dec. 17. Most of this mail
should be delivered two days later.
Donahoe advised customers sending all
holiday packages to remove batteries from
electronic items because they could turn on,
which could prompt postal employees to
open the package for inspection. People
should not tie packages with string, as that,
too could cause shipping problems.
Donahoe also suggested placing a backup

tag inside each package that specifies both
the shipping and return addresses, in case
the outer label gets damaged.
To request a free package pickup, purrchase stamps, hold mail and design holiday
cards, visit http://www.usps.com.
The Postal Service also said that it is softtinning its program, begun last year, at
allowing individuals and businesses to
answer the requests from needy children.
Every holiday season the post office
receives a "hundreds of thousands" of lettegs
addressed to the North Pole.
Those who want to respond to Lk
!requests must sign up in person at a poet
office and present state or federal identification. They are also required to fill out a form
stating their name, address and the tenets
they are adopting.
"Our goal completely is to guarantee the
safety of these children," said spokesman
Sue Brennan said.
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Transportation Security Administration officers Janice Hnyda,
left, and Shalonda McCall stand next to a table with confiscat
ed goods at a security check point at Newark Liberty
International Airport in Newark N J

,
Security rinds
,
unusualitems
during holidays
NEWARK. N.J. (AP) —
Security screeners at . the
Newark airport could almost
open a department store with all
the banned items: nine bottles of
Wine, three sets of kitchen
knives, a replica antique gun.
pool cues, golf clubs and baseball bats.
The objects, confiscated
from travelers over several
recent days, also included martial-arts weapons and a belt with
fake bullets.
"Every day is a surprise,"
screener Janice Hnyda said.
During
the
busy
Thanksgiving travel period.
screeners at the nation's airports
are prepared to find the unexpected in passengers' carry-on
luggage.
Other bizarre items around
the country included: a twoheaded snake (Newark), I()
human eyeballs floating in liquid for medical purposes
(O'Hare Airport in Chicago):
and a collection of hermit crabs
earned by a family returning
from the Gulf of Mexico (San
Antonio).
Lara Uselding, a spokeswoman for the Transportation
Security Administration, said
airlines can accept some unusual items with advance planning.
as long as they are not prohibited by the TSA. That was the
case with the snake, which was
going through Newark to appear
on "Live with Regis and Kelly"
with a zoo curator. It was eventually checked.
But other prohibited items
most either be placed in checked
baggage, given to someone not
traveling or left in a car. Some
airports offer paid services to
mail objects home. Belongings
that are voluntarily surrendered
become property of the federal
government, which discards all
food and liquids
During the holiday travel
crunch. screeners are under
pressure to move passengers
along quickly. And they have
learned to anticipate just about
anything.
"We get power drills," said
Luther Duke. a %creaser for five
years at Newark Liberty
International Airport, which
expects to handle 547.000 travelers over Thanksgiving.
This year, screeners have
intercepted more than 185.000
prohibited items at Newark. OT
those. 536 were considered
deadly or dangerous. Nearly
160.000 were lighters.
Screeners were criticized last
week after a gosernment report
revealed that investigators had
been able to smuggle liquid

FRIDAY ONLY

6 a.m.to Noon

explosive.. and detonators past
airport secunty.'The coven tests
were conducted at 19 airports
earlier this year.
Uselding
defend* the
screeners. "Our people are vigilant every day." she said.
Their vigilance will be tested
during the holidays, when
planes are expected to be 90 percent full.
At Newark, prohibited items
are taken to a state surplus cep
ter in Pennsylvania, where the
are auctioned on eBay. Since thy
program began in 2004.
Pennsylvania has received about
$380.000 from the sales of items
taken from 13 airports in five
states.
Many passengers forget
about the rules in their effort to
avoid checking baggage.
"That's the dilemma for short
trips or for Thanksgiving, when
you want to do what you can to
minimize the hassle factor," said
Walter Sive of Seattle, who once
had to give up a quart of maple
syrup from his favonte upstate
New York farm when he tried to
take it back to the West Coast.
The rules also prohibit
canned pumpkin pie filling,
honey, or a juicy pie. Snow
globes are not permitted and
wrapped gifts aren't a good
idea. Uselding said.
Sandy Druckman, who will
fly with her husband from Fort
Lauderdale, Ha., to Newark,
said she plans to check everything to avoid any problems.
"For Thanksgiving, I'm just
taking my book and my purse."
said Druckinan. 75. "We just
Want to breeze through and get
on the plane."
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By HOPE YEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API —
sought
regulators
Federal
Tuesday to restore parents' confidence in toy safety, urging vigilance during the busy hreiday
shopping season with little mention of lead hazards that have
prompted a record number of
toy recalls.
Consumer groups, though,
warned that they found numerous cases where toys that posed
a choking hazard or lead danger
had improperly made it to store
shelves. "Consumers looking
for toys still face an industry full
of safety loopholes," said the

U.S. Public Interest Research
Group.
Three days before the start of
the busy shopping season,
Nancy Nord, acting chief of the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission, issued safety tips
in a two-page release that called
on parents to "stay informed"
about safety risks by reading
product warning labels and signing up for direct e-mail notification of recalls at www.cpsc.gov.
Among the biggest toy hazards cited by CPSC:
• Riding toys, skateboards
and inline skates that could
cause dangerous falls for children.

prevent lead-painted toys from
reaching the U.S., and that the
CPSC was -taking the action
needed to remove violative
products from the marketplace."
Consumer groups weren't so
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Attitudes this
holiday season

SUM.
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its 57-page annual survey,
U.S. PIRG agreed that toys with
small magnets as well as small
parts that pose choking hazards
create significant risks.
Between 1990 and 2005, at
least 166 children choked to
death on children's products,
accounting for more than half of
all toy-related deaths at a rate of
about 10 deaths per year, the
group said. Several times this
year potentially dangerous toys
were sold without the required
warning labels of possible chok-

am,
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hr,rr. Don't know
IR WIN not change habits
1.1 Don't purcnase toys
Adults %Wu:, say they will avosi
bump toys from China

Wit avoid buying toys from
Ixands included in recall

ing risks while the CPSC also
has been slow to issue public
warnings, U.S. PIRG said.
U.S. PIRG and Oakland,
for
Center
Calif.-based
Environmental Health also
pointed to continuing risks
involving lead-tainted toys, millions of which were recalled this
year. They cited weak laws that
only clearly ban lead in paint.
In a four-day investigation of
toys it purchased at stores such
as Target Corp., Wal-Mart
Stores Inc. and The Disney
for
Center
the
Store,
Environmental Health found
that 9 out of the 100 toys it purchased had high lead levels of
900 parts per million or more.
Another six toys had levels
higher than 100 parts per mil-

lion, the approximate trace level
that some consumer groups
would like to see as the limit
whether in paint, coatings or any
toys, jewelry or other products
used by children under 12.
'The toy companies and their
retailers and the government
aren't doing enough to protect
kids from these toys," said
Margulis, CEH's
Charles
spokesman. -They had massive
recalls this summer and keep
telling us how much they're
doing.
"Yet we're still finding these
toys with high levels," he said.
"Why is it we are the ones that
are getting this information out
to parents and not the government and not the toy companies?"
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MI Toys with small parts that
can cause choking hazards, particularly for children under age
3.
•Toys with small magnets,
particularly for children under
age 6, that can cause serious
injury or death if the magnets
are swallowed.
•Projectile toys such as air
rockets, darts and sling slots for
older children that can cause eye
injuries.
MI Chargers and adapters that
can pose bum hazards to children.
"Toys today are undergoing
more inspection and more
intense scrutiny than every
before," Nord said in a statement,citing CPSC's "daily commitment to keeping consumers
safe 365 days a year."
The agency noted that the
Chinese government recently
had signed agreements to help
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2007 Chevrolet Impala LT
3 to Choose From. 28,000
to 30,000 Miles.

38,000 Miles, Ext. Cab,
Heated Seats.
Stk. #G1799911A

24,000 Miles,
Stow-N-Go.
Stk. #CP2052

Crew Cab,
47,000 Miles.
Stk. #P6552
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23,000 Miles, Ext. Cab,
GM Certified Vehicle.
Stk. #P6605

47,000 Miles, Northstar
V-8, Cadillac Certified.
Stk. #P6567A

2005 Chrysler Pacifica Touring 2006 Chrysler Crossfire Convertible
59,000 Miles, 7
Passenger, Heated
Leather, DVD.
Stk. #GT8061 A

2WD, 45,000
Miles, Loaded,
7 Passenger.
Stk. #1T7880A

3,000 Miles, Automatic
Leather, Chrome Wheels.
Stk. #CT8120A
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32,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD, GM Certified
Vehicle.
Stk. #GT7482A

46,000 Miles, Loaded.
Stk. #C17307A

50,000 Miles,
TIC, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #GC8146A
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Communications Specialist
OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
cALLOWAY cIRCUIT COURT
civil Action No 07-C1-00340

I 115,1 511)5:WEALTH

PLUNTIFF

wASIIINOToN MUTUAL BANK
V8. NOTICE OF SALE
ANITA °NEAL. UNKNOWN DEFENDANT.

DEFENDANTS

!MOUSE OF ANITA(MEAL,

Court
lty virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
for aale at the
“ti October 2:1 2007. in the above Col.t-. I shall proceed to offer
the highourthouse door in the titry of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky, to
the hour of 10 00
est bidder at public auction on Friday, 1)ecember 7. 2007, at
in
located
property
descnbed
, local time. or thereabout. the following
1)r, New Contort]
allow•y County Kentucky, with its address being 242 Dupree
KY 4207ti, and more particularly described am follow,
Developtricnt
lot No 441 445 and 4443. Unit No Ill of Kentucky Lake
in Plat Rtok
'orporation Subdivolion as shown by plat of same which is of record
County Court
Page 35, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway

FLW Outdoors
The nation's leading marketer of competrtive
fishing, is seeking a communications
specialist to torn our pubeic relations team in
Benton, Ky
Candidate must possess excellent written and
oral communication skills, the ability to work
under tight deadlines and manage
multiple protects, a willingness to travel, and
superior knowledge of AP style.
Protects include news release writing and distribution. campaign development, media relations, and pitching to regional media
A degree in public relations, Journalism or related discipline is required Experience is a plus

Anita O'Neal. by
Being the name property conveyed to William O'Neal. and wife,
Nook 2$....
Roger A Garland by deed dated Apnl 8. 19941. of record in Deed
O'Neal Med
111 in the office of the I•lerk of the Calloway County Court William
titleholder
sole
on September 19. 19911 leaving Anita O'Neal as the
hams of thirty '3,1
l'he aforementioned property 'Mall be sold on a cash or credit
days. the purchaser shall deposit with
'lays but if sold on a credit of thirty
with good and
ii. I 'oninussioner inir third of the purchase price and eon-ute bond
equal installments
ciifficient surety for the remainder, name iii be paid in two
end fully due
ite•ritig interest at 12'4 per annum from the date of sale until paid.
property as addiend payable within thirty days A Iwn shall be retained in the
and paid by the
tional sec-linty All delinquent tax., if any shall be ascertained
to ihr 241(17 ad vsloreni
.111iIIIIIMItInr, hut the property shall he 'told subject

Declare Your Independence...
from dead-end careers With freedom to be
your own boss, excellent income potential
generous benefits for those who qualify
and comprehensive training. an Insurance
Sales position with Woodmen of the World
will add fireworks to your career Spark
your sucess by contacting the Murray area
office for Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Society, Omaha, Nebraska
Resumes to: 330 C.C. Lowry Or

never came home
If you hose seen ho.
please call I love ho
and miss her.

Dylan Boone
759-1180 or
227-3377.

Happy
Birth day

BOOK your parties and
gift certificates are
available now Sandra
Os. 94E.
270 293-3616
THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers uPng this
information do so at
thee own nsk Although
persons and cornea
rein mentioned heron
are believed to be reputabki The Murray
Ledger IL Times nor
W y of is employees
accept any responsiba
ity iirhishinovie lot thee
&drones

I
""r"
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you' Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109S 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

BUSY medical office
has an opening for a
part time LPN with a
starting hourly rate
Part time RN
$16
/ rate $26 Parthood,
time NP hourly rate
$45 Forward resume
wrth 3 references to
1040- D.
Box
PO
Murray, KY 42071.
CREDIT Manager
Finance
Heights
Corporation has an
immediate opening for
a well organized 1716
vidual with keyboard,
typing and telephone
skies Must be outgoGood starting
ing
salary and benefits
person
in
Apply
behveen 8 30AM and
5P1s4 Background and
screening
drug
required prior to hire

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
'help wanint. section
on 1.1 1. I...ifirds
tsehpage at
mortal% ledger cOnt
c.V will he redtret tent
I,' rotate...A tom
BS default.
Munas and I,al pub
listings will Appeal on
this website
Ili-wrier as a national
nentne nit all listings
on the athrietwort tinin
are pfacrd through
the Mimeos I ndger
A Thews Please call
its if you have any
igieusint regarding
the Mona, area
iris listings Thank sow,

elf4EAT-CTo-pi)-(TU-nit-i,
-BUSY auto repair shop
.looking for experienced ASE certified
.(prelerred) lechnectan
?aid on commession
Please mad return/ to
-PO Box 266 Murray.
KY 42071

E xpanding, Fuittime
experienced salesperson Part 11M411 Wars
house SuiRnit resume
10 Fleming Foresaw*
641N.
Hwy
3060
Murray KY 42071

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

1

ese4 to Buy
11112

DRIVERS A steady
lifestyle' Top pay great
benefits' No experience? No problem'
Werner Enterprises
ext
800 346 2818
150
FARMER'S Choice
Send
Feedmill.
resume to 127 Beach
Rd. Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7 OOPM
only.
FULL time child devei
opment teachers needed at Room to Grow
Preschool Apply in
person 109 S 13th St
No phone cies please.
mainteFULL-TIME
nance position opening
with benefits $8 Per
non negotiable
hour
Must be able to bend
stoop and lift at least
50 lbs Knowledge of
electrical, plumbing,
and light carpentry
Previous
regutred
maintenance experience preferred
Hilidale Apartments
64 Nadal' Lane *301
Hardin, KY 42048
Phone (270)437-4113
EOE
FULL-TIME position
for optometric assistant WM train Send
resume to PO. Box
1040-H, Murray, KY
42071

SKYLINE
is
Communications
now accepting appeal
technibons for cabling
cians Must be 21
years old. nave valid
Onver's license & wiSwig to travel No erronnecessary
ence
available
Benefits
270-227-0396, 270293-6390. If no answer
leave message

NEED HOLIDAY
CASH
S9nr alter paid training
.Beneftts Part/Full
time -flexible schedule7-days a week
1 -888-974-JOBS
1079110507
NOW taldng applications for all positions
and all shlfts Apply
In person at Sonic
Di:lye-in, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray. KY. No
phone calls.
ORGANIST needed
for 10 00AM aenridea
near Kentucky Dam
State Park, salary &
traveling expenses
(270)362-8301 or
1270)703-2420

1.1,, tit I

I'll
Company Drivers:
Earn up to

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

swear wen WOOD elms
,imparic Heel humpped
%lib Automatic
TrAmmisuon
Owatt *Mon:
1.22 rpm*

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
LG. Toshiba
also
Hitachi & Sony We
a
large selection
have
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

46(pm

in,. holes (-net
Sun tirgelaPe Plates
'based al IX* national
average
Students Welcome
• No N)(
• 5,. hmanagil maudate
•(Omar' so &
• 12 lean woe are
1-9.0-84-0405

www.pti-inc.com
RECEPTIONIST, docSend
office
tor's
resume with referBox
PO
to
neces
Murray, KY
1040-B
42071
STEVEN G. Sacora
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
Accountant.
Staff
CPA
preferably
Benefits include 4-day
Email
week
work
to
resume
sieved sacora corn

20
CLEANING
years expenence 270
759-9553
I clean homes and
Ceti
businesses
phone
1(616)835-8647
hOttIMIS

PART-TIME receptionist'sales position available Computer literate. °cookbooks. Excel
Send
preferred
resume to PO Boa
347, Hardin. Kentucky
42048
SALES He Wanted
agency
Insurance
seeks salsa producer
Tremendous income
opportunely for a goalmotivated
oriented,
professional
sales
Wide-ranging product
portfolio with one of
America's great comInsurance
panies
eeperience helpful. but
we will train Send
resume to PO Box
1040-M. Murray, KY
42071

rt.

BEAUTY salon for sale
in Murray. Phone 270527-1116 after 6PM.
FOR Sale: wooden
telephone poles &
fence poet Creosote
treated Will deliver
731-782-6180
SPECIAL Effects Hair
Salon, 96 Wool 51/1
Street, Benton, KY for
sale Of rent.

(270)437-4755 Of
(270)703-0542

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.,6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Forflwit

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applica
lions for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
impairment
Mobility
Phone:
accessible.
&
492-8721. Mon
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No,
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

NICE, newer, 1BR,
1BA, bnck, WAD,
C/H/A, tile, walk-in
closet, close to MSU,
pets allowed
w/cleposit, $350/mo.
(270)522-1095
2 bedroom, all appliCambridge
ances,
area 293-6968
duplex
1BA
2BR
Appliances, Peggy Ann
Dr. 270-753-0259
119 East Y Dnve. 2BR
IBA, washer, dryer,
stove, refrigerator furnished, new C/H/A
Smoke-free. Water,
yard work included.
$450/mo
270-227-5722.

camcorder
SHARP
with case and extra
battery. $120. Two formal dresses, size 8
teal. size 8 pirat 6100
each. Twin headboard,
box springs and bed
frame. $80 Gray/blue
standard drum set.
$500 270-293-7003
Meknes

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES.

included at NO additional COM"
Call now 731-5849429
Roble Norms For Net
14X60 2BR 2BA $400
703-4768
Large
?BR, 2BA
yard. 3 Bay shop with
Heat/Air.
• ;antral
for
$450/month
home, $650/month for
shop or $1000/month
for both. Cornerstone
Realty & Rental, Call
761-RENT.
38R Doublewide, w&d
hook-up. $350/month
•deposit, 497 Post
Oak Dove
753-4228 leave mes-

1BR, various locations
5275-5300 Coleman
RE 753-9898

l

letass Fe Rent
igril

2, 3 & 4BR houses.
deposit
&
Lease
required. 753-4109
2BR 1 bath $395/mo +
deposit. 978-0742
3-BR, 2BA, Bsmt,
wraparound deck, 1/2
blk to hosprtal. $700
mo. 293-8989
newly
IBA,
3BR
remodeled for sale or
rent. Owner financing
considered. 270-8480044
38R house $525
753-3415

Hesse Delivery
3lea ---•-$26.06

Local Mall
antreny

3 me.
11111.-.-$5230
6
1 1 yr.-MOO
1 yr.

1

Mame For hint
1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets Leave a miss
sage 270-753-1970
1 OR 2br opts near
Murray
downtown
starling at $200/mo
753-4109
I BR, appliances furnished, 1mi form
MSU 227-7298

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

LEDGER&Ras

1
1
HORSETRAILER vita
BALL hitch, 1/2 day
978-7272, 436-5563.

NON-SMOKING IBR
unfurnished apt., water
paid, available now, no
pets. 753-5980

111 VOW Mil
subscribe to the ...
MURRAY

No pets

SMALL 2BR in country.
References required
759-1837

LARGE, very nice 1
bedroom with all appliances including washer & dryer $345/mo
or
(270)759-5885
(270)293-7085
University:
NEAR
Extra large, 2 bedroom apt. with very
large living room, all
Incl.
appliances
washer & dryer. Lots
space.
closet
of
Central elec heat and
deposit,
air. $350.
$350. mo., $250. mo.
1st 2 mos. 270-2275006 Sam to 5pm for
appointment

1300A
DUPLEX:
Or,
Valleywood
$400/mo. 759-9920 or
293-1446
EXTRA large, extra
2.5BA.
2BR
nice
C/H/A, well located
1405-B Valleywood
$595. 753-3018
NICE 2BR duplex.
Carport. No pets. 2273054 or 753-7457

sage

NICE 2BR
753-9866

14

[1111Pmentsnn For Plan

2BR 2BA, garage, all
appliances $650
436-5685
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances fur• •OWNER
nished. Various loca*
Financing*
tions. Coleman RE
94 28x66, 4BR, 2BA, 753-9898
$5,000 down, $650.00
2BR, $285. C/H/A,
month, Murray near
near MSU. Move in
lake. (270)753-1011
free days. 753-9898
14X70 3EIR 2BA, new
2BR, w/d hookup, no
heat, central air, applipets, $355 monthly.
ances, $6,000. 436Call 293-6070
6255. 293-7848
908 Hillwood. 2BR/1
2006 16x68 Northern
apartment.
bath
built Fleetwood manu$395/mo. No pets.
factured home Shingle
references.
Cease,
& vinyl wrth 10ft, front
deposit required. 227porch and brick Nailde
skirting. 2BR, IBA. 3331
$29.900 or finance for DUPLEX apartment
$1,500 down payment, Like new, located in
Carport,
Northwood
$308 monthly. 1-8002BR, all appliances
455-3001
with gas heat and cen2BR, fenced-in 1/2
tral air $495 per
acre lot, $10,500 753month Phone 7536012
3018
LIQUIDATION Sale!
DUPLEX, 2-BR, 1 1/2
All 2006 Homes must
bath,all appliances
Unbelievable
go
Furniture $525/mo. 436-5685
Deals!

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE DVR or HD
FREE 6
upgrade
months of HD prow/HD
gramming
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Crnemax
Programming starts at
829 99 per mo +55.00
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into
759-0901 or toll free
877-455-0901

(270) 753-1713

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 3BR,
2BA. $5,000 down
$695 00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011

Calloway County
'ictonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938

WARD ELKINS

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

***OWNER
FINANCING***
No Credit Check!
1999 model 3BR 2BA
singlewide, pool. Clean
& nice. $3,500 down.
$495 monthly
753-2222

12'X24' storage build
rig w/front porch, new
$3,900 firm 270-4928222 or 270-293-2531

Hee Weed

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the folpositions.
lowing
RN/LPN 2P-10P full
time, SRNA 6A-2P fulltime. SFINA weekend
option 6A-6P or 6P-6A
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in person at Green Acres
Hearth Care. 402 W
Farthing St . Mayfield.
KY 42066

***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check! 3BR
2 bath doublewtde in
Puryear. Only 4 years
deck.
Large
old.
$3,500 down, $495
month. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222

BUYING old US Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.

Contact:
Arbor Place of Clinton
106 Padgett Drive
Clinton, KY 42031
1-270-653-5558

060

1_ -aft° _1

Grauer SalesfSenties
Wieldy SsNicss
Laser Peer ILapts Rap*

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

Sign on bonus'
LPN's $1500
CNA's $1000

This is Jessie.
She lett Nov. 13 Anil

403 Sycamore - 752-0438

Arbor Place of Clinton

247

LOST

Computer
Connection

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

Seeking LPN's and CNA s

***OWNER
FINANCE***
Check,
No Credit
redone
Completely
2BR IBA singlewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
New
Primrose,
$2,900
Concord.
month.
$450
down.
Call 753-2222.

Caleptesrs

Or call 753-4377

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

580K backhoe, 1989,
located Purdom Rd &
new 80. $13.500

1 20

Submit resume and salary requirements to
hrOnwoutdoors.com or
FLW OutdoorsAttn: Human Resources
30 Gamble Lane- Benton, KY 42025

the prole,
'fbe above-described property is traniderred and conveyed sullied to
Ice covenanta of record on said Plat

Ihis 1411, des rrf Noverrilwr
Knipectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commiamoner
Calloway Circuit Court

LOCAL business to
sale, great location
established customer
base, has been in
30.
for
operation
Serious
years
inquiries only should
be addressed to POB
1393, Murray, KY
42071 Include name.
phone number, e-mail
address, and owner
will respond
RETAIL business for
sale. Murray Babies in
Bloom. 270-366-6118

Aff Other MA
Rest of KY/TN
•smt....)
Suiseripdoss
3 ms.----..17411-50 3 ow -.-...$73.011
6 iss.-$10.011 6
IYL---$1311.1111 I yr.--WM*
Cheek

1

$104.60

Motley Order

Vila

WC

Name
S Addresa___

_

I City_
Zip
1

Ph.
te
Sta
Daytime
Mail this coupon with payment to
Times
Murray Ledger
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call 12701 769-1916

If

t

PUBLIC AUCTION

CLASSIFIEDS
AVAILABILITY

Saturday, Nov. 24, 2007•10 a.m.

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES

103 Circarama Drive in Murray, KY

1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

Murray Ledger & Times

Just Off South 12th Street
be selling some fine antique glass & china - also some
tine furniture - sofas & chairs - recliners - some costume
jewelry, nice - lamp tables and table lamps - old trunks &
foot lockers - silver plate flatware & stainless flatware - nice
clean pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - nice table &
chairs - curio cabinets - glass door china cabinet - quilts blankets - bedspreads - bed linens - hand & face towels - carnival glass - color t.v., remote. This is only a partial listing.
Will be an all day auction of good clean merchandise.
Lunch available. Not responsible for accidents. We plan to
have this auction rain or shine. This is the household things
only, not the real estate.
For more information and your auction needs phone...
Will

DAN MILLER - AUCTIONEER 435-4144.
DARRELL BEANE • AUCTIONEER 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 BROKER & AUCTIONEER

was
42071

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
'Any Service Doesn t Cost It Pays

283
nts

I

Estate Auction

,
,
\13s6141
431.4C

LOCATION:132 Grayson Drive,Murray,KY
(Briarerest Subdivision). From Hwy.94 or Hwy. 121 Take Johnny
Kriad (Hwy I
Proceed Ti) Auction Site, Arms Posted!!

D No
56 Equal
portunity.
ry nice 1
th at appliding wash$345/mo.
885
or
85
nlversity:
•, 2 bedwith very
room, all
Incl.
dryer. Lots
t space.
. heat and
. deposit,
, $250. mo.
1. 270-227to 5pm tor
t.
KING 1BR
apt., water
able now, no
•980

3 BEDROOM
2 BATH NEW
CONSTRUCTION
HOME

s,1

ON SITE FINANCING PROVIDED BY US BANK OE MURRAY
FROM 3:004:0111 PM ON DATE OF AUCTION

BROKER PARTICIPATION IS WELCOME
ItrAl. ESTATE TERN'S,: 15'4 Down Day ofSale Balance is 30 Days. You May
Vi.'.. 'Ti..- Property Anytime It Comilla,The Selling Agents.

11111* 111:(41.(i.:•rloi‘tt

3ltht5 Si tit. 401 Mirth
k Y 47010:
(2/ID 24/ 32b3• ROO 380 4318
Wait our Wabsito: www.harrIsauctions.coni

se $525
5

44± LOTS IN
STEWART COUNTY, TN

AUCTION
44 LOTS OVERLOOKING
KENTUCKY LAKE
OFF HWY 232 IN
LEATHERWOOD TRAIL
Owner financing with 25% down up to 3 years

15 LOTS SEWNG TO
THE HIGHEST BIDDER!
•Developers Closeout
•Off of Highway 232

•490 Imes selling as whole

overlooking Kentucky Cake •Good for hunting or
future developing
•44 Lots in historic
Stewart County
•Approximately I
• Electric available
hour and 25 minutes
• No mobile or pieIrons Nashville, IN
manufactured homes
•Homesite's only
•Approximately 1 hour
•Kentucky Coke views
froin Clarksville
Between
•Neal Coed
•less than 2 hours
the lakes
from Jackson via
•Near Pons Landing
State Park
1-40 and Hwy 13
•°tett setting with
•
launching romps &
boanng
fishing and
boatdips 'lust North
•Stole covenants
of des property at
•tonging from It odes
to 5- odes lots and up
leatlienvood Resort

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1ST,
AT 2:07 PM CST
ROM 015111
leotherwood Trail Stewart

County, TN

grill,esi It PY01.K5 911410101121 AI IIIL(01101/91filltit

Saturday, November 24th, 11 00

00 PM

NCO&
Otber Mall
See web stte

•••••••••••••3
7
5.111

145.00
As

mic

501 South 6th. 3 bedroom 1 bath; w/c1
hookups; living/dining
rooms; bonus room;
screened porch; hardwood floors. No pets.

1hr

for

details

UPSCALE residence.
ranch on Melrose
Or. City utilities and
schools. All electric. 2
car garage. Large
fenced yard. New central HVAC system.
Annual lease. $900
monthly. Ray 270-7670615
3/2

Zit
linercei Pros.

1111111..

kir Mile
94 East
Huge lot
Proven Income
Property
$76,900
753-5856
293-7127

reitaifto.F-.1
VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Hazel, KY. Over 8,800
S.F. Great for retail,
offices, restaurant, or
any kind of business.
Has parking lot, central
h/a, and security sys:tem. $1,800/mo.
270-293-9349

morray Ledger /1. Time* 4alr
Housing Ad Notice
All real estate advertated herein
is sublet-1 to the Federal Fair
Flotrung Act whreh nukes it
illegal In advemse any preference, limitation or downmination bawd on race color, relit:row sex, handicap familial stw
(us or nabonal origin, or intention to nuke ant 11.11.+1 prefer.
mils limitations or chsentnina•
bon
Stair L., torhid discrimination
in the sok reeie
tit ertinng
oi reel t-ste be,rtl ui ett°, in
addition to those protected
under federal law

we will knowingly accept any
advertising ton mat estate which
in nor in rtolatton of the law An
persons are hereby informed
Bat all dwelltngs advertised et
eteilable on an equal opportunity bans

The Place to

or.polvumiry

&WIN

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

11 I 1 -NMI?

N.1 \\I \I I N
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266

Cell: (270) 293-4183
L9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F ....

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

www.roebuckauctions.com
888.763.2825

270-436-5496
270-2934906

01•0511015 to a aiXfiCd•Illalla GUI 55toO
OM/•111/51111•Pant
.,"%111MIS

Mousse For Rent

38R 2BA.
$495
month. No pets. 701
Broad Si, 270-2934602

38R. IBA. in town
$450/month
plus
deposit. Cornerstone
Realty & Rental

Times

388, 113A, Brick. 306
S. 15th. No pets.
$475/mo. 759-4826

761-RENT

1
1918

HAZEL 38A. Lasso 8
deposit 492-8526

Cheek us
on the
inrwmuirsosepr

ACA Registered
Yorkies, parents on
premises, health guaranteed, 2 females.
$600.00. 436-5508
registered Yorkie
puppies, CKC registered pug puppies.
APR
registered
Papichon
puppies,
very cute, shots 8
wormed.
(731)782-6199
APR

DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
MINIATURE
Schantaer puppy. AKC
black males, housebroken. Parents on
site. Family pets
270-703-5707.
270-205-5763

1.98 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built! KY Lake.
$69,900. Only one!
Call owner 615-5155550
150

47.5 acres, 35 acres
prime row crop land.
Located 94E. Call 270753-1323 ext. 120

[RNA,

294 acres of Prime
hunting landl Located
in Blood River area.
Features 3 creeks and
1 pond. Comerstone
Realty & Rental, Call
761-SELL tor Bonnie.

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7538.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•SecurIty alarmed
-Safe & dean
-We soil boxes(
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Hip+lop
Rock & Roil, Fastiron
end Sport publications!
Transportation
furnished. Call 1-888-8802250

\\l Itt \ Iliii sis
1ii3 I ovation.
‘1., It

Ai% 1111111,
41111

2-10- -1,1-11;1

14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Coll 753-5606

-one order, One check.
One'mad navel Svrne
time and money by
making one caN to
piece a 25-worti demi- 'Construction
fled m 70 Kentucky Demolition Foreman -3
experience
newspapers for only years
$250. For more infor- required, 60/M11 11011111
mation, contact the work. Drug-fres, EEO,
classified department benefits inc. hostel IAN
of this newspaper or 90 days. Send resume
call KPS 1-502-223- to Human Resources,
2150 Commercial Or..
8821
Frankfort, KY 40601
AUCTIONS
Construction Framing
Marshals Auction Foreman - 3 years
Warsaw, KY. SFH experience required
w/1.855
ac. 90 Drug-free. EEO, beneEllerton
Napoleon fits inc. health after 90
Road. Minimum bid days. Send resume to
REDUCED to $30,500. Human
Resources,
wsmv.bideassetscorn/E 2150 Commercial Or.
LL. Bid online 11/27- Franidort, KY 40801
11/29.

BUILDINGS
'Buildings for Sale!
"Rock Bottom PncesO
25x30 $4100. 25x40
$5400. 30x40 $8400.
35x50 $8790. 35x70
$11,990.
40x80
$14,900. Others. Call
for details. Pioneer 1800-668-5422.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNHIES
-Attention Homeowners
Wanted.
Display
homes wanted for vinyl
siding, windows, roofs,
Guaranteed
baths.
Financing! No payments until March
2008. Starting at $99
month. Call 1-800-2510843

2004 Cherokee V6
4x4, red, automatic,
loaded, 36,900 miles,
$13,000. 293-1943
1999 Jeep Wrangler.
Approximately 103,000
miles, Rubicon suspension & matching
wheels. Autostart, tinted windows, AC, automatic. Priced below
book value at $7,000.
Contact 270-293-0639.
Wed Con
Chevy Impala
LS, like new, local car,
19,000 miles.
753-4575

2006

1993 Nissan Maxima.
184K miles, leather,
sunroof, power everything, newer tires,
Alpine CD. Great condition, $2,500.
270-293-4291
'90 Buick Century. 4dr,
36K miles, $2,950.
270-753-5761

-Medical Office for
Rent. Perfect tor Nurse
Practitioner or MD
1500 sq.ft. on Ashley
Circle,
next
to
Apothercare Pharmacy
Greenview
near
Hospital. $11/sq.fVyr.
Call 270-781-7778 or
270-780-4012
FOR SALE

5 to 295 acres. West
Calloway.
Possibe
owner financing. 4892116. leave message.

"-T74111"41•19. .

• t

Nice 3 or 4 bedroom, 2-1/2 bath
house in Candlelite Subdivision.
Newly decorated, fireplace in living
room, wood stove in full basement,
nice screened in porch, attached
garage, large wooded lot. $142,500.

OPEN HOUSE

460
homes For Sdill
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check!
Clean & nice 3138 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear. 1,292 sq.ft.,
hardwood floor, appli
ances, city water &
sewer. $3,900 down,
$475 month. Call
Ruthie (270)753-2272

2257 West Fork Rd. - 8124,900
Beautiful 1500 sq.ft borne on nearly an acre
built in 2005. Shows like a new house. 3BR
2BA, 2 car garage, wrap-around porch and more
Call 761-5700for directions.
CRYE-L.E1KE Realty Services,
115 S. 4th Si., Murray

28R House in Murray,
located 206 Walnut.
(731)584-8050

NEW HOME
READY TO MOVE IN!
North of Town On Wells Purdom
1,730 sq. ft. living space plus garage
3 BR, 2 bath, master suite, fireplace, vaulted ceilings, dining room
w/wood floors, dishwasher & range
included, deck, concrete drive.
Well built by a very
experienced builder
Buy Now & Save Broker Fees
$136,900.00

Call Sam @ 270-254-6121

•Faculty
Positions
Available
Sullivan
University (Lexington)
invites applications for
full-time and adjunct
faculty positions in the
following academic programs. 'Accounting:
Master's degree in
accounting and related
work
experience
required. Preference
given to candidates with
teaching experience.
Paralegal
Studies:
Juris Doctorate and
experience
working
with
paralegals
required.
Teaching
experience preferred.
*The Graduate School.
Terminal
degree
required
in
Management,
Marketing, Business,
Finance or related field.
Prior college teaching
required; leadership
experience preferred.
'Applicants
should
demonstrate practical
expertise in their field of
study, a commitment to
excellence in teaching,
student advising, and
curriculum
development, and should enjoy
working in a collaborative environment devoted to improving the
lives of a diverse community of learners.
Submit
resume to:
njenkinsOsullivan.edu
or Nancy Jenkins,
Sullivan
University,
Harrodsburg
2355
Road, Lexington, KY
40504

SAWMILLS from only
$2990.00- Convert your
LOGS TO VALUABLE
LUMBER with your
own Nonvood portable
band sawmill. Log skidders also available.
www.norwoodindustries.comFREE
Information: 1-800-578'Part-time, home-based
1363- Ext. 500-A.
Internet business. Earn
HELP WANTED
$941 per month or
much more. Flexible
•Awesome Travel Job!!!
hours. Training provid18-23 guys/ gals to
ed. No selling required.
travel USA with coed
Free
details.
business group reprevetew.k738.com

753-6855

&Sumba

[
-Mk Emile

USED TIRES

For Sala

1614 Kirkwood Dr.
Sat., Nov. 24 •8AM-1PM
All new - all wbod - NO lead paint.
Made on site. Trucks, tractors, trains,
etc. Indust. models, cranes, fire trucks,
mining trucks, etc. Riding toys, child's
table & chairs, rocking chairs, doll inc.
jelly cabinet, occ. tables & much more

TINY Dachshund.
Polly trained,
neutered, $250.
Serious inquiries only.
753-5904

06 Yamaha Stratoliner.
2,100 miles, asking
$10,000.
759-0992
alter 4PM.
IVO
MAD Pitts

49

HUGE TOY -FURNITURE SALE

SHIH-TZU
puppies
dew claws removed,
wormed, current shots,
AKC & CKC $150$350 270-251-0310

Construction!
NEW
3BR, 2BA.
Large
rooms, vaulted ceiling.
Master
with
bath
Jacuzzi.
Hardwood
flooring. Cornerstone
Realty & Rental, Call
761-SELL for Bonnie.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FOR RENT

Ledger & Times
270 753-1916

FOR Saiell_ease: 38R
28A lakefront property
vr/ dock, 2-1/2 car
garage vii/ apt. 270759-9046, 270-9783953

For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NM Counsel
ken., %lain.(7O)6481 MO.

Start.. Murray

Nov renting
Located at '20 S 4th St.

[Oases For Agra

yrnent to:

11141

1ouass For Flint

270-761-1317

MES
tcamml
$33118

NAA

jams

8 miles from campus. 2
or 3EIR, 243A, carport,
hart/wood & Me floors,
walk-out basement,
utility room vrnvesher &
dryer. Asking $75,000.
appraisal
$82,000
270-554-0387
after
5PM

ININti 1)1 Sit
Ill
I if I'

INfris, 11,1 tit S.,1 11s. 1 Irlit1

Real Ewalt, Sells At 6:00 PM. Auction field On Site!!
01,1
101 ,, ,
olt,/, /Writ(
e, 1,11prti

LEASING
•room Apts.
pt Section
uchers.
ur-Cal Apts.
hwood Dr
•nday,
• y, Friday.
759-4984.
Housing
nunity
•-648-6056

4BR houses
&
deposi
753-4109
tin $395/mo +
78-0742
A, Bsmt,
nd deck, 1/2
al. $700
8989
BA,
newly
for sale or
ner financing
ed. 270-848-

Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate

293-1480

REAL lESTATE. +/- I Klal Sq. Ft. 3 Bedroom 2 Bath Brick/Vinyl
Home Featuring An Open Floor Plan w/ Spacious Master Suite.
Living Room. Kitchen w/ All Brand New Stainless Mist Appliances,
lind Laundry Room. Interior Amenities Include Hardwood Floors.
Tile, Carpet. Trey And Vaulted Ceilings w/ Crown Molding, Custom
Kitchen Cabinets. A Large Walk In Closet In The Master Suite And
Jacuzzi Mob In Master Bathroom. Quality Features Outside The Home
Include A 2 Car tiarage. Concrete Driveway And A Large Covered
Back Porch Situated On A Spacious landscaped Carrier Lot.
VI C r r\s I lit ( I Ili\ Ottli I. Ili
I\ I III ItIti site Iti

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
allessPer Me
11811011) 11111.0(

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime loca
tion. 753-2905,

rtments
applica
2br units
on income
mpairmen
Phone:
Mon &

Wodeeiday, November 21, 20/7•313

.Training: SURPLUS
State training money is
Available. Calf to see if
you qualify.
Heavy
Equipment Operator
Training. Employment
Assistance. 1-866-2805836 wvnv.amhet.com
American
Heavy
Equipment Training
'Transportation
Manager:
Sullivan
University (Lexington)
is seeking a full-time
transportation manager.
This position will be
responsible for and
coordinate the safe
transportation of students and administrators to and from auxiliary parking facilities
and student housing at
Sullivan
University.
Requirements: clean
driving record, supervisory skills, awareness
of maintenance concerns, must be able to
remain sitting in the
shuttle van or bus for
long periods of time,
and must be able to lift
up to 50 lbs. Submit
resume
to
nienkins0sullivan.edu
or Nancy Jenkins, 2355
Harrodsburg
Road,
Lexington, KY 40504.
INSTRUCTIONAL

3BR, 2BA, hardwood floors, beautiful
landscape. Back porch and storage
shed. Large 2 car garage.
Cornerstone Realty & Rental,
call 761-SELL for Bonnie.

•Airtines ARE Hiring!
Train for high paying
Aviation Maintenance
Career. FAA approved

11211Camas
1982 Prowler 24ft
camper trailer. Can be
seen at 1303 Story
Ave. 753-8538

prognam. Finanrial aid I
walled. Job Otos
mint essisbanoe. CALL
Aviation Institute at

eminvorono. i6e8i34o5387
-ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from home
Medical,
business,
paralegal, computers,
criminal justice. Job
placement assistance.
Financial aid and computer provided If qualified. CaN 888-858-2121.
www.onlinetidewatertech.com
MEDICAL
Absolutely No cord to
you!! All brand new
power
wheelchairs,
hospital beds and
scooters. Immediate
delivery. Cat Toll Free
1-888-998-4111 to
quality
REAL ESTATE
-Lake Bargain! 1+ acre
lake access with free
boat slips $29,900
Great terms Call 800704-3154
SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
*Gun Show. November
23-25. Fri. 1P-6P, Sat.
9-5 & Sun. 9-4.
Lexington
Heritage
Hail. 430 W. Vine St.
Buy- Sell- Trade. Kenny
Woods Info: (563) 9278176,
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
vet
Truck
Driving
School. Training for
Swift, Werner & Others.
Dedicated/ Regional/
Local. Approx. $80,000$70,000 yearly. Home
weekly!
1-800-8830171 Open 7 days a
week.
'Driver.
Guaranteed
Hometime, Company or
Lease Purchase available, BC/BS, CDL-A
and 6 months expenence required. 800,
141-4271 ext. KY-100
-Driver:
Immediate
Openings Class-A with
hairnet. Local/ regional
runs FT/PT Available (2
yr recent exp required)
5 0 2 - 4 5 2 - 1 098
vnvw.abdrivers.com
•Driver:
Owner
Operators
ONLY:
Regional Freight from
Louisville.
$1.24pm
Average! Home often
& weekends. Plates
available. NOT forced
dispatch. Call Max at
T&T! 1-800-511-0082.

•Driver:
SURPLUS
State training money is
Available. Call to see if
you qualify,
CDL
Class-A & B Training
Employment
Assistance. 1-866-2443644 www.tatcdl.com
Truck America Training
•Dnvers- Up to 44e mile
includes 3e bonus. Paid
orientation.
BCBS
Insurance, low premiums. Class-A CDL
required 866-804-2065
www.transportamerica.00m
-DRIVERS-DON'T
MISS THIS Special
Sign-On Bonus 36-43
cern/V.20pm,
$0
Lease/Teams Needed
Class A + 3 months
recent OTR required
800-635-8669.
-Regional
Flatbed
Drivers: NOW PAYING
$.40/mile111
Earn
$50,000 PLUS 6%
Bonus! Home every
weekend and 1-2 times
per weeidl Great benefits including 401K! 6
ma.
& Class-A CDL
req'd. Wabash Valley
Transportation,
Inc.
800 - 2 4 6 - 6 30 5
vnvw.wvlonline.com
Want home weekly with
more
pay?
Run
Heartland's
Midwest
Regional!
$.45/mile
company drivers; $1.23
for
Operators!
12
months OTR required.
Heartland Express 1800 - 44 1 - 495 3
www heartlandexpress.com

Free
Pallets

10ti() loburlsoi)

I ill N1.10 I mInim II ,it

Meese

LAM
LAWN SHINIK
Mowing. Mani( uong.
tand.i Join g
eai Val miming
t,iteriir non guaranteed

No Phone CAWS

753-1816 227-0011

LoedIng Dock of
lawny Ledger & Times
First Come
First Serve

•

1101.

*Win.- -.4 .-4.49.4.apiskotwarke -rretr...r..k..0400411PLAITi
....ft." • 4
tr:* nuos4OrArle•o-wi

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • 11edrie'4e,, %wit-tither 21, NOT

-

Murray Ledger & Times
Mu

kv tatosseis wear

NOISSCOPO
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1919

Hill Electric
I 9)46
24 sous maws
Re, I it & Ind
I io-risol At Insured
\,t i.iris hig or smell

75
436 2667 Lamb's—
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hauling:etc
Insured.

CATHY'S
Wallpapering.
Painting, Cleaning
270- 227436013 7314964904
Construction
•flooring •Decs,
•Vinyl siding -All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Li:rinsed-Insured
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Sersece. All external
clearing. Vinyl. larIC•11,
etc.(270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do WI Ow odd fobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding. roofs.
decks
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal.
stump grinding. tire wood. Insured
489-2839

438-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
luck & nee work
A to B Moving- -Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian 31
270-705-4156
HAWS WASTE
Mower
MANAGEMENT
repair pick-up. delivery 436-2867
•kically ow ix ,1•Ircirs1....1
A-1 Stump Removal
759-1151 • 293-2753
Fully insured
293-2784
437-3044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
JOE'S JOBS
additions. docks
Hauling, clean up gunk
pair & yard ss.
Garage, yards.
buildings
Senior friend!
Prompt depenclab!.
Free estimates
133-4344• 2274664
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
NEED HELP?
Ilandyman services.
ALL Carpentry.
All remodelmg.
Additions. Framing
No ;rib liar small.
Water &
Termite
Free estimates
Damage Larry Nimmo
(731)247-3001
227,0587
(7311363-3511
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE a PARTS PAINT to Please. Mike
(2701 293-8/26 OR Espinosa. 270-970,
759-5534
7193 1c), 270-873Chuck Van Buren
2233 Ito
SEMI-RETIRED
kl I
Carpenter. Start immeMitchell tiros.
diately R L. Woods
Paving
753-9440
1 IS. I .111

vsprririt"

7594/501
753-1537
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
',optic system, gravel,
white rock
436 '1113
Dozer work IL Trick
hoe

—

WE SERVICE
Al) Mara Appliances
and Most Major Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 153-1713
_
YEAARY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates Phone AM.!' r

David's
Home
Improvement

731-247-5422
THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
OCCUr
Readers
using this information do so at thee
own risk Although
persons and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable. pie
Murray Ledger 8
Tunes, nor any of its
employees accept
any responsibility
whatsoever far their
activities
TOTAL Nall can
•Spa Pedrcoresincludes
massage
chair
*Spa Manicures
*Acrylics- pink & while
Professionally dime by
Amy Curd Salon located al Tangles in
Mason s Commons off
121 Bypass N Girt certificates & package
special For more information call /5'i 2369
THENCHIka,

BEN TON

51 I%

IS'.

1 I Ix's•rs(;
liN
rs I 11.111
• 270,293-5171)

BENTON MOTORS
www.bentonmotors.com

5 housetrained cats
looking for good home.
Up to dale on shots &
all have been spayed
Call (270)227-0671
FREE kittens 2 mates.
1 female 2702276951

CAUL 7534916
TO PLACE AN AD

MMS holds student
council elections
Murray Middle Sshool stu
dent council elections took iskise
rhursday. NA I a, he grades sis
through eight Students cam
paigned tun couple ot weeks
and cash hianeroom chuise i air
4111deflis

Iii

MO 1C 1111

Ill

kr,141.*

then grade lesel
lemur. Shown was the emcee
for the seserith grade class and
Richard kid() was the moderator
for eighth pa& students
Ten students (tom each grade
lesel gave a speech asking their
peers to tortsuict simile for
them the eighth grade students
were asked an impromptu quesnon so students ,ould see how
well the) (Altar! think on their
fret and respond
the results were announced
on Eye or the Tiger News As
Sixth grade. Grant Allen,
Brennan Miller and Jordan
Kendall. Scsentir glade Brad
Powell, Paige Drew. ris
Muuka and Max Frontal: Light
grade lom Campbell. Austin
Ntlanis. Daley Stewart. Meg
4111CCihes fill

(ale
14 .1

Toll Free: 1.8664511626

7 ___ 6,.

Photo provided
Austin Adams, eighth grade
Student, addresses his peers
asking for their vote.
Hudson dud MAI el fisk Si
lodd is the stiiiteni

•ADOPT A PE

\ MOnth%

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for (1943). hornier French president friends together. Frustration SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Charles De Gaulle (1890), could set in when you least 21)
'Thursday, Nov. 22, RV:
This year you might find actress Jamie Lee Curtis (1958) expect it. Understanding and *** Though the rest of the
dr.•
ftexibiltty can save the day, it not world might be running around in
responding to all that whirls
Jacqueline
Bigar
Is on the the moment Tonight. There is a fifth gear, there is no rule that
around your life sometimes
says you need to keep that pace.
overwhelming. Focus and disci- Internet at http://www.)acque- party wherever you are
Ilnebigar.corn.
In fact, it would be wise to slow
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
pline will count in this very ape- (c) 2007
by King Features **a* Be willing to step up to down and relax. Take this day
.
and
unusual
year, Syndicate Inc.
the plate, where you will be lust for yourself! Tonight: Don't
Sometimes you might feel as if
needed. Don't take anything for push yourseif.
you are carrying the weight of HAPPY--iiiitft4DAY for granted. Just when you thought CAPRICORN (Doc.fl-Jan. 19)
ihe world on your shoulders, yet Friday, Nov. 23, 2007:
you were about to hit a home **** Your imagination could
other times you will feel freer This year, don't get too caught run, you hnd out that someone save the day as you perceive a
than you have in a long time. If up in having situations go your took away the home plate! Stay problem opening up out of the
Tonight A must appear- blue. Getting both parties to
WU are single, you nught start
way. Sometimes you push very flexible
understand that their differences
attracting someone less intense hard to get your way and then anCe.
are OK might be somewhat of a
but more available. It you are wonder why others vanish. You VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might try to task. Tonight. Where you are,
attached, sometimes your rela- have a lot of energy and can eas- approach a situation differently - others are smiling.
tionship is stressful, but with ily overwhelm others. Be sensi- - not a bad idea at all. The more AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
nurturing it can be stabilized. tive to others' needs and innovative you are, the better the *** If you can stay close to
'TAURUS is always ready to demands. Often, misunderstand- end results will be. You could home, you will be a lot happier.
pitch in.
ings come out of the blue -- so find that a misunderstanding You cannot always have everyyou think. Start observing, and impacts your plans. Tonight Be thing fall as you would like it to.
Sometimes, as a result, you
The Stars Show the Kind of you can change the pattern. If willing to nsk.
refuse to look at life with a hard
Ihi) %null Have: 5-Dynamic: you are single, you will meet UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
reality.
of
4-Positive, ('Average; 2-So-so: people in your daily travels. The ***** Work with others dose
directly, and you might like more Misunderstandings can ensue.
quality of relationship that of what occurs. Remember, you Tonight: Visit with family.
evolves has much to do with don't need to see eye to eye. PISCES (Feb. 15-March 20)
ARIES(March 21-AprI1 19)
your temperament. If you are However, you do need to com- **** Your word choice can
*** Suddenly the green-eyed attached,
the bond that exists municate. Confusion surrounds determine the final result of a difmonster could grab hold Take
a relationship or a child. Take off ficult situation. You might want to
more interest in your finances between you two might need
your rose-colored glasses. back off and see a matter from
and their direction rather than more nurturing and neutrality. Tonight: Happy times are here.
another perspective. Allow
who gets the turkey leg Though Acceptance will be key. TAU- SCORPIO (Oct.
someone to express his or her
23-Nov. 21)
a new concept might feel RUS knows what they want.
**** Others want to steer the confusion, and then you both
dynamic, you could have a diffiship Make it your pleasure. can find peace. Tonight: Catch
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
cult time implementing it
*** Over your morning break- Sometimes, more often than not, up on family news.
Tonight Indulge away
fast, you might think that this others need to know what would
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
happen if they follow through on BORN TODAY
***** Your smiling face Black Friday will pass with ease.
their ideas. Confusion surrounds Outlaw Billy the Kid (1859),
touches many around you. A It won't happen as easily as you relationships. Don't take anycomedian Harpo Marx (1888),
partner might be more depend- believe, when the afternoon dis- thing personally.
Tonight: As you composer
Johnny
Mandel
ent than you realize Be sensi- plays confusion, misunderstand- like
(1925)
tive to his or her needs You ings and a general aura of discould wonder whether to have a ruption Tonight Consider doing
significant conversation with a your own thing.
child or new loved one Tonight TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
Trust yourself You naturally do **** What appears as afoulproof idea turns out to be aist the
the right thing!
opposite by the afternoon. You
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
* * Though normally gregari- are more in control than you
ous, you have a lot on your mind, realize Relax and lust ftow. Let
which might make you appear plans change Allow a family
sullen A partner does his or her member to have a greater say.
4164°
very best to bring you out of the Tonight. What would make you
010'
doldrums Be more responsive happy?
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
to an older family member
** Perhaps all that has
Tonight Happy at home.
occurred has taken a much
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Though many look to greater toll than you realize. If
68 Main St., Benton, KY
you for direction on this all- you are feeling exhausted, use
American holiday, count on the this day lust for yourself. Don't
fact that the Thanksgiving least push at all, if you can avoid it.
and gathering is also an endless Think positively about a loved
source of pleasure A conversa- one at a distance. Tonight Cut
tion might be difficult, but neces- out early.
sary Tonight Hang with favorite CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You smile, as much that
people
is occurnng pleases the Moon
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might need to take a Child. You like seeing family and
stronger hand in events. Act like
ES IN 13 le 83
king or queen of the zodiac.
Others depend on your regal
3vt1 HER SNP Nkf!V46 EVEPillAN6 7 UR UlEkT.GRAPPINi ig'IEEMARVABLE'
and dynamic manner Somehow,
%%PS OVE
106E74E11 Skvat44,vi4irtii16,Coans*,
MEARS
nearly everyone feels at home
REPARVIR.LE wlotAksl "DoG-Tign;
with you. Tonight A must
lUEsi sges
appearance.
VERY
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
tkiAt841sitEi
* *a You might be more difficult
Ii an you realize Imagine how a
miative or someone close might
be affected by your seriousness.
You might know that it's not
directed at them, but they have
no way of knowing that Be
open Tonight Walk in another's
shoes
Et L._ CI
COI lE_Cr-r)
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Work with others and
really understand that right now
your role at best is back-seat
driver Take your time with a
child or loved one He or she
might be overly tired -- or could it
be you', Make time for a nap
Tonight An important, close conversation
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
a a a* You might want to reiterate a point, but others really are
not on the same wavelength
Give in and get into the festivities How many times a year can
you play Pilgrim? A child could
F.CS IR ES E.-1-TE Ft c:,r VV CS FtS.COD
be cranky Tonight Let others
tin the show
PRE you finnab3 Mt3INER 1 KONESlUjiell9 -30PIETIKIES
SO
FR WELL 1THOUGHT ID
RAE )7I)
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
80019 iiii
a00.1)THINK. Ut7J3 leRS A TwoWHERE
FAlt. CRESSON 7111.IT
TAKE HER our P040
*** You might need to pitch in
I ititi Desk I.
ESF1B13 y
SeOW
HER
.-.
and get a lot more done than you
OFF
originally anticipated Think in
terms of growth and gain 11 you
!(_
are interested in changing a situWall I
ation, be ready to carry extra
i
•
,
i
responsibility Tonight Easy
does it
,
b
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
.......)
1
.
Your energy and the
S
holiday naturally mix There is
1/4'lk
tun to be had where you are
Loosen up and understand what
AIRPIEL_CO(P)
might be happening with someone who is glum or not able to be
with you Make that extra effort
to make both of you happier
Tonight Let creativity speak
Yes, allow your imagination to
,ock and roll'
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
* a a a Someone you care
about a lot might be withdrawn
and
difficult
somewhat
Understanding what is going on
might not be as important as
being generous of spirit and
thought You will see the end
results Tonight Let others into
FE
I'SCR)
f•J
yOur inner sanctum
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You might want to
IF YOU 6010 SCHOOL L0N6
YES, MA'AM ?
HOW ;ID
rethink a situation with more
EN00614,SOONER OR LATER
CHARLES DICKENS!
YOU KNOW THAT?
care What was OK before could
THE ANSWER IS 60046 TO
be a problem now -- not for you.
OE CRAJILES DICKENS
but for the other person Keep
Talks flowing, and everyone will
be a lot happier Catch up on
news Tonight Chat into the wee

CI
•

•ist lilt ROM& M0N.4111. le AM-4 PM • sal IS 0.44.1 PM
elt)(1` Waren 1.1111

Murray-Calloway, nunty Animal Shelter •
al(270 7;9-4141

;. ',-

ii

NJ" 40

hours

•

BORN TODAY
Tennis player Billie Jean King
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(1859),
(1888),
Mandel

10 years ago
A group of about 60 burners
from Calloway County and Henry
County, Tenn., worked at three
different kx:ations in southern Calloway County to harvest the bean
crop of 250 acres of Kenneth
Shelton who injured his leg and
was unable to work. It took less
than two hours to harvest the
beans by the volunteers.
Mr. and Mrs. Buren Erwin were
married 50 years Nov. 13.
Births reported include a boy
to Rose and William Eider, Nov.
14; a boy to Constance and Tunrny
Cashion, Nov. 15; girl to Elizabeth and John Underwood, Nov.
16.
20 years ago
Three new members of Murray Human Rights Commission
are Mary Ryan, Cynthia Lanier
and Fr. Andre Trevathim
Births reported include a girl
to Donald and Cathy Elias, a girl
to Cyndee and David Robinson
and a boy to Janet and Roger
John, Nov. 17; a boy to Melissa
and Philip Bufkin, Nov. IS.
Mary Leslie Lindsey spoke
about "Banking" at a meeting of
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
held at the home of Mrs. Larne
Clark.
30 years ago
Salem, Oak Grove and Sinking Spring Baptist Churches will
hold a joint Thanksgiving service
on Nov. 23 at 7 p.m. at Salem.
Rev. Phillip Mansfield, pastor at
Oak Grove, will be the speaker.
Murray State University Racers won 21-13 over Western Hilltoppers in a football game at
Bowling Green. This was the first
time for MSU to win at Bowling
Green since 1955. This was the
60th win of Bill Furgerson, MSU
coach, which tied him with Coach
Roy Stewart for most wins at
MSU. Furgerson resigned at a
press conference today after serving for II years as MSU football

coach.
Calloway County High School
Laker% won 67-66 over Livingston
County in a basketball game with
Jimmy Lamb high scorer for the
Ltakers.
40 years ago
Army Pfc. Danny W. Washburn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Washburn, is now serving with
the 100th Light Infantry Bngade
in Vietnam.
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club celebrated
its 40th anniversary and Marshall
County B&PW Club its first
anniversary at a dinner meeting held
at the Murray Woman's Club house.
Pvt. Stanley T. Hargrove, son
of Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Hargrove,
is now stationed at Fort Knox
after completing his basic training at Fort Campbell.
50 years ago
Calloway County has now been
named a disaster area after looses from floods on Nov. 17 and
18 by the Small Business Adrrunistrations. Agricultural crops suffered the worst from the 13 inches of rainfall. Other counties named
were Trigg, Christian, Hart and
Metcalf.
Pfc. Harold B. Phillips, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Phillips,
recently participated in a tactical
parachute jump with the Ilth Airborne Division in Augsburg, Germany.
60 years ago
Elected as officers of the Murray Ministerial Association were
Rev. Samuel C. McKee, pastor of
First Presbyterian Church, president, and Rev. Braxton B. Sawyer,
pastor of First Baptist Church,
secretary-treasurer.
In a high school basketball
game, New Concord Redbirds won
51-37 over Lynn Grove Wildcats.
High scorers were Williams for
New Concord and Crouch for Lynn
Grove.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Girlfriend spoils for a fight
over man's marriage to milk
DEAR ABBY: I have been
dating "Leon' for a few months.
He is smart, cute, ambitious,
caring, a great kisser and has a
fantastic sense of humor. The
problem? He gives new meaning to the phrase, 'Got milk?'
Leon still has the remains of
the first gallon of milk
he ever purchased when
moved
he
into
his
apartment.
(He
had
overestimated
the
amount
of
milk
he
would conBy Abigail
sume, and
before
he
Van Buren
knew it, had
is gallon in his fridge that was
three weeks past its expiration
date.) Time passed, and still it
remained there. Soon it was 6
months old and a novelty.
Abby, Leon has kept this
container of milk through two
roommates, three girlfriends,
seven jobs and two refrigerators. It will soon be five years.
He seems to have formed some
sort of sentimental attachment
to it. Can it still be classified
as -- milk? Leon is entertained
by the reaction he gets when
people hear about it, and even
has a blog about it with a picture.
If our relationship is to get
serious, I see a "me or the milk"
ultimatum in our future. Is it
asking too much for him to
leave his life of keeping expired
dairy, or should I cut my loss-

Dear Abby

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 21,
the 325th day of 2007. There are
40 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 21, 1927, picketing
strikers at the Columbine Mine
in northern Colorado were fired
on by state police; six miners
were killed.
On this date:
In 1789, North Carolina became
the 12th state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.
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In 1922, Rebecca L. Felton of
Georgia was sworn in as the first
woman to serve in the U.S. Senate.
In 1934, the Cole Porter musical "Anything Goes," starring Ethel
Merman as Reno Sweeney, opened
in New York.
In 1942, the Alaska Highway
was formally opened.
In 1964, the upper level of
New York's Ven-azano Narrows
Bridge, which connected Brooklyn and Staten Island, was opened.

In 1969, the Senate voted down
the Supreme Court nomination of
Clement F. Haynsworth, the first
such rejection since 1930.
In 1973, President Nixon's attorney, 1. Fred Buzhardt, revealed
the existence of an 18 1/2-minute
gap in one of the White House
tape recordings related to Watergate.
In 1979, a mob attacked the
U.S. Embassy in Islamabad. Pakistan, killing two Americans.
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DEAR DR GOTT: My husband is turning 65 soon, and
I have noticed the following
changes in him. He can get
emotional very easily and cry.
In a group of people watching a concert, he sleeps. When
he starts to
snore and I
wake
him
up,
he
claims
he
wasn't
asleep.
I
have
to
repeat things
over
and
over
for
him. I know
he has a
By
Dr. Peter Gott hearing
problem, but
he refuses to get a hearing
aid. He gets a physical exam
every year, and he has been
told he is fine. He has memory lapses. I notice that other
older men seem sharper than
he is. He is a very smart man,
but he never reads books and
has never talked very much,
and he is getting even quieter. It is tiresome getting information out of him that couples would normally talk about
with each other. His mother
had a severe memory problem
that lasted for years before she
died. She was never diagnosed
with Alzheimer's. Help!
DEAR READER: Your
husband is showing unmistakable
signs of dementia.
Although Alzheimer's disease
is certainly a possibility, his
mental changes could be caused
by other afflictions, such as normal pressure hydrocephalus,

DEAR ABBY: My precious
Mitzy went to the neighbor's
house to socialize. She primped
for nearly two hours, and even
though she is of humble breeding, I thought she looked stunning. But when she pranced over
to see Adonis, he ignored her!
She swayed her hips to entice
him, but finally became discouraged and returned home. I held
her in my lap to soothe her and
gave her a bowl of warm milk.
Later that week, Adonis' master came calling and ordered me
to 'Keep that tawdry Mitzy away
from my fine Adonisr I politely replied that my Mitzy would
be a marvelous catch for his
Adonis, and I am encouraging
the relationship.
How can I protect Mitzy's
heart? Did I do the right thing?
-- LOVER OF LOVE
DEAR LOVER OF LOVE:
No, you did not. You may be
a lover of love, but if you're
wise you'll spay your cat and
protect her from contracting a
feline social disease. That is obviously what Adonis' owner has
done, or Adonis would have
succumbed to Mitzy's attempt
at seduction.

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+963
A6 5
40110832
•Q5
WEST
EAST
•AKQ1085
•J 2
V1 9 7
V3
•7 5 4
•K 96
+86432
+3107
SOUTH
+74
'11K Q 10 8 4 2
•A Q
•A K 9
The bidding:
South
West
North East
I
Pass
2V
2*
4
Opening lead —jack of spades.

queen and continued with the king
and ace. Concerned with the possibility of an overrufT, South trumped
with the queen as West discarded a
club.
The A-K of hearts revealed that
West had a trump trick coming, so
declarer crossed to dummy with a
club and led a diamond to the queen.
West won with the king, and South
finished down one.
Declarer bemoaned his misfortune in finding West with the king of
diamonds and 1-9-7 of trumps as
well. However, the fact remains that
South defeated himself. fly a simple
expedient, he could have finished
with the same 10 tricks he had started
with.
His downfall occurred at trick
three, when he considered only
whether to trump with the ten or the
queen (both of which were destined
Perhaps the most aggravating to prove fatal). Instead of expending
deals for declarer are those vthere his energy on which heart to trump
there's an easy solution to a problem with, declarer should have cast an
and he inexplicably suffers a blind eye toward his only other possible
spot that causes him to miss the win- loser, the queen of diamonds.
ning play. These are the hands that
Had he done so, he would have
keep one awake at night wondering realized that he could telescope his
what went wrong at the critical two potential losers into one by dismoment.
carding the diamond queen on East's
For example, consider this case ace of spades! This would have
where South started with what allowed South to keep his trump
seemed to be 10 sure tricks — six holding intact, so that unless West
hcans, three clubs and a diamond
had all four missing trumps, the conbut ended with only nine.
tract would be assured regardless of
East won the spade lead with the what East did next.
Tomorrow:!low would you play this one?

38 Safari animal
39 Dorm dwellers
41 Meditation
practice
42 Austria
neighbor
46 Smooth the
way
49 Horse color
51 Explorer
— Ericson
53 Mob scene
54 Dog days in
Dijon
55 Package sealer
56 Place of exile
57 Rainbow band
58 Frank

1 Shoot forth
5 Hole-making
tool
8 River duck
12 Whit
13 Garden-pond
fish
14 — Khan
15 Wine or harbor
16 Take at gunpoint
17 Shipment
18 Turn loose
(2 wds )
20 Fabled bird
22 Pop a top
24 Grade-schooler
27 Intense rage
30 1920s style
(2 wds.)
32 First-century
emperor
33 Pay for
34 Obi-Wan portrayer
35 Trying times
37 B ats
113

vitamin deficiency, muustrokes
and other disorders.
I urge you to have your
husband examined and tested
by a neurologist. Do it now,
because he is in an early stage
that may be treatable before
permanent harm occurs. Let
me know how this situation
is resolved.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Alzheimer's Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR.GOTT: Regarding your remedy for skin tags:
It works! After being told that
it would cost $400 for a plastic surgeon to remove them, I
saw your column. I had 36
on my neck. It took almost
seven months, but I would
take breaks now and then. Now
I have a beautiful neck, and
it cost me less than $20 (four
bottles of Hard as Nails). I'm
spreading the word, even to
my family doctor. Thanks so
much!
DEAR READER: Hard as
Nails will cause skin tags to
recede — not in every case,
but enough to make topical
application appropriate as a first
step. It is cost effective, and
even if you find that it doesn't work for your skin tags,
the polish can be used to
strengthen fingernails (it's original purpose). Thanks for sharing your success.

ContractBridge

DEAR ABBY: I understand
men and women have different
views on life. My fiancee and
I are being married next June.
She hangs onto old photo albums
and T-shirts from her exes. If
she never looks at them, then
why keep them? -- PUT OFF
IN
SOUTH
PORTLAND,
MAINE
DEAR PUT OFF: People - and that includes men, by the
way -- usually keep memorabilia out of sentiment. The souvenirs may remind your fiancee
of happy events, or even reassure her that people in her past
found her attractive. I am sure
they are no threat to you or
your relationship. However, if
the fact that she has them bothers you, ask that they be stored
someplace where you won't have
to see them.
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Dementia needs
early treatment

ea and seek a dairy-free bachelor? Or should I just accept it
as a souvenir IN a pet? -- LACTOSE INTOLERANT IN OREGON
DEAR LACTOSE INTOLERANT: If Leon has kept the
milk through two roommates,
three girlfriends, seven jobs and
two refrigerators, it may be that
the specimen is the only constant in his life. Frankly, it's
surprising that the odor from
the spoilage didn't end his 'udderly' revolting compulsion to keep
it.
If you have truly reached the
point of an ultimatum, tell him
he has milked the joke for all
it's worth. However, if he refuses to let it go, then you will
either have to accept Leon and
his moldy memento as a package deal -- or 'm000ve" on.
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Tiny taste
Lifeguard's beat
Raison d' —
7 Book source
Steam engine
8 Greenish
inventor
mineral
9 "I" trouble
5 Rubber city
6 Serenade,
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11 Stripling
maybe
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19 Dude
21 Choose
23 Make happen
24 Brown
seaweed
25 Seals a deal
26 Rx giver
27 Ancient plant
28 Karachi language
29 Caviar
31 Flood control
32 Fruitcake
go-with
33 Lighter
36 Crack pilot
37 Adherent
40 Ate well
41 Catherine — Jones
43 Low voice
44 Jump
45 Omigoshl
46 Sooner than
anon
47 Have a cough
48 Cry loudly
50 Salt Lake City
player
52 Boggy ground
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Nature
plays
Scrooge
with tree
growers
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) —
Two rainy summers followed by
drought have produced a shortage of some Chnstmits tree varieties in New York, especially
Fraser firs, one of the most popular choices, according to growers.
"We've had it three years in a
row now. Two with excess rain
and now a drought. Mother
Nature can't seem to get it
right," said Robert Norris, a tree
fanner and executive secretary
of the Christmas Tree Farmers
Association of New York.
are
there
Nationwide,
approximately 22,000 farms
producing Christmas trees on
roughly 447,000 acres, according to the Missouri-based
Tree
Christmas
National
year,
Last
Association.
Amencans purchased 28.6 million Christmas trees, down from
nearly 33 million in 2005.
"Nationally, there may be
some isolated incidents but as
far as we know growers are having a great harvest. People
should be able to find a high
quality tree,- said Rick Dungey,
a spokesman for the national
association.
Oregon is the top producer in
terms of trees harvested (6.5
million) and in acres planted
(67,800), according to association figures. Pennsylvania has
the most Christmas tree farms
with nearly 2.200.
New York ranks among the
leaders in all three categories:
fourth with 1.650 farms: fifth in
acreage with 32,6(8); and seventh in production with approximately 619,000 trees harvested
annually.
New York tree farmers grow
about a dozen of the nearly three
dozen varieties of Christmas
trees, Noms said. In recent
years, Fraser firs have accounted
for about 25 percent of
Christmas tree sales in the state,
he said.
The other top seller in New
York is the balsam, which is
native to the state. "There
shouldn't be any shortage of balsam.- Noms said.
While wet weather can cause
fungus and disease, the dry
weather that plagued upstate
New York this summer --- about
three inches less than normal
from June through September
— will cause stunted growth and
less vibrant evergreens, growers
said.
"It was very dry this summer.- said Tony Marquez, who
owns Cranebrook Tree Farm in
Cayuga County. "We lost a few
trees, and with others we didn't
get the growth that was needed"
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THE BEST IN THE
"IT'S PRETTY SPECIAL FOR ME TO HAVE LEARNED FROMTHAT'S
THE BEST WAY."
COUNTRY. So I ONLY KNOW ONE WAY TO DO IT AND

Adams loves to live, lives to ove
practice and the things we just met about as
a staff."
Following a lunch break, Adams will break
down film, sometimes with specific players or
around 6
Jody Adams has her special friends. She's as a group and then close up shop
p.m.
picky about who she hangs out with.
But her day is far from over.
Jody Adams has her assistant coaches. She
"I try to take another hour or hour and a
only wants the best surrounding her.
comThen Jody Adams has Marts. Somebody who hall for myself, but then its back to the
Someis clumsy, but man. does he make her laugh. puter where I'll watch film or practice.
If there's one thing that the first-year Mur- times, my assistants and I will go out and get
ray State University women's basketball coach some dinner. hut I try to get in bed by 9:30
loses inure than her friends and her colleagues, p.m.When Adams was hired as the 11th coach
it would be 'her boxer Sir Ti Maxwell.
time
If the name strikes a resemblance to one of the Racers in April. she felt like the
of the
certain shopping center aptly named T.J. Maxx. was right for her to take over the reins
it should, which coincidentally is one of Adams' Murray State women's basketball program.
think (being a head coach) is something
favorite other spare tune passions.
never
"Maxx is my buddy," Adams said. "He's I've always wanted to do, but its just
I
my running buddy. He was the biggest of the been the right time or the right place. But
being
State
Murray
with
knew
le
just
I
and
comfortab
out
very
him
felt
picked
I
when
batch
right
he would make me smile. He's a pretty cute that choice for Inc. I knew this was the
place for me to start my coaching career."
guy."
Adams' coaching career includes stops at
Adams' time with Maxx is a little limited
Missouri.
these days, not by design but by necessity. Minnesota, Auburn, Wake Forest.
Kansas City and the last three seasons as the
(1K, and by design too.
UniAdams has a very structured, very organ- associate head coach at Southern Illinois
day. The versity-C'arbondale under Dana Eikenberg.
lied day planned out, each and every
But the biggest trait Adams brings to the
Cleveland, Tenn., native believes that starting
.
was ingrained in her as a teenager at the
discipline
court
adds
early
day
your
Adams and Maxx get up about 4:30 a.m. University of Tennessee.
Yes, Adams played for the Volunteers and
and tttttsediately go outside!"
That's about the time that Adams' day gets legendary coach Pat Summit.
She ran the hardwood of Thompson-Boling
going as she prepares for another day at the
Arena from 19X9 to 1993. when she was the
office.
ship
And by Mike. that includes the 8.6(X)-scat starting point guard on the 1991 cbampion
ConRegional Special Events Center, which is her team. She was named to the Southeastern
ference All-Academic Team in 1991 and 1992
home from 6. a.m. to 9:30 a.m.
Adams holds her morning practices at the and was a preseason All-American in 1993.
Aside from playing with one of the best
NSW and does so partly because she's always
men or
been a hurl-Mug person and goes by the notion coaches in all of college basketball,
basthat starting the day off early is also a good women, Adams also played high school
ketball for one of the all-time great girls' basway to get it behind you.
If something didn't go right, you always ketball coaches in Jim Smiddy at Bradley Cenhave the rest of the day to fix,it. It adds dis- tral High School in Cleveland. Tenn.
Adams has surrounded herself with great
cipline to your day and _to your life. I think
that
eseryone needs that. I think when you fly by people and has done so with the mindset
success in
the seat of your pants and you're unorganized, those people help determine the
one's life journey.
it will unite ha,k to him you."I believe that winning is hard," she said.
Adams is inetn:ulous about her routine.
Once Ow most.. in her 'other' office under- "Losing is easy. Telling the truth is hard. Lying
is
neath Siessart Siadium around 5 a.m., she'll is easy. Staying committed is hard. Quitting
you do
print MI practice plans and met with her staff easy. If you ever figure that out and
it the hard way, the tough way, then you've
a in
around s
court right before got a chance to be a champion."
vi', are on the
Adams loves to live, therefore, she loves
6 a in aid practice until 9:91 a.m.
Atm practice, the coaching staff wets again life. She loves her job and she loves her play
the
to discuss practice and decide what changes ers, but it's tiw lessons she's learned along
way that she's now ready. 1,9. inVart to thotie
need 6, he made 114 the following day.
"I'll le'ase for ahrmt an hour and a half around her.
-Those ate my 'roots."-Anitns sand ()I her
Ate, than and go get a workout in and go
home and see Marts,. I'll think through' the•
•See ADAMS. SC

Story & Photos
By MICHAEL DANN
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Good Luck
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Enjoy These Specials Every Day at Mr. Gatti's!
2 Lugo up to 10 Toppings for

lir

I Lugo On Topping R. 1 Large up to 10 Topping for $1899\ Doliverl
IS Groise

3 Midium 1 Topping for $15"

flUFFETAS NOW OPEN ALL DAY EVERYDAY!
it 00 AM. - 9:00 P.M.

Call 753-6656 • 804 Chestnut Street
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2for s1259
t111111A111/1-to
Pitts I ipeilatfi tvite11
Buffets inelvding drink.*
'Coupon expires
12/5/07 Not to
be used sir/ any
other special.
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KEVIN THOMAS
Guard • Jr • 6-1, 170
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Thanes mewed the lest I t games or rne 2006
sermon dr•knee noon, and may pieyeu n sad
mine p.11.5 51 limileo minuses because of more
lode problems id sat out Tie rem ot the sedon
Sod received• medical redeivn

TYLER HOLLOWAY
Guard • Jr • 6-2, 175
Decatur, Ala.

Saliedt deft*
Josh Gibson (Director 04 Elasketball Operations), Eric Fredenck
(Athielk Trainer) Juan Cecil (Strength 8 Conditioning)
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SCHEDULE
DATE
11-23
11-26
12-1
12-5
12-8
12-18
12-20
12-29(30
1-3
1-5
1-7
1-10
1-15
1-19
1-24
1-26
1-29
1-31
2-2
2-7
2-9
2-14
2-16
2-23
2-28
3-1

BRUCE CARTER
Guard • Sr • 6-4, 200
Detroit, Mich.
Ceder led the Racers n sconng Lest season at
a clics of 12 1 points per game Id ehot .443 horn
this add and 324 from three-POO range end was
• 741 tilnoter front the free throw line. This Wm
season Caner was IASU's only player le Medd
preseason honors on the Ohio Valley CCOMelendl
hrsi.team let Carter 051*4115. Racem Mat MIFF
ing Arkansas-Fon Smith Comm.* Ceder win
NJCAA National Charrireortahlp In 2006.

RAY GEORGE
Guard • Sr • 6-1, 200
Decatur, Ga.

OPPONENT
TIME
AVILA
7 p.m.
ARKANSAS ST
7 p.m.
at Mississippi Si
12 pin.
EASTERN KENTUCKY
7 p.m.
MOREHEAD ST
730 p.m.
at Jacksonville Si
7,30 p.m
at Samford
7,30 p.m.
Cat DI Pepper Classic
TBA
at Eastern Illinois
7,30 p.m.
TENNESSEE ST
7:30 pm.
at Southeast Missouri St
7,30 p.m.
AUSTIN PEAY
7.30 p.m,
. INDIANA-SOUTH BEND
7 pm.
at Temnessee-Maron
6 pm
TENNESSEE TECH
7,30 p.m
'SOUTHEAST MISSOURI ST 2 p.m
SAMFORD
7p m
at Austin Peay
7,30 p m
JACKSONVILLE ST
7 30 pm.
tat Eastern Kentucky
8 p.m.
at Morehead Si
315 p.m.
at Tennessee St
7:30 pm.
EASTERN ILLINOIS
7:30 p.m.
ESPN Bracket Buster
TBA
^at Tennessee Tech
7 p.m
TENNESSEE-MARTIN
7,30 p m

e—at UT-Chattanooga
'—on ESPN2
"—on ESPNU

t 9 games and stalled in 10
George piayed
as•1101101 lianster He averaged 7 B points and
26 assists last season and scored in double
figures seven times including a season best l6
at Jacksonville State Ray had six games with
hve or TOM assists including a season-best six
at borne against Southeast Missouri State

DANERO THOMAS
Guard/Forward • So •
6-1, 190
New Orleans, La.

Tuesday, Jan. 10 IRSEC) &
Thursday, an 31 (Dunn Center)

Thomas played in 26 games as a true fres
,
non which included eight starts He averaged
5 1 pods per game last year and had eve double-figure scoring games including•seasonbeet 19 spinet Rider Thomas also had a see
sort-beet seven rebounds twice. once at home
agent Jacksonville Stale and once at Rider
He Marled the flnel four games 04 the season
end had seven steals

Look, this is about as simple as it
can get When APSU students
make up T-shirts printed with
est:datives about MSU. you know
its big Period

a
TONY EASLEY
Forward • So • 6-9, 200
Auburn, Ala.
Easkfy appeared in 25 games as a redshid
treshman las/ season and made three starts
He averaged 3 1 points per game and grabbed
32 rebounds per game Easley had a season
best 10 points going 5-o1-5 from the held
against Anderson His season-high in rebounds
was seven at Jacksonville State and Easley s
18 blocks were the best on the team which
ranked him ninth in the Oho Valley Conference

MARVIN WILLIAMS
Forward • So • 6-6, 215
Lake Wales, Fla.
Williams Played in 24 games as a true fresh
man ost year and made eight starts Ile aver
aged 57 pants per game and 26 reboods per
game Wilkens made 52 percent or his shots
from the 44049 011 50-01-96 shooting He scored a
seeson-bast 15 points easiest TennesseeMain and hod a sasson-ban mght rebounds at
Red

TAROD SANDERS
Forward/Center • So •
6-9, 250
Atlanta, Ga.
Sanders ions Me OSU program alter a succeasful two-year stint at Coffeyville College m
Coffeyville. San He led the team In a 33-5
record in the 2006-07 season and an appearance In the Nahonal ,),,rtior College
Chemproriely last March. where the team finished Med He averaged 99 1.0e,ts p.r dm.
and hauled 91 515 rebound a game last year

MIICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray State sophomore Georges Fotso is the Racers tallest post player
at 6-foot-8 and will be counted on as an inside presence, something MSU
missed Out on last season.

TRANSITION DEFENSE IS TEAM'S
M.O. FOR UPCOMING CAMPAIGN
In the first two games leading up to
the season, one thing has become abundantly clear when it comes to the Murray State men's basketball team.
They're finally comfortable in Billy
Kennedy's system.
And for that fact, the second-year
head coach is comfortable enough with
his players that he doesn't feel like he
has to flip a coin every night to make
a starting lineup.
"I feel very comfortable with about
eight guys right now, Kennedy said.
"I'm not sure I could have said that a
year ago."
The Racers are starting to buy into
Kennedy's philosophy as well. That being
defense and more importantly, transition
defense.
It's been something that the coach has
preached since the preseason and has
been evident in MSU's first two games.
The 82-49 beatdown of Bethel paled
in comparison to the 66-65 victory over
Rider. Yes, the game was close at the

end, but what's notable is the fact that
the Racers shut down All-American and
John Wooden candidate Jason Thompson.
The 6-foot-11 senior center, who yearly averages at least 20 points and 12
rebounds, was held to 13 points and six
boards on the night.
With just two seniors on the team
this season, All-OVC preseason selection
Bruce Carter and Ray George, this young
and tenacious Racer team could be a
surprise in the OVC this season.
Eager to learn and athletic on the
court. MSU, which was picked fourth in
the preseason rankings, could shock the
league come postseason.
Kennedy admits that right now the
team's biggest problem is sustaining things.
"Sustaining effort and sustaining our
focus and mental concentration. I think
late in games, we get lost a little bit."
—Michael Dann

MURRAY STATE RACERS: TYLER HOLLOWAY
Tyler Holloway is just a junior. Yet in three short years, he's
become the most notable face on
the Murray State roster. After Mick
Cronin, the coach that recruited
Holloway, made a bee-line for
Cincinnati. Holloway was the lone
survivor of transfers and graduates.
Now in his second stint with
Billy Kennedy, the junior is still
jacking up 3's and doing so at a
record-setting pace. Holloway is
in 12th place on MSU's
list and needs six to tie Aubrey
Reese for 11th place and II to
tie Aaron Page for 10th place.
When he's not living life beyond
the arc. Holloway really likes to
spend his time on Facebook and
really hates hypocrites.
He sat down for a small Q&A
to let fans in on what life's like
outside the hardwood and where
the best place is to stay at when
he's on the road in the OVC.
Plus, you'll never guess what team
he says talks the most trash!
Ledger & Times: What is your
favonte meal')
Holloway—Fried chicken with

some mashed potatoes and green
beans. That's what I grew up on
down south, being from Alabama. That's by far my favorite
meal.
L&T: What do you hate the
most?
H—Hyprocrites. I hate it when
people say they are going to do
one thing and you see them out
someplace and they are doing
something totally different.
L&T: Besides basketball, what
do you like to play?
H--Golf. I just picked up golf
last April. I was awful at first
and then got addicted to it, like
everyone says you do. I played
all summer long. I haven't been
able to play as much lately, but
if I have any time, I'll get on
the golf course.
L&T: What do you like to do
in your free time?
A—Right now, I try to get as
much rest as possible. I'm on the
computer a lot. I'm a big Facebook guy. Watch TV, golf, pret-

L & T:
Who is the
best shooter you've
ever seen?
A—Luis
Wtlliams
Right now
he plays for
e
t
h
Philadelphia 76ers.
He came right out of high school
in South Gwinett, Ga. I played
against him in an AAU Tournament in Hampton, Va. at the Boo
Williams Invitational in 2005.
L&T: Who talks the most trash?
A—Anybody that plays for
Austin Peay.
L&T: What is your favorite
arena to play in?
A—(Editors note - first answer
was Austin Peay, but changed
when had to answer next question) Samford. I have a lot of
people and family that come to

those games. I'll have anywhere
from 50 to 60 friends and family that will come in to watch me
play.
L&T: All right, worst arena
to play in?
A—OK! Austin Peay! They
always bring out a good crowd
when we play them and since it's
a rivalry game, it's really intense
the entire game.
L&T: Hotel you most look
forward to staying in when you're
on the road?
A—The Millennium Maxwell
House in Nashville. I don't know
why, for some reason it's just a
fun hotel to stay at.
L&T: Who is the best dressed
on team?
A—(Dave Winder, MSU Sports
Information Director, chimes in
with "That's a good question. All
I ever see them in is sweats!")
Ray George. He's always got a
new outfit, whether it's coming
to practice or going somewhere,
he's always well dressed.

Monday, Ian. 7 (Show Me
Center) & Saturday, Ian. 26

(N SIC)
When a former MSU coach (Scott
Edgar) takes over the reigns of a
conference opponent, lust light
the fuse and watch the ',rework

Wednesday, Dec. 5 (RSECf &
Thursday, Feb. 7
(Mcirayer Arena)
The Colonels were 0-13 in Me
RSEC when they beat the Racers
for the first time last season MSU
wants revenge

Thursday, Ian. 24 (RSEC) &
Thursday, Feb. 78
(Elben Centeri
The home team has won the last
four MSU s late season game in
Cookeville Could mean a lot for
seeding in the OVG Tournament

Saturday, Ian. 5 (RSEC) &
Thursday, Feb. 14
(Gentry Comptes)
Until last season TSU had never
beaten the Racers in the RSEC
MSU wants payback

Thursday Dec. 20 (Pete Hanna
Center) & Tuesday fan. 29
(RSEC)
This is MSU's last season to figure out the Princeton offense and
give the Bulldogs a parting gift
SU is leaning for the Southern
Conference next year
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Fields likes Tigers' depth, balance
THIRD-YEAR HEAD COACH BELIEVES WEIGHT ROOM WILL BE MOST VALUABLE ASSET
By TOMMY'DILLARD
Sports Writer
head
urray
David
coach
Fields claims he
pay
doesn't
much heed to
preseason rankings, but when the topic is his
players, he's quick to point out
that his sixth-ranked Tiger squad
has no representative on the
top 10 individual watch-list published by The Cats' Pause.
And perhaps the fact that
his Tigers are garnering preseason regional attention as a
team rather than for any individual component is indicative
of the kind of squad Fields
will field in his junior stint at
Murray.
While much attention has
been focused on a Tiger frontcourt that could be one of the
strongest in . the region, Fields
believes his bigger asset is
found in a kind of depth and
balance he hasn't seen in his
club until now.
"We do have sonic post guys
that could fall under that ((op
10) category." he said. "But I
think that says that we are a
very balanced team. From bottom to top, -I'm pleased with
the idea that we could start
five guys with a guard in the
lineup and our smallest guy
be 6-foot-1. I can go small,
too, and play four guards and
one big guy. Versatility is going
to be a big thing tor us"
Along with 'versatility,'
'potential' is another humvord
being tossed around Tiger Gym
this preseason. With plenty of
depth to boot, Fields says he

By

whil
a: deci

LANCE ALLISON PHOTOGRAPHY

The 2007-08 Murray High School Tigers
has 10 possible starters on the
roster. Forwards Chess Volp.
Aaron Jones and Cole Hurt
give the Tigers a formidable
presence in the post and offer
Murray what is perhaps its best
chance at advancing to the
regional tournament since they
last did so in 21/01.
For better or worse, that
potential is leading to an
increased spotlight on Fields
and his squad.
"I think there's some heightened interest from more people in the community." he said.
"I think our kids understand
that since I've been here the

last three years, we may have Marshall County, which returns
the opportunity to win a few all-everything guard Travis
more games. I don't place a Spiceland, and crosstown rival
whole lot into the rankings, Calloway County.
Fields believes much of the
but it's nice to be thought of,
nice to have some expectations Tigers' potential success this
'season rides on their ability to
coming in."
Advancing to the regional outmuscle their physical oppotournament means finishing in nents in the Marshals and Lakthe top half of what is arguably ers.
"Our size and our progresthe strongest district in the
region, the 4th District. Fields sion in the weight room has
knows his squad is improved been tremendous," he said.
from last season's 14-14 cam- "Every guy that we have has
paign, but what he doesn't gained in the neighborhood of
know is whether his team can 40-50 pounds on their bench
win out in a three-horse race press from the end of the seawith perennial district powers son last year.

"When people come out and
see us this year, that's one dif-

people
III•come out and
see us this year ... What
they're going to see is
how strong we are and
how physical we pp
look.

LL

—David Fields
Murray High's head coach on
the improvements his team has
made in the weight room

ference they're going to see is
how strong we are, how physical we look. We're still trying to get them to play that
way, though. We're not matchstick men, but we're not as
tough as I want us to be right
•
now.,
With the advantage in the
post the Tigers should enjoy,
Fields knows his team has the
potential to be strong rebounders, something he says they'll
need to take some of the pressure off its' shooters.
"People will be so concentrated on our inside game. it's
MI See TIGERS, 7C

Lady Tigers unleashing the youth
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TURNER AND COMPANY HAVE ANOTHER ALL `A' TITLE IN SIGHTS
By TOMMY DILLARD

Sports Wnter
outh will 'be served

y

this year, in terms of
1.ady Tiger basketball,
and it all starts with
a pair of Junior

returnees
Rechelle 'Turner. in her 12th
year roaming the sidelines at
Murray High School, returns
a roster nearly intact, which
includes 95 percent of Murray's scoring from last season
Thanks in part to forward
Stacey McClure and point guard
Leah Dieleman. Turner and her
team have a legitimate shot at
an All "A" regional title, something the Lady Tigers haven't
done since the 2004-05 season.
, les time to get hack to Richmond for Turner and this could
he the year to do it
In an All 'A First Distnct
that includes the likes of Ballard Memorial, Hickman County, Community Chnstian. Mayfield, Fulton County and St
Mary. Murray will duke it out
with an uncharactenstically balanced field'
"Depending on how far we
progress by January. I feel like
we can be nght there with the
teams that can win Class A,"
Turner said "We 11141!• he a
year away from being anyhody 's
favorite, hut if we t an improve
and put together a string or

66

I feel like we
can be right there
with the teams that
can win the All
'A' Tournament.

y

— Rochelle Turner
12t year head coach on her
team's abikty to compete in
'A' Tournament
*is year's
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The 2007-08 Murray High School Lady Tigers
wins like we did at the end
of last season. I think we have
a% good a shot as anybody."
It is that four-game winning
streak to close out the regular
season last year that gives Turner and her team reasons for
isions of McBrayer Arena
dancing in their heads
With a roller that includes
one senior and a smattering of
Juniors, followed by II sophomores, freshmen and eighthgraders, Turner knows her Murray squad will lean heavily on
youth this season.
McClure led the team in scoring last season and has a wealth
of potential. Turner said
"She has the possibility for
her hest basketball to he ahead
of her." she said "She's a nat-

ural-born athlete and her athleticism can cause problems
for other teams defensively.
She can put a lot of points
on the board in transition. She's
definitely a player we need to
have a big year."
Joining McClure will he second-year court general Dieleman. After running the point
in her first varsity season as
a sophomore. Dieleman will
continue to step into a leadership role.
Other Lady Tigers Turner
anticipates will see significant
court time include returning
starters sophomores Emily Benson and Sarah Crouch and
eighth-grader Haley Armstrong.
Turner calls Amanda Winchester, who saw playing time as

an eighth-grader last season, ward Audrey Kellett. freshman ,now that until we grow and
her most improved player and center Elizabeth Dawson and mature, we're not really able
one of the hardest workers eighth-grade forward Shelby to compete with some of those
schools. We're hoping to close
Crouch.
she's ever coached.
Turner said she hasn't set that gap and continue to build
Murray's inside game will
suffer from the absence of Erin a starting lineup and probably toward being competitive in
Sanders. who is sidelined due won't. She expects to alter the our 4th District."
With an eye toward an All
to an injured foot. They'll turn lineup on a game-to-game basis
to junior center Courtney Perry based on matchups and prac- "A" title. the Lady Tigers will
hit the hardwood for the first
to pick up some of the slack tice performances.
While the Lady Tigers expect time when they host Hickman
in the post, an area in which
the Lady Tigers are limited in to be legitimate contenders for County on Nov. 26. They'll
size — their tallest inside threats an All "A" title, they'll strug- compete in Trigg County's 12
gle in an always competitive Days of Christmas Tournament
stand 5-foot-9.
The rest of the Lady Tiger 4th District, one of west Ken- as well as their own Lady
Tiger Classic in December
roster is made up of senior tucky's toughest.
But a side goal of Turner's before beginning district play
center Maria lames. junior
guard Katie McAllister. junior for the upcoming season is to in January.
"They've had to grow up
center Cathenne Noland, soph- close the gap between her young
Gretchen squad and the district heavy- quick." Turner said of her squad.
forward
omore
"Sometimes baptism by fire.
Schucharda freshman guard weights.
"We're in a situation right
Lauren Dieleman, freshman forei See LADY fIGERS,7C
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10TH YEAR COACH HAS BEEN EYEING YEAR FOR A LONG TIME
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
cott Sivills and the Calloway County basketball family have had
2007-08 circled on
Stheir calendars
for quite
a• while now. A little less than
a: decade, to be precise.
Sivills identified current senior-junior tandem Rachel Adams
and Kayla Cunningham at an
early age, and spent their middle school and early high school
years watching them grow into
a fearsome frontcourt of sixfooters he felt could take his
Lady Laker program to new
heights.
, 2007-08 was identified as
what would be the breakout
season for the Lady Lakers,
but the team showed it was
ahead of schedule, putting
together a surprising run to the
Sweet Sixteen last season. This
year, Sivills says, the sky is
the limit.
"As a staff, we felt like this
was going to be our year this
year." the tenth-year head coach
said. "We've had this class for
seven or eight years now and

& L We've had this

e in the
Id enjoy,
has the
rebounds they'll
the pres-

class for seven or
eight years now ... We
knew when they got to
be juniors and seniors
we would have a
special team.

• concenlame, it's
7C

—Scott Sivills
The longtime Calloway County
Lady Laker coach on the
nucleus of talent this season

77

LANCE Af_LISON PHOTOGRAPHY'

The 2007-08 Calloway County High School Lady Lakers
we had an idea back when them.
they were in third and fourth
"In my 10 years, this is
grade that when they got to probably the most talented and
be juniors and seniors in high gifted team I've ever coached
school, we would have a spe- here at Calloway," he said.
cial team."
"From an expectations standWith a frontcourt of three point, this is also the most
six-footers, a speedy point guard I've had to deal with.
and plenty of confidence to
"It's good and bad. It proboot, the Lady Lakers enter vides pressure not only on our
the season as the favorites to coaching staff, but also on our
win the First Region and kids. A lot of schools would
advance to the Sweet Sixteen like to be in our position, but
for the second consecutive year. now we're going to have to
But Sivills knows that, unlike learn how to handle that. We
last year, his team won't be know we're going to get everysneaking up on anyone. In fact, one's best game."
the pressure will be all on
Calloway's greatest strength

lies, of course, in their frontcourt. Cunningham and Adams
are joined by another six-footer, freshman Averee Fields, all
three of whom have been mentioned as possible All-Region
selections.
While their height alone
gives them an advantage over
most First Region squads, what
makes the frontcourt trio more
impressive, Sivills says, is their
versatility.
"Two of them can play all
five spots on the floor," Sivills
said. "They're going to get
attention from Division I
schools because of that versa-

tility. They handle the ball in
transition, handle the ball like
a guard."
Sivills said he will make
full use of that versatility this
season, even letting Cunningham run point at times when
starter Sam Butts needs a rest.
Butts will take over the point
on a more full-time basis this
season after splitting time at
the position last year, Sivills
said. Her 12-point performance
was crucial in the Cady Lakers' First Region Championship
victory over Marshall County
last season.
"I think she really came into

her own in the regional tournament." Sivills said. "She kind
of put the team on her back%
to a degree. I think that real-•
ly gained her a lot of confi- •
dence in herself.
"She is someone that is real-'
ly a catalyst for the big kids:
She can push the ball in transition and distribute it to them:.
If she can get her assist-to-'
turnover ratio better, you're'
going to see an excellent point
guard."
A pair of shooters — Shelby Webb and Meagan Starks,'
who is coming offan ACL injury
Is See LADY LAKERS,7C

Lakers restnicturing, not rebuilding
LANE'S TRANSITION TO HEAD COACH HAS BEEN EASY ONE
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By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
h all the changes
that have taken
place in Calloway
County's basketProgram
ball
since the Lakers
walked off the court in the
regional semifinals last season,
first-year head coach Bruce
Lane hopes he can serve as a
stabilizing factor for his squad.
The face of Laker basketball for the past eight years,
former head man Terry Birdsong, bolted for rival Graves
County this summer and left
longtime assistant Lane to inherit a squad that lost all five
starters to graduation.
Like the players that will
be expected to step in and
replace those starters. Lane will
be making a transition of his
own, one he says has been
made easier by Calloway's decision to promote from within.
"It has been an easy transition because I've been here."
Lane said. "I know the kids,
know the administration, the
ins and outs, so to speak. It
wasn't a real big transition.
Everybody's been real supportive. I'm glad it worked out
that way." Lane also inherits Birdsong's the only returnee to receive
history of success at Calloway, significant playing time last
which includes a Sweet Six- season.
teen berth, two trips to the
"We like to use the word
First Region Championship and 'restructuring,— Lane said.
six straight trips to the First "You hear the word 'rebuildRegion tournament.
ing' and think it's OK to lose.
"Expectations don't change A lot of new faces are going
once you become successful." to have a lot of new responLane said."The expectations are sibilities this year that's going
high and I put a lot of pres- to be a first-time deal for them.
sure on myself. You'd be fool- It will take awhile to get everying yourself if you didn't think one set and get everyone in a
about that, trying to carry on new job, so to speak."
the program the way it has
The good news is that the
been for awhile."
Lakers are chock-full of athLane will have to carry on letes, many of whom have just
this year with a brand new begun practicing with the team
stable of players. Varsity expe- yet due to the football Lakers
rience on the 2007-08 Lakers extended season.
will be a rare commodity, with
Many of the go-to-guys Lane
junior forward George Garner

LANCE ALLISON PHOTOGRAPHY,

The 2007-08 Calloway County High School Lakers
will likely look to for leadership are the same playmakers
racking up stats Friday nights
at Jack D. Rose Stadium.
Joining Garner as two-sport

We like to use
dz
mi the word
'restructuring.' A lot of
new faces are going to
have a lot of new
responsibilities
y
this year.
— Bruce Lane
The first year CCHS head
coach on the makeup of his
new-look takers

athletes are sophomore post
player Tyrrell Willis, junior
point guard Chris Dobbins,junior forward Jordan Bumpus and
sophomore post player Grant
Williams.
As the player with the most
experience. Garner will be
looked to for leadership. The
6'I" forward started 16 games
last season and figures to be
one of the centerpieces of the
Laker squad this year.
"George has been a really
good athlete for the school
since he got here (from New
Orleans), and also a good person," Lane said. "George is
only 6-1, but he's got tremendous length in his arms. He's
a tremendous defender and a

tremendous rebounder.
here at Calloway. If he'll just
"We looked for him last rebound night in and night out,'
year to do those things and that's where he'll make an
he did. We're going to need impact."
him to bring a little more scorDobbins will be asked to
ing to the table this year along be a leader in his own right.
with doing those other things." as he'll be Lane's choice to
Willis and Dobbins both run point guard. Joining Dobreceived some varsity playing bins in the backcourt will be
time last season and will also sophomore Austin Lilly. who the,
take on enhanced roles. The Lakers will look to for outLakers hope to rely on the side scoring.
6'3" Willis for much of their
Sophomore Justin Hill is,
rebounding, an area in which another player Calloway will'
Lane has high praise for the look to for minutes. On the'
sophomore.
inside, juniors Joseph Kelly
"He's a great athlete who's and Derek Solomon will comgoing to have a very good career plement Garner and Willis.
in two sports," Lane said. diNw.The rest of the Laker ros"When he's focused, he's the ter includes junior guard Luke
best rebounder we've ever had
•see LAKERS,7C
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AMBER GUFFEY
Guard • Jr • 5-7
Albany, Ky.
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ASHLEY HAYES
Guard • Jr • 5-10
Humboldt, Tenn.
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GAMES TO
WATCH

ANGELA BROWN
Center • Sr • 6-5
Albany, Ky.
Brown loons the Racers after Pens/ening horn
Old Dominion Unhandy where sre earned a
Ocher:se degree AI Murray Stale she a pursuing•(nesters degree in inientrapenery
early cradraod education In 00 2006 season
at 001J, are scored•careerhigh no$ pants
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ageing HOW,. Prior to 0011. she p105.9 01
Centon County High School. abonotani now
Mammal. Arnow ono P0184 0101100
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Dominion University,
At 6-foot-5. Angela Brown, a senior transfer from Old
team has been
the
that
presence
inside
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Racers
will supply the
lacking for a couple of years now.
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After soming oil what could be arguably
the most successtul season in Murray
State women's hoops. the coach that put
the Racers in that position flew south
and did so for more than just the winter.
Jul Felton left MSU for Central Florida, making way for what could arguably
he one the best and brightest coaches
who was not yet a head coach.
Jody Adams was introduced in April
as the I I th coach to lead the Racers
and she plans on building off the 21-10
overall rei:ord and 15-5 Ohio Valley Conference record Murray State finished the
year vs ith
Attains loses a key componet in Joi
Scott. hut does return four starters from
last year's team.
And in two early season games. it's
es ident the Racers haven't missed a beat.
MSI went toe-to-toe with Missoun,
esentually falling in Columbia, but
returned home to heat Bethel 91-62.
tine thing Is evident by hanging around
Jody Adams. She's a winner. She has
been at every stop she's made since high
school. So she's not one to wait around
or try to build a program.
err.., horses to run
Adams has the

to
and those Racers to ill
gallop down the stretch all the way to
the title.
A speedy backcoun with Alaina Lee,
Shaleea Petty, along with preseason OVC
selections Amber Guffey and Ashley Hayes
should scorch the nets and the hardwood.
The addition of Old Dominion University transfer Angela Brown will help
fill the void left by Scott and give MSU
some added size in the post.
Adams knows she has a special team,
but time will tell just how special it is.
If the coach has her way, a conference title is just a few months away.
"We talk about the preparation of
Wanting to win a championship and sometimes that's not fun. The work ethic and
the time commitment and the sacrifices
that you have to make to he a champi•
on.
"We hit that oft really early. I think
the things that impress me is the majority of the time we hase followed through
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Center • So • 6-1
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GERFtACA MATTHEWS
Cuard• Sr • 5-8
New Orleans, La.
Matthews mussed oto on last season Ore
lasing • medical redstart tor an Addles tendon
usury She's been •steady contr.:Mot 00 the
bench in •coma1 of garnet 995 mason, all,,
everaceng 44 points in the three venous
yens Matthews se 00 RSEC record wall eight
steals agenda Austin Posy in the
2006-013 seoon

JESSICA JACKSON
Guard/Forward • Jr •
5-10 • Radcliff, Ky.
Jackson saw &don In seven omen eat year
She grabbed two rebounds isionst Morehead
Stale and at Eastern Once She scored• pant
and walsbed a rebound in only hwa rrm,Anst of
pray at Jacksorwee State Armee,' Ma meow
Ow a seen a contnotaor on In. bench tor Jody
Adams and will be counted on Decease ol her
rare so hop no or ate pOSt aro
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—Michael Dann
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Guard • Sr • 5-5
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Guard • Sr -5-3
Houston, Texas
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Alama Lee loves to make sweet
stnng music
But that's on the basketball
court
Vi hen she's not Kan'. she loves
to lust make music
She's J flute player and plays
the piano and one of her bmthers
is a jazz musician who has his
own CD.
The senior twin Houston. Texas
once worked at Astro World. ...
Lvactly!
5-foot-3 guard hasn't had
a sacation since she was in the
third grade and no. it wasn't to
Astro World. Close though - Disney World.
When Lee isn't running point
tor the Racers, you might find her
in the mall or at Olive Garden,
chow.m. down on chicken alfredo.
She sat down for a small Q&A
to let tans in on her world. For
thing she hates
1111.1.1fICC. the one
the most are tomatoes
Murray Ledger & Times: If
sou TeIll the mall, the first store

L&T: Who's the most under- the team?
L—Gerraca Matthews
rated player?
—
L
L&T: Who is the best dancer?
W ithout
L—Tanjala Wynn.
being able
to name a
L&T: Who is the best future
specific percoach on the team?
Lee
L&T: What is your favorite son.
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for
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sound?
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we win
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play good defense don't get the I hate that
spare time?
on the phone. I'm on same publicity as offensive playL&T: You're superbad when
the phone with my !amity all the ers
you're?
time.
Li—Singing in the shower?
L&T:What is your favorite arena
L&T: Who as the hest shooter to play in?
L&T: The one person you're
L-1 would have to say playyou know?
dying to have dinner with?
L—Jasmin Moore at Houston ing here
[—Horns Cmo (Actor)
Baptist University.
L&T: What is the toughest
L&T: Name the one CD you
L&T: Who in the league talks arena to play in?
[,—Eastern Kentucky is a hard can't get enough or
the most trash?
L-I would have to say one of
L—(Like Holloway. Lee asks place to go play.
my brother's CDs He's a profesif she can pock a team) SEMO,
L&T: Who dresses the best on sional jazz musician
then Definitely SEMO

you're going to?
Lee—(Lee asks if she can pick
two? Why not.) Finish Line and
Foot Locker I lose to shop for
shoes. I can shop for heels, but
mostly tennis shoes.
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Coach: Bruce Lane, first year
Last year: 22-10 (lost in region semifinals)
Who's gone: Eric Berbench, Wes Perry, Wes Adams,
Josh Miller, Landon Lockhart, Jake Tindell
Who's back: Luke Anderson (6-0 jr.), Jordan Bumpus (60 jr.), Chris Dobbins (5-9 jr.), George Gamer (6-1 jr.),
Joseph Kelly (6-4 jr.), Derek Solomon (6-7 jr.), Grant
Williams (6-5 so.), Tyrrell Willis (6-3 so.)
Fresh faces: Justin Hill (6-0 so.), Josh Humphreys (6-3
so.), Austin Lilly (5-9 so.), Wes Hounshell (5-9 so.), Reid
McDaniel (6-0 jr.), Brock Simmons (6-2 fr.), Shawn
Thompson (6-0 fr.)
Border war: With longtime coach Birdsong leaving for
rival Graves County, this year's always-heated CallowayGraves matchup will be even more so.
Lane, a longtime assistant of Birdsong, said he and the
new Eagles' coach are still close and talk on the phone
three or four times a week. They'll meet on the court at
Calloway's Jeffrey Gymnasium on Feb. 8.
"It's kind of hard getting used to," Lane said. "Nine years
of coaching with somebody and it's an adjustment when
you're not coaching together anymore."
LAKERS'SCHEDULE
Doc. 4: Fulton City, 8: University School, Tenn.; 11: at Heath. 14: at
Fulton county: 15: at Reidland; 18: Lone Oak; 20-22: Twin Lakes
Holiday ClasSic at Clinton County; 27: Mayfield at Murray Bank Holiday
Classic, McLean County at Murray Bank Holiday Classic; 28: Frankfort
at Murray Bank Holiday Classic; 29: TBA at Murray Bank Holiday Classic
Jan. 5: Marshall County; 8: at Mayfield; 11: at Murray; 17: at Caldwell
County, 18: Community Christian; 25: at Marshall County; 29: Trigg
County
Feb. 1: Murray; 2: at Community Christian; 5: at Lone Oak; 8: Graves
County; 12: Carlisle County, 15: Hickman County: 19: Paducah
Tilghman; 21: at St. Mary

•Lakers
From Page 5C
Anderson, sophomore guards
Josh Humphreys, Wes Hounshell and Reid McDaniel and
freshmen duo Brock Simmons
and Shawn Thompson.
With so little experience.
Lane says Laker fans will see
many different lineups and combinations to start the season.
"We're going to have to
play a lot of people and it's
going to be by committee," he
said. "Whoever's producing is
going to be who gets the time.
"We've got some nice athletes, kids that know how to
win. Hopefully with this season in football, some of that
success has just carried over.
I'm hoping the winning they've
witnessed and been a part of
in years past will carry over."
The Lakers will battle Marshall County and Murray in

what will be a three-team race
for the 4th District's two regional tournament slots.
For the Lakers, the key to
winning the district race will
be remaining positive.
"What we've got to realize
this year is that we have to
stay positive because there's
going to be ups and downs
and we tell the guys this,"
Lane said.
"Like our summer schedule
played out, there were days
that we looked pretty good and
the next game we didn't look
so good. That's what you get
with inexperienced guys. You're
going to be up and down."
The Lakers start the season
Dec. 4 by hosting Fulton City.
They'll participate in Clinton
County's Twin Lakes Holiday
Classic as well as the Murray
Bank Holiday Classic.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
)
--LADY LAKERS
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•Tigers
From Page 4C
going to put some pressure on
our guards," he said.
It's in their guard play that
Fields may do some shuffling
of the lineup. Kenneth Trice,
who served as point guard last
season, will start the year as
court general, but may ease back
into his more traditional shooting guard role if sophomore
Blake Darnall can run the point
with success.
Murray's offense is boosted
by a pair of shooting threats
in Brett Gibson and David
Kuykendall and the defense
should get some help from senior transfer Alex Kiuri. Athletic forward Kwame Duffy
should see plenty of playing
time as well.
The rest of the Tiger roster is made up of junior forwards Chastin Shepperd and
Zach Buck and sophomore
guards Jordan Benton, Jeremy
Curd and larvae Langford.
With the deepest, most bal-

anced team he's coached at Murray battling for playing time
and starting positions, Fields
said the extra competition is
only pushing his guys harder
in the preseason.
"Progress to me is that the
kids are working their butts off,"
he said. "This is the hardest
working group of kids I've
coached and I think it's because
every one of them knows
they're competing for playing
time at a position."
With a tough early season
schedule, the Tigers' potential
will need to transform into victories early on. After starting
with Ballard Memorial, the
Tigers then have to face Lone
Oak and Graves County on
back-to-back Friday and Saturday nights. They'll likely face
west Tennessee's Dyer County, which boasts two Division
I prospects, in a Christmas
tournament and then battle Mayfield, all before the Christmas
break.

MURRAY HIGH
TIGERS
Coach: David Fields, third year (23-30)
Last year: 14-14 (lost in first round of district)
Who's gone: Blake McCuiston, Casey Parker-Bell, R.V.
Oliver, Joey Mohler
Who's back: Brett Gibson (6-1 sr.), Cole Hurt (6-4 jr.),
Kenneth Trice (6-1 Sr.), Blake Darnall (5-8 jr.), Chess Volp
(6-4 sr.), David Kuykendall (6-1 jr.), Aaron Jones (6-3 jr.)
Fresh faces: Alex Kiuri (5-9 Sr.), Jordan Benton (5-8 so.),
Kwame Duffy (6-4 jr.), Jeremy Curd (5-10 so.), Chastin
Shepperd (6-5 jr.), Jarvae Langford (5-9 so.), Zach Buck
(6-4 jr.)
His team: Entering his third season at the helm, Fields
says this is the most connected he's felt to his one of his
teams. With seniors who more or less started their high
school careers under Fields' system, the Tigers are truly
Fields' team.
That isn't to take anything away from his two previous
squads, however. In fact, Fields says he will always be
grateful to his two previous senior classes for what they
gave to the program.
"I owe a lot of gratitude to them for hanging in there and
doing things the way I wanted them done," he said. "I
know it's hard to change."

MURRAY HIGH
LADY TIGERS
Coach: Rechelle Turner, 12th year (202-109)
Last year: 11-17 (lost in first round of district)
Who's gone: Madelyn Linzy, Megan Pember
Who's back: Amanda Winchester (5-7 fr.), Haley
Armstrong (5-7 8th gr.), Emily Benson (5-7 so.), Katie
McAllister (5-5 jr.), Sarah Crouch (5-5 so.), Erin Sanders
(5-9 so.), Leah Dieleman (5-7 jr.), Catherine Noland (5-10
jr.), Courtney Perry (5-9 jr.), Stacey McClure(5-9 jr.), Maria
James (5-11 sr.)
Fresh faces: Lauren Dieleman (5-5 fr.), Audrey Kellett (58 fr.), Gretchen Schuchardt(5-6 so.), Shelby Crouch (5-10
8th gr.), Elizabeth Dawson (5-9 fr.)
Diaper dandies: The Lady Tigers are so young that two of
their members don't even go to school with the rest of the
team yet.
Turner says the team she fields this season would be
ideal 'as a junior varsity squad, but the Lady Tigers will
instead have to grow as they go, which isn't necessarily a
bad thing.
"These kids will have the opportunity to grow together,"
Turner said. "I think that can be a bonding point for them.
Some of these kids are going to play together tour or five
years."
LADY TIGERS' SCHEDULE
Nov. 26: Hickman County; 30: at Lone Oak
Dec. 4: Fulton County; 11: Heath; 14: at St. Mary; 18-20: 12 Days of
Chnstmas at Trigg County; 27-29: Lady Tiger Classic
Jan. 4: at Marshall County; 8: at Community Christian; 11: Calloway
County; 14: at Heath; 17: Mayfield; 19: 1st Region All A Classic at
Graves County; 28: at Hickman County
Feb. 1: at Calloway County; 4: Reidland; 8: Marshall County: 11: at
Ballard Memorial; 14: Community Christian: 15: Fulton City: 19: at Fulton
County; 22: at Carlisle County

•Lady Tigers
From Page 4C
being thrown into situations
like this does help. You have
to grow up quick and put yourself in a spot to be competitive.
"I definitely think it is something the kids have bought into.
We try to talk to them about

how you don't always get immediate gratification. But with hard
work and teamwork and togetherness, there will be a priz(
at the end of the rainbow, so
to speak. Our kids understand
where we sit in the district.
But they also understand the
situation we could put ourselves in for All A."

Coaches

•
•

Got a road game to submit?

TIGERS'SCHEDULE
Nov. 27: Ballard Memorial; 30 at Lone Oak
Dec. 1: at Graves County; 4: Fulton County; 10: Mayfield; 14: at Si
Mary; 20-22: Murray Bank Christmas Tour6ament
Jan. 4: at Marshall County; 8: Community Christian; 11: Calloway
County; 15: Hickman County; 19: 1st Region All A Classic at Graves
County
:at Calloway County; 5: at Livingston Central; 8: Marshall County;
F
emorial;.141 at Community Christian; 15: Fulton Cityi.19;,.
at Fulton County, 22: at Carlisle County

Vo so by e-mailing the
Murray Ledger 6- Times
sports department at
sportsvmurrayledgercom
or call the morning after
between 7 and 9 a.m. at
753-1 91 6 or fax results
to 753-1927
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Coach: Scott Sivills, 10th year (144-119)
Last year: 22-13(won region; lost in first round of Sweet
a Sixteen)
Who's gone: Beth Ross
Who's back: Kayla Cunningham (6-2 jr.), Monica
Thurmond (5-3 Sr.), Rachel Adams (6-1 sr.), Shelby Webb
(5-2 Sr.), Sam Butts (5-5 Sr.), Karra Jones (5-7 junior),
Meagan Starks (5-6 sr.), Averee Fields (6-0 fr.)
Fresh faces: Allison Jones (5-5 so.), Shauna Wicker (5-6
so.), Brittany Fox (5-8 so.), Kirstin McHenry (5-7 so.),
Haley McCuiston (5-9 so.), Morgan Smotherman (5-9 fr.),
Whitney Gardner (5-2 so.)
.. Run it: Opponents will have to make sure they're ready
for a rousing game of run-around when they enter Jeffrey
Gymnasium this season.
That's because Sivills plans to emphasize the transition
game more than he has in the past. Calloway will try to
push the ball on offense and press their opponents on
defense, taking advantage of their athleticism.
"We have the kind of kids that can get out and run, so
we're really going to emphasize that early in the season,"
Sivills said.
LADY LAKERS'SCHEDULE
Nov. 27: at Mayfield
Dec. 3-6: City of Metropolis Tournament at Massac, Ill.. 8: Milan, Tenn.
at Marshall County Hoop Fest 20-22: BB&T Holiday Classic; 27-31:
Beach Blowout at Fort Walton Beach, Fla.
Jan. 5: Marshall County; 7: at Graves County; 11: at Murray. 15: at
Paducah Tilghman; 18: Community Christian; 19: Hopkins County
Central. 25: at Marshall County; 28: at Christian County
Feb. 1: Murray: 2: at Community Christian: 5: at Lone Oak: 7: Si. Mary:
8: Graves County; 15: Hickman County; 16: at Union County; 22:
Paducah Tilghman
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•Lady Lakers
From Page 5C
— will complement Butts in the
backcourt. Cunningham is also
capable of providing an outside
shot. Lady Laker soccer star.
Shauna Wicker, will back up
Butts at point and sophomore
guard. Kirstin McHenry, is a
pure shooter who could provide
a spark off the bench. Sivills
also expects junior guard, Karra
Jones. to receive significant playing time in the backcourt.
The rest of the Lady Laker
roster consists of senior guard
Monica Thurmond, sophomore
guards Allison Jones, Brittany
Fox and Whitney Gardner, sophomore forward Haley McCuiston and freshman guard Morgan Smotherman.
Though Calloway is considered the region favorite by many,
it won't he an easy road. They'll
have to contend with a Paducah Tilghman squad that returns
three starters, all of whom were
All-Region selections last season, not to mention traditional
powerhouses Marshall County
arid Graves County.
. Calloway's district schedule
alone should be a challenge

WILDCATS
SCHEDULE

vs BYO al Las Vegas
Invitational
8
Nov 24 vs North Carolina/Old
Dominion at Las Vegas Invitational
6 30/9 30
1
Miami (Ohio)
Dec 1
1
Dec 8
Dayton
Dec 15 vs Purdue at John Wooden
Tradition in Indianapolis 2 30
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6
1
Dec 22 New Mexico State
6
Dec 26 Morehead State
2
Dec 29 lona
Cincinnati
1 30
Jan 1
4
at Kentucky
Jan 5
Jan 10 West Virginia
6
11 am
Jan 13 at Rutgers
Jan 17 Marquette
6
7
Jan 19 at Seton Hall
6
Jan 23 at South Florida
Jan 26 St John s
2 30
6
Jan 28 at Connecticut
2
Rutgers
Feb 2
6
al Marquette
Feb 4
Georgetown
8
Feb 9
8
Feb 12 at DePaul
1
Feb 16 at Providence
Feb 18 Syracuse
6
11 a m
Feb 24 at Pittsburgh
6
Feb 28 Notre Dame
3
March 2 Villanova
rr
r
Georgetown
March 8 at

HES CHANNEL 15

Nov 23

capable of preparing them for a
playoff run. Perennial power Marshall, an improved Community
Christian squad and rival Murray are all capable of beating
each other on a given night. Sivills
said.
The Lady Lakers will also
be taking part in Marshall County's Hoop Fest for the first time
ever, a distinction Sivills called
an honor. They'll face Milan,
Tenn.. in a morning game. Calloway will also take part in
tournaments in Metropolis, Ill.
and Fort Walton Beach. Fla.,
and host their own tourney —
the BB&T Holiday Classic.
Sivills said the unforgiving
schedule will help prepare his
squad for a run that he hopes
takes them all the way to the
state Final Four.
And with expectations at their
highest. Sivills enters the season excited, but beginning to
feel a little bit of pressure.
"Seasons like this are one of
the most gratifying times in
coaching.** he said. "But it could
also be one of the hardest times
for me because of the caliber
of kids we've got."

CREDITS
Five Murray Stale Rooms grace this
cs
:
,si
front coma ROM Mt Kevin
(lop), Damao Thomas (bottom), Tyler Hoacsvey, Amber Gulley and
AshIey Hayes
The cover was designed by Tom Deg
Layout A Photos fifths. Own

Poop
Check Out Our Specialties:
• Gourmet Pizzas
• Baby Back BBQ Ribs
• Pub Steak Platter
• Baked Wild Salmon
Or Enjoy Something From Our Great Menu!
JOIN US BEFORE OR AFTER ALL THE
BASKETBALL GAMES!
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•Adams
From Page 2C
rlennessce connection.
"I'm not embarrassed by it and I don't to
10 hide it. Most people. if they read or know
basketball, know that you played for the best
in the country.
It's pretty special for me to have learned
from the best in the country. So I only know
one way to do it and that's the best way. So,
do I think it's an advantage and do I think
kids look at it and think it's pretty neat'? Yeah.
Who I'm connected to, my players are connected to. I want to be able to show them
what my coaches showed me. I'm a loyal person. I'm one that likes to communicate."
Adams has spent the better part of nine
months residing in Murray. But, living in the
South is nothing new for the 36-year-old.
'The people are just phenomenal," she said.
"Very loving, caring, nice and just very genuine. I like the living part of Murray. It's corn10i-table People love you for who you are in
die South and especially in Murray."
So probably the biggest question surrounding Adams and her time in Murray is how
quickly she can get the Lady Vols on her
schedule.
-We're working on that. It would be nice
to have them on there next year. We'll have
to see (wink)."
Either way, Adams will continue to be surrounded by special friends, good coaches, Maxx
.ind the ot.c,Issional trip to Ti Mass
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12" 3 With 3 Toppings
•
$1 300
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UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
SECOND FLOOR • CURRIS CENTER
Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.; Fri. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.;
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Sun. 1-4 p.m.

16" Unlimited Toppings
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lialdis Grill
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A checking account is just
a checking account, right?

Victor's Sandwiches...
Changing
By: Cassy Olazabal

Jeanne Orr,Jane (.'urd,(back)
Come see one ofour Customer Service Representatives,(front)
, to open your Murray
Stoekdale
Cathy
and
1)eposits
Retail
VP
Sykes,
Brenda
Mk,
Patsy
Account.
Checking
Club

y
Wrong. When you have the Murray Club checking at The Murra
t
accoun
ng
checki
Club
y
Murra
The
more!
much
so
it's
Bank,
that
requires no minimum balance and provides a host of benefits
nce,
assista
fraud
nce,
insura
theft
y
identit
ing
can't be beat, includ
on,
additi
In
ring.
monito
credit card protection, and 24-hour credit
ude
multit
a
and
orders
check
free
,
writing
there's unlimited check
of other benefits you'll want to take advantage of.
Stop in The Murray Bank today and sign up for the
benefit.
Murray Club checking account. We think youll find it to your

The'

Murray

405 South 12th Street
& 700 North 12th Street
270-753-5626
ww%.themurraybank.eom

How Banking Should Be
Member FDIC

When was the last time you went to Victor's?
If you have not been lately you should go.
Victor's has introduced new specials like soup
and a small sandwich for $5.25. The soup special is going on all
the time now. There are three different soups so far, and they are
getting more soon.
This year at the MSU Racer home football games Victor's mascot Victorman will be showing up. At a touchdown he will throw
sandwiches up into the crowd. It has been a few years since
Victorman has been at the Racer home games. Remember, if you
a
love Victor's or Victorman come by the restaurant and get
Victor's tee shirt.
Victor's now has many online groups and even its own website
for Victorman to have fan mail. They soon will have an online
menu as well. One of the many groups is on Facebook; the
e
group name is We Love Victorman and Victor's. Victor's websit
tells new specials and other things going on at Victor's, this is
basically what the other groups also do.
Victor's is also expanding into Cuban cuisine dining and
expanding its catering service as well. Look for sign up sheets
for invitation only dining to try out the wonderful new food.
Noche Buena is coming up too, so put in your orders for roast
pork, black beans and rice and yucca!
Victor's plans to update the dining areas soon and maybe
update the game room as well. So if you are fond of the old look
come see it before it's gone, and come see the transformation as
it happens if you want to see the new and improved. Victor's
Sandwiches will still be as good as they always have been and
they still deliver.
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OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR: JEFF EHRHARDT

PREP WRESTLING

Laker program
coming full circle
in Walls' 3rd year
EIGHT'SENIORS LEAD
SQUAD AIMING HIGH
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
While the success Calloway County's fledgling
wrestling program has enjoyed in its two years of
existence might be surprising to some, for those who
know Kentucky wrestling and the Walls family, it's
par for the course.
After all, Laker
head coach Dickie
Walls has learned
from the best — his
brothers have built
Cdimmy Coady
wrestling dynasties
ISATCHUIP
TIME
of their own at
Henderson Co. Duals 9 ent
western Kentucky
at Unfelt CO.
6 p.m.
schools.
Hopi/NMI,Town.
9 sm.
Cans.
COMO Go. Tourn.
When
Walls
CALLOWAY HOLIDAY' 10 a.m.
started the program
Chnslien Co. Invite
9 a.m.
five years ago and
6p.m.
HOPSONSVILLE &
FORT CAMPBELL
began competing in
West Fainicent, NI.
Sim.
KHSAA two years
University Heights Aced 6 p.m.
later, he used broth- !t-o CHRISTIAN CO. &
6 p.m.
PADUCAH TILGHMAN
er Dennis' state
Illohmen room.
championship cal- 49 TOSITI Moil Regional 49p.m.
am
iber program at
Tournament at Caldwell
Spin.
Union County as a 1-22 Caldwell Co. Tourn
1-26
Ft. Campbell Duals
9 a.m.
model.
2-2
Union Co. Duals
9 a.m.
"It's really a pro- 2-9
Regional Tournernentir 9 a m.
gram we're kind of 2-14 Stale Tournament% TBA
basing our program
on," Walls said (it
Union County, led
by the 32-year high
school coaching
veteran.
"We're trying to take some of the positive things
that they have done over the years and implement
some of them here. When you can get advice from
someone who's been in the game that long, you take
it."
Going into the Lakers' third season of competitive
wrestling, it seems to be working. After sending junior grapplers Ryan Schoppe and Brandon Tibaldi to
state last year as individuals, the Lakers have set their
sights on a state berth as a team this season behind the
progirean't first true mining C11016..
Calloway returns nine seniors, including Schoppe
and Tibaldi, and all of last year's starters except one.
The Lakers also plan to have at least one wrestler at
each of the sport's 14 weight classes, also a first for
the program.
In addition to Schoppe and Tibaldi, Walls hopes
returning seniors include David Stewart, Levi
Scarbrough, Jordan Mathis, Grant Barrow, Matthew
Fry and C.J. Green can lead the Lakers to a top-two
finish in the I4-team 1st Region — the requirement
for a state championship berth.
•see LAKERS, 21)
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & limes

eff Ehrhardt was named the Ohio Valley Conference Freshman of the Year and was also named to the OVC Newcomer team. It was the
rst time that a Murray State player had been named Freshman of the Year.

oming Out Pa
RACER FRESHMAN QUARTERBACK
GARNERS OVC HONOR
0 FOOTBAU. MAW
*)Ely MICHAEL DANN
2•97 91.144
& Iffif/0 WINNERS
.Sports Editor
OVC Offensive Player of the Year
Growing up in St. Louis, Allan Holland. Eastern Kentucky
:leff Ehrhardt became a big fan OVC Defensive Player of the Year:
Derrick Hue Eastern Kentucky
;Idf Kurt Warner.
OVC Freshmen of the Year:
One wouldn't be hard Jeff Ehrhardt, Murray State
4)ressed to believe that OVC Roy Kidd Coach of the Year:
hrhardt looked up to the St. Danny Hope, Eastern Kentucky
Rams quarterback for his
F1RITTUM OFFENSE
- Allan Holland, Eastern Kentucky
:r ye-popping numbers he
FIB - Chris Fletcher, Austin Peay
4ossed up en route to the Rams RB - Adernola Adeniji, Eastern Illinois
:.1.,./inning the Super Bowl in WA - •%Micah Rucker, Eastern Illinois
000 and being tagged as the WA - 'Larry Shipp, Tennessee Tech
TE - DeAngelo Nelson, Murray State
4greatest show on turf.
C - Shawn Deaden, Eastern Kentucky
Instead, the 6-foot-4, 210- 0'Chaz Millard, Eastern Illinois
ound freshman revered G - Bakahn Thornton, Eastern Kentucky
T- 'Anthony Rubican, Eastern Illinois
Warner for his faith in God.
T - OSean Dumforcl. Eastern Kentucky
And while Ehrhardt may not
NRIVITAIN OFFENSE
liave a Super Bowl trophy or an
DL //Pierre Walters, Eastern Illinois
ilMVP award on his mantle, he DI. - Chris Coy. Eastern Kentucky
oes have one award bestowed DL • John Scott, Jacksonville State
pon him, which he gives full Of..- %Shaun Richardson. Tennessee State
LB • 'Donald Thomas, Eastern Illinois
redit to God.
LB 'Adam Casper. Southeast Missoun
1 On Tuesday, the Racer red- LB - Josh Yarbrough, UT Martin
DB - Derrick Huff, Eastern Kentucky
hirt quarterback was named DB - 'Brandon Gathof, Eastern Kentucky
.phio
Valley
Conference DB 'Dominique Rodgers-Cromeme.
'freshman of the Year and was Tennessee Stale
also named to the All- DB - Maurice Smith, Tennessee Tech
;Newcomer Team.
flISCIUM IIPECIPAZTS
In his first collegiate season K - Gavin Haltford, Jacksonville State
P - Doug Spada, SOOSSIlast Missouri
iprider center, Ehrhardt put up AS • Larry Shipp, Tennessee Tech
:ome impressive numbers as • - I et team All-CNO Warn In 2006 # - 2nd
team AN-OVC teem in 2006 - OVC All4s4urray State's signal caller.
Newcomer team in 2006
He completed 236-of-393
passes for 2,567 yards
21 touchdowns and rushed for 375 yards and five additional
!.cores.
Ehrhardt had three games of 300 or more yards, including 344
.yards against Eastern Kentucky. He tossed multiple touchdown
:3)asses in six contests in 2007, including four in a win over Lambuth.
:Ivlost impressively he was one of just five FCS quarterbacks this
szeason to pass for more than 3(8) yards(330)and rush for more than
100 yards (104) in the same game. In that game he completed 36
;passes(a Murray State record) and accounted for three touchdowns.
His 21.45 completions/game ranked 10th nationally, while his
'•
•See EHRHARDT, 20
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Wildcats return to
hardwood after
Gardner-Webb loss
AFTER TWO WEEKS,
UK FACES LIBERTY

k
460.1%)
4ind

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Jeff Ehrhardt (18) drops back to pass in this game at Southeast Missouri
State earlier in the year. Tuesday, the freshman quarterback from St. Louis,
Mo., picked up two OVC postseason awards. This season he passed for
over 2,500 yards and 21 touchdowns. He also rushed for 375 yards and
five additional scores. .

Three others join Ehrhardt with 01/C honors
NELSON IS FIRST-TEAM SELECTION; HARPER, PARROT1 MAKE SECOND-TEAM
ZEly MICHAEL DANN
sports Editor
Joining Jeff Ehrhardt on the list
4f Ohio Valley Conference honors
teammates DeAngelo Nelson,
d Harper and Derrick Parrott.
, ere
Nelson was a first-team selection
rkt tight end. while Harper and
;
: arrott garnered second-team accodes.
,i. Nelson became the first Racer
ight end since Xavier Shepherd in
993 to earn first-team all-OVC
after leading all tight ends in
conference with 34 receptions
451 yards and three touchHis best performance of the sea-

son came against
Tennessee
Tech
where he hauled in
six passes for 84
yards and a touchdown. He added a
career-best seven
catches for 83 yards
Eastern
against
Illinois.
Harper garnered second-team
accolades after catching 57 balls for
779 yards and tied for the OVC lead
with 10 TD receptions.
His 2007 season was one of the
best by any Racer receiver as he tied
for sixth in receptions (Deandre
Green)and ninth in yards on the all-

time single-season
also
lists.
He
climbed into third
on the MSU alltime receptions list
with 128 and sixth
in yards with 1,653.
Harper was the goto-guy
in
the
Racers' receiving corps as he caught
a touchdown pass in each of the last
six games of the season and caught
at least one pass in 26 straight
games.
He began a stretch of threestraight 100-yard receiving games
with nine catches for 127 yards and
two touchdowns against Lambuth

and followed it up
with 124 yards on
nine grabs against
Tennessee Tech and
seven catches for
114 yards against
Jacksonville State.
Parrott finished
pj
his senior season
with 62 tackles (52 solo), three
sacks and two interceptions. He tied
for the team lead in interceptions
and pass breakups (4), while ranking second with two fumble recoveries. His second interception of the
season came in the fourth quarter
and sealed the victory over
Southeast Missouri State.

LEXINGTON,
Game Night
Ky. (AP) — Two
liberty at Kentucky
weeks have passed
since Kentucky's When:6 p m
Where: Rupp Arena
shocking loss to TV FSN South
Gardner-Webb, and Coaches: Billy Gillispie (Kentucky)
the players are Ritchie McKay (Liberty) meeting
Series. This is the first
eager to replace between the two schools
those
negative
memories with some positive ones.
"I don't think I've ever waited that long to play
another game," forward Perry Stevenson said. "We
just can't wait to get back on the floor."
The Wildcats (I-1) get that chance Wednesday
night against Liberty (2-3), Stevenson promises two
weeks of practices have ensured this team will be better than the one that lost in round two of the 2K Sports
College Hoops Classic to a Gardner-Webb program
that finished 9-21 last year.
"That's in the past," forward Mark Coury said,
"We've got to move on. We don't want it to happen
again."
Kentucky coach Billy Gillispie, who complained
about the early start to the season, said the loss was
unfortunate, but the resulting two-week break was
welcome because of the extra practice time.
Wildcats fans, known as some of the most anxious
in the country during tough times, are justified in their
demands for improvement, Gillispie said.
"'That's definitely not acceptable to me," he said.
-That's no disrespect to our opponents, but that's not
something that should have happened."
As for inspiring his players, Gillispie's practices
have been tough but not as physical as a preseason
conditioning "boot camp." Stevenson said. Gillispie
said he never considered doing anything drastic, such
as shutting the team out of the locker room, which
Michigan State coach Tom lzzo did after the Spartans
lost to Division II Grand Valley State.
"Some of those things work, some of them don't,"
Gillispie said. "It may be a move we make later if we
ever have the need to do something like that."
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•Lakers
From Page 10
"We're looking this year at utc -expenence.
being right there at the top of the
"Experience is vital in
region." Walls said. "We'll have wrestling,"
Walls
said.
some stiff competition from the "Wrestling is a sport where you
defending state champs Union have to build.
County, but we're looking at fin"A good athlete can come in
ishing pretty high in the region." his first year and be a good
Getting by his brother's wrestler, but not a great wrestler.
Union County program, howev- Wrestling is a sport that takes
er, will be another task entirely, time.
Walls said. Union is coming off
-That's why when we started
a state championship and has five years ago, we started with
never lost to the Lakers. though
the young age group. The senior
Walls says his team has its best class we have this year were
shot yet this season.
eighth graders at the time. We're
Calloway will also have to beginning to get some of the
face a Caldwell County squad kids from middle school into our
headed up by Walls' nephew, high school program now that
who recently took over for long- have wrestled since third grade.time Tiger coach Mickey Walls,
Despite the building that has
another of Walls' brothers.
taken place, Walls says his pro"It's a good rivalry." Walls gram's biggest battle is still the
sad. "Sometimes Christmas lack of knowledge and awareIan t too much fun, especially ness of wrestling in the commusince it falls nght in the middle nity.
of the season."
Up until recently, the Jackson
Walls expects this season to Purchase area has been void of
be a coming-of-age kind of year high school wrestling teams.
in more ways than one for his Paducah Tilghman brought the
program. In addition to his sen- first squad to the air and
ior class. Walls will welcome a Calloway followed suit shortly
freshman class that sent two after.
members to the middle school
The Leiters could begin to
state championship as individu- change that perception this seaals last season.
son, but in order to do so. Walls
One of those individuals. is banking on his senior class
Michael Treadway, fell one win taking on a leadership role.
short of a state title, finishing as
"I've noticed that my seniors
runner-up.
over the last two weeks of pracFor Walls, he gets. to see the tice have stepped up and taken a
fruits of his labors of instituting leadership role we haven't had
a middle school program prior to this year." he said.
designed
to give
young 'They kind of know the drill
wrestlers a most valuable attnb- now."
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Men's College Basketball Top 25
The top 25 MIMS in The Associated
Press'cortege basketball poa won bow
dace votes in parentheses, records
through Nov 18. total points bated On
25 pants for a brst-place vote through
one pram for a 25th-place vote

Record Pts

1 worm Carolona 126) 2-0
2 UCLA (26)
3-0
3 Memphis (191
4-0

4 Kansan
5 Georgetown(
Louteeltle
7 Tennessee
8 Indiana
9 Washington St
tO
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Mochogan St

3-0
2-0

Marquette

2-0

Oregon
Duke
Gonzaga
Texas
Texas A&M
Pittsburgh

4-0
2-0
3-0
3-0
4-0
4-0

18 Kansas Si
19 S 850o,S
20
21
22
23
24
25

3-0
2-0
24)
3-0
2-0

Voilanova
Syracuse
Butler
Virginia
Clemson
Florida

1 725
1.716

1,689
1,566
1.508
1.166
1,384
1,200
1.170
1,042
1.039
1,021
962
834
789
759
582

3-0
1-0

487
400

2-0
3-0
3-0
3-0
3-0
4-0

297
257
244
227
167
135

Others receiving votes Anzona 128
Arkansas 106. Ohio Si 77. Wisconsin
74. Davidson 45. Stanford 43. N C
State 41 Connecticut 30. West Virginia
29. Miami 27 Alabama 26, Mississippi
St 23, Vanderbilt 23. 13YU 22. Xavier
22. Missoun 18 Washington 8,
Kentucky 6. San Diego St 6. Southern
Cal 6. Winthrop 5 Rhode Island 4,
George Mason 3. Maryland 3. Baylor 2.
Ohio 2 Providence 2, Creighton 1.
Illinois 1. New Orleans I

•Ehrhardt
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2008

$25,300
- 1,312
- 2,000

S21,9880

Jeep

2 Connecticut

3 Maryland
4. Stanford
6. N.:inn Carolina
6. LSU
7. Rutgers
8. asorgia

9. Duke

2-0
5-0
3-0
5-0
3-1
2.1
4-0
3-0
0-2
2-0
3-0
4-0
1-1
3-0
3-0

10 Oklahoma
It Texas A6M
12 California
13 Baylor
14 Anzona St
15 Ohoo St
16 West Virginia
17 George Washington 3-1
18 DePaul
3-0
19 Michigan Si
2-1
20 Florida St
3-1
21 Texas
2-1
22 Purdue
2-0
23 Notre Dame
2-1
24 Auburn
3-0
25 Vanderbilt
2-1

1,188
1,182
1,041
995
99)

983
885
843
792
764
679
643
588
562
462
433
360
282
198
195
151
119
100
93

Others receiving votes Marquette 78.
Minnesota 54. Prttsburgh 51. Wyoming
42. Oklahoma St 32. N C State 30,
Old Dominion 30. Georgia Tech 27.
Louisville 24. Wisconsin 21, Middle
Tennessee 15. Penn St 14. Nebraska
12. Manst IT Texas Tech 11, Illinois St
7. Utah 6. Xavier 6. Mississippi St 4.
Southern Miss 4. Illinois 3. S Dakota
St 3. St John's 2, Gonzaga 1, Indiana
St 1, Iowa St 1, Southern Cal 1

By MSU Sports Information
Senior Cameron Hicks was
named this week's Pepsi Murray
State Athlete of the Week for his
performance at the JSU'' Gamecock
Invitational
at, .
Jacksonville, Ala., last weekend.
Hicks led the 29-shooter field
with a 579 out of a possible 600
in smallbore, lie also had a 575 t
out of a possible 600 in air rifle. ..
ranking ninth among the 40
shooters in that category for an
aggregate (combined) score of
1154.
Murray State tied tournament
host Jacksonville State for first '
place in the event, closing out
the Racers' fall schedule.

• Carpet
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Women's College Beekelbell Top 26
The top 25 Menu in The AssockMed
Press' womsn's °Wogs beelestiell eicei
won ersi-piees vows in awareness*,
recorgs through Nov. 16,ION goings
based on 25 points lor•Ilret-plerm vole,
through one pant for a 251h-pleoe vole: •
Record Ns
1 Tennessee(50)
3-0
1,250

Hicks named
MSU athlete
of the week

From Page 1D
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Ehrhardt was thankful
and gracious of the honor.
"It means a lot. A lot of hard
work finally paid off."
Ehrhardt said the preparation
for what was the first Freshman
ot the Year award ever handed to
a Racer started long before an
Aug. 30 game at the University
of Lout's tile.
"A lot of it just went back to
last winter and studying tape
and getting in the weight room
working with Coach (Justin)
Cecil. When I was redshirted. I
watched all the offensive snaps
so when spring ball rolled
around, I had seen all those
plays before and I knew what
was going to happen."
Before Ehrhardt was given
thy starting nod at QB, he had to
heat out incumbent quarterback
Lich Barnard for the nght to
toss the pigskin. Barnard started
I() games last year and finished
with the second-best pass efficiency (109.51 among all freshman quarterbacks in the()VC.
"I didn't look at it as trying to
heat out Zech and trying to take
his spot." Ehrhardt said. "I was
lust looking at it as trying to he
the hest quarterback I could he.
If that meant I got the nod, that
was great and if it didn't
was never me trying to best out
my teammates I was just trying
1-rout

Tuesday,

It, he the best quarterback I
could be. That's what my goal
Ehrhardt, like any good quarterback, gives a lot of credit to
his offensive line and those
around him. i.e., running backs
and wide receivers or as
Ehrhardt likes to call them, "just
the best athletes."
"I have great running backs,
receivers, linemen, great teammates. We have a lot of great
athletes on the offense and I felt
like it was just My job to get
them the ball and let then) go be
athletes."
In light of what's transpired,
the fact that Ehrhardt's offensive
coordinator Mickey Fein was
fired Monday. left the quarterback disappointed from the
standpoint of how close the two
had grown over the past year.
"He was it great coach and
really hated to see him leave."
Ehrhardt said. "He did a great
job of preparing me as a quarterback and as a leader. I really
thank him lot that. Coach C'ahill
and Coach Hayes, all three of
those guys did a great job."
Ehrhardt knows that the
future almost bears repeating
itself from the standpoint that he
will now become the hunted,
instead of the hunter. But that's
what makes him want to work
harder and get better.
"Last year I was battling to
get someone else's starting job
and now guys are going to be
battling to get my job. So I'm
going to have to work harder
now to keep that job.
"I'm going to have to continue to get better and help our
team lain more. I'll work out
harder in the offseason and
study harder than I did before
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and with a new coordinator
coming in and learning his
offense. I want to help lead our
team to more victories on
Saturday."

TV, radio
TODAY
GOLF
10:30 p.m.
TGC - PGA Tour Mission Hills World
Cup first round at Shenzhen. China

MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
1 p.m.
ESPN2 - Maui Invitational bfth place

game teams IBA at Lahaina, Hawaii
3:30 p.m.
ESPN2 - Maui Invitational, third place
game learns TBA at Lahaina Hawaii
6 p.m.
ESPN2
Preseason NIT. semifinal
Washington vs Texas AMA al New
York
8:30
ESPN2- Preseason NIT semitone'.
Syracuse vs. Ohio State. at New V't;
9 p.m.
ESPN - Maui Invitational champ.
onship game learns TBA at Lahaina,
Hawaii
10:30 p.m.
ESPN2 - Great Alaska Shootout letit
round Michigan vs Butler at
Anchorage Alaska

NBA BASKETBALL
6:30 p.m.
ESPN

Dallas at Houston
Thursday, November 22

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN - Southern Cal at Arizona St

GOLF
8:30 a.m.
TGC - European PGA Tour
MasterCard Masters first round al
MelbOunle. Australia same-day tape)

10:30 p.m.
TGC - PGA Tour Mission Hills World
Cup second round. at Shenzhen
China

MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN2 - Old Spice Classic first
round South Carolina vs Penn Sr at
Kissommee Fla
1,30 p.m.
ESPN2 • Old Spice Classic hrst
round N C State vs Roder at
Kissommee Fla
6 p.m.
ESPN2 - Old Spice Classic first
round Villanova vs UCE at
Kossimmee Fla
8:30 p.m.
ESPN2
Old Spice Classic first
round George Mason vs Kansas Si,
at Kossimmee Na
11 p.m.
ESPN2 - Anahexn Classic first
round San Diego vs Southern Cal at
Anaheim Calif

NFL FOOTBALL
1130 am.
FOX

Green Bay at Detroit
3 p.m.
CBS • - NY Jets at Dallas

7 p.m.
NFL - Indianapolis at Atlanta
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Slower brain maturity
seen in ADD children
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Crucial parts of
brains of children with attention deficit disorder
develop more slowly than other youngsters'
brains, a phenomenon that earlier brain-imaging
research missed, a new study says.
Developing more slowly in ADHD youngsters
— the lag can be as much as three years — are
brain regions that suppress inappropriate actions
and thoughts, focus attention, remember things
from moment to moment, work for reward and
control movement. That was the finding of
researchers, led by Dr. Philip Shaw of the National
Institute of Mental Health, who reported the most
detailed study yet on this problem in Monday's
online edition of Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences.
"Finding a normal pattern of cortex maturation,
albeit delayed, in children with ADHD should be
reassuring to families and could help to explain
why many youth eventually seem to grow out of
the disorder," Shaw said in a statement.
But not all children do outgrow the disorder,
and co-author Dr. Judith Rapoport, also of the
NIMH Child Psychiatry Branch, said the
researchers are working to determine the differences between those that have a good outcome and
those who do not.

Between 3 percent and 5 percent of school-age
children are thought to have attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder.
Dr. Louis J. Kraus, chief of child psychiatry at
Rush University Medical Center in Chicago, said
"what is really important about this study is it
shows us there is clearly something biologicalk
driven for children with ADHD."
Kraus, who was not part of the research team,
said that with this finding no one can argue that
children are making it up. "We don't know what
the meaning is yet, whether it would change any
type of treatment, but it is showing that there is
something biologically different."
It is important that parents don't immediately
jump out and want to get some type of MRI of
their child's brain, or functional study to support a
diagnosis," Kraus added in a telephone interview.
Shaw agreed: "Brain imaging is still not ready
for use as a diagnostic tool in ADHD. Although
the delay in cortex development was markect •it
could only be detected when a very large number .
of children with the disorder were included. It is
not yet possible to detect such delay from the brain' ,
scans of just one individual. The diagnosis of
ADHD remains clinical, based on taking a history
from the child, the family and teachers.-

Science sheds light on bone Be aware of bed bugs
marrow transplants' dark side
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Bone marrow transplants are
one of cancer care's striking successes, but they have a dark
side: The transplanted cells can
turn on patients, attacking their
skill and organs.
The potentially deadly side
effect with the unwieldy name
of graft-versus-host disease, or
GVHD,strikes several thousand
each year. The last decade has
brought little progress in battfnig
Last month brought another
blow, as the Food and Drug
Adthinistration rejected the new
drug closest to market.
But that drug, called orBec,
isn't dead; its manufacturer is
pledging additional research to
satisfy FDA's concerns. And it
joins a list of other promising
experiments into ways to ease
the misery — from novel stemcell- infusions to drugs that block
immune cells-run-amok.
The burst of research comes
none too soon, as a long-lasting
forip of GVHD is on the rise.
love my doctors, but they
thrnw up their hands. They don't
know what to do," laments
Stephen Dugan, 54, of Radnor,
Pa., who longs for an alternative
to the problematic steroid that is
toilay's treatment mainstay.
!His transplant four years ago
saved Dugan from cancer. But
two months later he barely survived a harsh bout of GVHD:
now he battles a less severe but
chronic form of the disease.
'When someone receives a
transplanted organ, the big fear
is that their own immune system
will attack the new "foreign" tissue. GVHD is the opposite problem. It occurs when patients
reoeive donated bone marrow or
the stem cells that produce it,
pieces of someone else's
immune system. Sometimes the
donor's T cells, whose job is to
hunt foreign invaders, become
super-aggressive and attack the

The Kentucky Department
for Public Health(DPH)encourages Kentuckians to learn more
about bed bugs, a pest that could
be lurking in their homes.
"During the 1940s and
1950s. the bed bug was a common pest in many homes," said
Guy Delius, acting director for
the division of public health protection and safety. "Although
annoying, the bed bug has not
been known to carry disease."
The bed bug is a small,
brownish insect that feeds on the
blood of animals. It gets its
inneetessisnarily beastise .it is
most active at night and often
hides in the tuffs and folds of
bedding.
Reactions to the bite vary by
individual but are generally
mild, resulting in itching and
swelling at the site of the bite.
The most significant health concern stems from scratching the

evidence that orBec works. The
recipient's body.
It happens in at least half of company pledged to do so, and
III
the more than 6,000 Americans already has a different Phase
who receive allogeneic — or trial under way — to see if givdonated — marrow or stem-cell ing orBec with the transplant
transplants every year. Many can prevent gut GVHD in the
times, GVHD is mild or moder- first place.
—The experimental drug
ate, causing skin rashes or blistering, vomiting, liver or lung Prochymal aims to soothe the
damage. But one of every five source of GVHD's inflammacases is life-threatening. A par- tion without suppressing immuticularly dangerous form rav- nity. It's made of a different kind
ages the stomach and intestines, of stem cell, mesenchymal cells.
causing unremitting vomiting Your own mesenchymal cells
are damaged during a bone marand diarrhea.
The only treatment: Super- row transplant. But wherrionathigh doses of the steroid pred- ed ones are infused into patients'
nisone for weeks, to suppress bodies, they steer to wherever
out-of-control immune cells and GVHD is attacking. There, overthe inflammation they cause. ly aggressive T cells spur high
But the treatment's side effects levels of chemicals called
are severe, even deadly: Patients cytokines that in turn inflame
cells
fall prey to infections; it debili- tissue. The mesenchymal
tates bone and muscle until "change the chemical environthe
some become bedridden; and it ment and basically put
can cause violent mood swings. brakes on" that damaging
Plus, about half of seriously ill process.
patients fail to improve, prompting ,doctors to frantically add
other steroids.
"They're our best friends but
our greatest enemies,- is how
Dr. Steven Pavletic of the
National Institutes of Health
describes prednisone and its
cousins.
Now in advanced testing are
Including the Treatment of Hearing
treatments that aim to calm
body-wide
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
GVHD without that
steroid toxicity:
—OrBec is a milder kind of
No Referrals Required
Dr. Phillip Klepper
steroid, a pill version of the
d
Accepte
ce
Insuran
Most
asthma
that
beclomethasone
patients have long inhaled. Dr.
Beverly Jones - Audiologist
George McDonald of Seattle's
Cancer
n
Hutchinso
Fred
Patricia Klapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist
Research Center reformulated
the drug to coat the gastrointestinal tract, not roam the body.
Adding orBec to standard
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
prednisone seemed to improve
survival, a year after gut GVHD
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071
first struck, by 45 percent. But
because of a statistical issue
with the research, the FDA told
(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
for BioPharma to show more

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

et)Whysician's Hearing Center

bite, which can lead to second- developed information to help
citizens understand more about
ary infection in rare instances.
Signs that you may have a these insects.
Additional information can
bed bug infestation include
unexplained bites after sleeping; be obtained from the local health
blood spptting or staining on department, area pest control
matosseN or bedding; and the specialists or the DPH Web site
oteervance of insects or their a
http://chfs.ky.gov/dph/info/phps
discarded skeletal casings.
Public Health Commissioner /enviromgmt.htm.
You may also call DPH staff
William Hacker, M.D., recommends that people who think members, Erica Brakefield,
they may have a problem with technical consultant in the envibed bugs seek advice from their ronmental management branch,
or
local health department or at (502) 564-4856, ext. 3732:
Vonia Grabeel, program adminhealth care provider.
istrator in the environmental
Accurate identification of the
insect followed by treatment by management branch, at (502)
a licensed pest control company 564-4856, ext. 3724.
is the most effective means for
addressing bed bugs. DPH has

Back and Leg Pain?
Try this:

C.

SpineMEDTM
Decompression* The
in adjunct with chiropractic care

A SAFE and PAINLESS procedure for:
• Disc Bulge
• Pinched Nerves
• Disc Rupture (herniation)
• Sciatica
• Disc Degeneration
• Neck d Arm Pain

Dr. V. Wade Etherton
Dr. B. Dobry Etherton

• No Drugs
• No Injections
• No Surgery

270-759-0030

'Sprnal Decompression, that is
nonsurgical unloading of the spine
due to distraction and poseloning

FDA 510(K) C K051013

Etherton Chiropractic
1102 Chestnut Street, Murray (across from Wendy's)
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Alumni, tradition play big part in MHS speech successes
I he 15 incinbcts or the
Murray High School Speech
Teiun who competed in the first
tournament in Bowling Green at
WKU Forensics/Aluntru Swing.
captured sixth place, with five
students receiving top honors.
Members, Nolan Jackson,
(first place prose interpretation).
Logan Pierce,(second place dramatic interpretation), Abby
Dowdy. (fifth place duo interpretation), Hannah Boone,(fifth
place duo interpretation), and
place
Belt, (sixth
Jacob
impromptu speaking), were
among the top ranking students
at the tournament. Jackson said
being a member of the MHS
Speech Team provides him the
ability to effectively communicate "A significant problem
among today's teens is the
inability to speak in front of an
audience. Speech team,is a
great opportunity to help deal
with that problem. Being able
to speak naturally and comfortably in front of your peers is a
talent colleges don't fail to recognize; it's a skill that will help
you succeed in the professional
world."
Kara Byrn Dowdy, the MHS
Speech Team Coach since 2004.
said she encourages MHS students to pursue the same public
speaking skills former MHS
alumni are still using today in
their professional skills. "In the
past four years that I have
coached the MHS Speech Team,
we have had many successes.
Growing from 14 members in
2004-2(8)5 to an amazing 32
members last year, to the current
21 mEmbers on this year's team,
there is no doubt that we will set
high aspirations and reach them.
I am looking forward to the
2(8)7-2008 season"
Since 1988 the Murray High
School Speech team has been
recognized as state sweepstakes
recipients seven times and is a
five time "sustained excellence"
award honoree since 19114. "We
are returning to our rightful
place among the leaders in
Kentucky high school speech."
Dowdy said.
In addition to the MHS
Speech Team receiving numerous state rankings last year
(second, third and eighth place
awards) dunng the two largest
Kentucky High School Speech
League (KHSSL) tournaments.
mod Bradley Black clammy' the
state solo championship title, the
MHS speech team students
continue to exceed expectations
in the National Forensic League
(NM) receiving honor, distinction and excellence recognitions
tor their outstanding efforts
Dowdy said the students dedicate their time and efforts to
become better in order to represent Murray High well, which
becomes a trend for other students to follow. "The growing
interest in the forensics program
at Murray High shows just how
special Tigers ere."
Former MHS teachers that
helped in forming the impressive academic arts history trend
that traces back to 1926, include

learned that one's ability to communicate clearly and effectively—whether through spoken or
written word--is key to advancing in life both personally and
professionally. Speech leads to
poise and confidence, of which
employers and even potential
friends take notice."
The 1984 Valedictorian and
U.S. Presidential Scholar,
Charles Cella, is co-founder of
GTC. Cella. who received third
Extemporaneous
State
an
Speaking while participating on
the MHS Speech Team, provides patent strategy, licensing
technology -transaction
and
services to a broad range of
clients, from industry leading
software companies to single
inventor startups. A Princeton
University physics graduate
who holds a Juris doctorate from
the University of Virginia's
School of Law, Cella said he has
used his Murray High School
speech background immensely
in his everyday professional life.
A Lincoln-Douglas first
Photo provided
Pictured are Murray High School's Speech Team members at the WKU Forensics/Alumni
Swing. Front row, from left, Nolan Jackson, Hannah Boone, Jacob Bell, Abby Dowdy and
Logan Pierce, (captain); back row, from left, Matthew Ray, Andrew Zimmerman, Rebecca Rat,
Becky
Shawn Schunng, Anne Ferguson, Bailey Boyd. Adano Mercadante, Knstina Kiefer,
Crump and Rebecca Walker.
Charlotte Whitnel I, Norma leave judgment out of it that Team in her role as Health
Lovins, Martha Carter, Peggy comes too quick in life, do your Program Planner for San
Francisco Department of Public
Brown, Ron Beshear itrid Mark best and keep learning."
Gene Cook, '90 MHS Most Health (SFDPH), Housing and
Elberton.
While
Gary Moore, a 1976 MHS Likely to Succeed senior Urban Health Section.
housing
alumnus and now a Dee-jay for superlative and 1994 Vanderbilt Lon assists in creating
homeless
Los Angeles market is still using University English and Pre-Med opportunities for the
them
his speaking skills he acquired major who went on to receive is people, she also connects
care and
from the MHS Speech Team. MBA in 2003 at Stanford to primary medical
"If it hadn't been for Murray University School of Business, mental health services through
writing.
High and the Speech Club believes being on the MHS presentations and grant
taught by Ron and Mary Speech Team was the single *Throughout my academic and
I've given
Beshear I wouldn't be where I most formative and impactful professional careers,
am today," he said. "He (Mr. initiative he did as an MHS stu- many presentations and have
presenBeshear) left after my freshman dent. The senior manager, always approached such
of
year, hut through his speech Stores at eBay Inc., in tations confidently because
team coaching experience it was California, Cook continues to my MHS speech background
feel the impact every day. "It and for that I will always be
very inspiring to me."
to
Today Moore has inter- helped me gain confidence and grateful. As a result, I'm able
I
viewed numerous rock celebri- the ability to engage and enter- command an audience when
a
ties that include Stevie Nicks, tain people while getting them need to—either while leading
for a
Paul McCartney. Billy Joel and to buy into and rally around a meeting of stakeholders
goal,' he said. "I'd always new program or making a more
•
Eric Clapton.
Kettle Overbey, a 1982 enjoyed acting, wanted to get formal training presentation
my
Murray High School class mem- better at being in front of people before a larger group--and
Northwestern and the folks on the speech team employer feels confident in my
and
ber
organizaUniversity graduate who has were good, intelligent, talented ability to represent the
appeared in numerous television people I wanted to hang around tion well.'
A 1999 Davidson College
shows and tin and off Broadway with and emulate."
Humorous Spanish major and International
former
A
productions, credits her commuholds a
eki0s to bar MHS isvaggimatioa.44orygoUrma.A449 Studio minor who also
Speech Team day'. "I really Acting and Duo Acting MHS of Public Policy master's degree
of
University
the
love being on stage and human Speech Team participant, Cook from
behavior changes, grows and was guided by former MHS California, Berkeley; Goldman
deepens...working in theater Speech Coach. Mark Etherton. School of Public Policy, Lori
performing in front of people at "I was on the team when we first said speech is pivotal. "I've
a very young age is such a con- won and successfully defended
fidence builder, extended family the state championship. E (Mr.
home for me in an artistic fami- Etherton) established a culture
of excellence while being very
ly."
Under the direction of former supportive, and I remember how
MHS Speech Coach. Mark excited we were finally to win.
Etherton. Overbey captured We'd been somewhat underdogs
first place rose/poetry division before, and it was great to see
at the 1981 National Speech the team's hard work and genTournament in Salt laike City. uine enthusiasm pay off."
Cook's sister, Lori, a '95
Utah. "If performing in front
of people makes you nervous MHS graduate also uses the
you should he doing it... don't public speaking skills she garworry if you are any good at it, nered while on the MHS Speech
#42264475

place state winning recipient
who went on to claim the
national (NFL) Kentucky title
while on the MHS Speech
Team, Cella still uses his speech
skills during his daily routine of
negotiating and developing
strategic work pnnciples with
his clients. "I was able to think
about complicated topics in a
rapid manner which required me
to respond in an intelligent
quick manner that has led, to
effective communications." Dowdy said the Speech
Team at Murray High School is
more than just a team; it's a family. "We encourage one another
each and every day to excel and
become better individuals, not
just better competitors. Sure,
tradition is one reason why we
continue to do so well, but it's
the family we create after spending so much time together lief
makes forensics an amazing
experience. We learn and grow
with each other. We're a family, and we will always do well
because of that support."
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International experience option for MSU students
In preparation for the trip, students will tic
Having an international perspective is becoming more and more important for students entenng introduced to their designated studies -1-hey will
the work field. Murray State University. in collab- also be asked to conduct research and prepare
for Study wntien reports on the organizations and historical
.'enter
oration with the Cooperative(
Abroad(CCSA)are taking this into consideration sites that the class will visit.
and giving students the opportunity to broaden
'the accounting students will visit an interim
their global perspective.
(Ional public accounting firm, a manufactuntig
This spring Dr. Steve Cobb chair of the MS1!
company. is financial services company, a health
department of engineering, and Dr. Holly
care organization and a sports franchise, Rudolph
Rudolph, associate professor in the MSU departsaid. By taking advantage of the study abroad
ment of accounting, are taking 16 students to
students will actually observe
'experience.
for
England.
spend their spring break in London.
a culture
international experience that will help them in the accounting and engincenng practices in
their
own.
from
different
future.
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